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PROLOGUE

This is the story 'warts and all' of a small village called Chearslcy and ib inhabitants. over a period of more
than a thousand years. It sits in the beautiful Buckinghamshire countryside at the western end of the Vale of
Aylesbu ry. Ii is not an extraordinary place. but it seems to have a unique character which makes it interesting
and appealing to most people who live here or who come to visit.
In 1977. my predecessor. Dennis Lane. published A Short Hisrory of Our Vifla,::t'. On his death. I assumed

the mantle of village his10rian and this book is the rcsuh of twelve years work. While there is much more
research still to be done. I have accumulated so much infonnation that it was necessary 10 publish what I had
learnt before vital facts were lost.
George Ewan Evans. a noted country writer once said. 'If you wait long enough in a village. you'll know
everything.' That may he true. hut when writing it down one i~ faced with the problem of what 10 publish. both
in terms of the amount (and the cost). and the content. Apart from obvious problems. and not breaching
confidences is especially difficult. one has to cut down and refine. Therefore. for those who have lived in the
village far longer than my twenty year~. and who wonder why their family. favourite relation or story is not
mentioned. I offer my apologies.
Obviously. I have met very few of the people in this story bu1. through the writing~ and memories of others.
one can not help but develop a deep ,iffcction for most of lhcm. good and bad. naughty and nice. saints. sinners
and rogues. Since I began my work. the vil lage has lost many from the old families who have either died or
moved elsew here. Hopefully. this book will fill part of 1he gap they left. I for one. miss their dry wit. lovely
stories and strong Bucks accents. For those reasons alone I enjoyed the research that led to the writing of this
book more than words can express.

Ted llooton
Chearsley. 1994

NOTES AND ACKNOWLED GEMENTS
The spelling of Chearsley and the names of other parishes have changed over the centuries and, as far as
possible, I have used the spelling applicable to the period in question. The same applies to the spelling of some
family names which changed from time to time.
With respect to the stories and memories as they were related to me, I have tried to double-check all the
information. However, this was not always possible and I have tried to indicate this in the text by words such
as, 'it is said', or similar expressions. However, I must say that, in checking the stories over the years, I became
impressed with the great accuracy of people's memories. In many cases I have written the stories as they were
told to me and I have not invented conversations for their effect.
I take responsibility for any errors in interpreting the information I have unearthed or have been given which
may have found their way into the text.
With thanks to ...
Before recording the names of those who have helped me, I must make special mention of several people. The
late May White (nee Smith) gave me many accurate memories and her huge photo collection started me off.
Her honest and, sometimes, hilarious opinions on people and events were most valuable. Another special person
was Tommy Clarke who, sadly, has also died. I used to be able to drop in on him at any time in his little
cottage with a newly-found photo to spark off yet more memories. In later years, his neighbour was Kathleen
Nathan. She encouraged me in my self-appointed task and was a constant source of stories and anecdotes.
Thankfully, she wrote some of them down before she died.
I am very grateful to Eve McLaughlin of Haddenham, the noted genealogist, for her invaluable assistance
in 'translating' the writing in many old documents, for background information, in reading the draft and for her
many useful and honest comments and suggested changes to the text. Also, thanks to Catherine Hitchens for
checking the draft. A special thank you to Alan Bosworth for 'translating' computer discs (containing the text)
from one system to another, which saved endless hours of tedious and expensive work.
In the following list, maiden names are given in brackets for the wives from the older village families. If
I have left anybody out, I offer sincere apologies and assure them it was not intentional.
Chearsley inhabitants, past and present:
Phyllis Austin (Claydon) & sister Connie
Jenny Allen
Rene Baker
Percy Badrick
Ken Brown and daughter Lynn
Win Baker (Smith)
. Harry Buggins
Enid Budgett
Gladys Byrne (Miles)
Judy Burnell (Gascoyne)
Eric Cox
Cliff
'Tuffen'
Sid
Dancer
Glenda
Ted and Doll Cox
and Yvonne Edmonds
Michael
Phyllis Dormer (Walker)
Fruchter ( 1940)
Marietta
Rose Forster (Turner)
Hilda Gascoyne
Alan and Maureen Gascoyne
Jane Glover (Lochore)
Stuart Gascoyne
Albert 'Pudge' Godfrey & Norah (Walker)
Eli and Violet Godfrey
Bill Gregory
Stan and Barbara Green
Tony and Hazel Hall
Harry Gregory and son Paul
Michael and Susie Heybrook
Rev. Julian Harford
Roy Hillsdon
(Walker)
Hicks
Sylvia
William Hugh Jones
Rev.
John Hinton
Betty Lane
Graham King
Ivan Lumsden
Dennis and Lil Lane
Muriel Parker
Herbert Nicolle
Doris Pope and daughter Elizabeth
Betty Pinkert (Timberlake)
Fred Read and Stella (Gascoyne)
Richard Pope
Bill Slatter and Georgina (Miles)
Rachael Sampson (Young)
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Joe and Hilda Slatter
Percy Slatter
Bill Swainsbury and Ivy (Mile )
Emily 'Queenie' Swift (Mile )
Gladys Taylor
Edna Tapping (Shurrock)
Ray Tibbles & Frances 'Tiny' (Whiteley)
Beryl Toop (Swainsbury)
Jean Tribe (Gadsby)
Adolphe Turner
Cyril 'Bammy' Walker
Eric Walker
Vic Walker
Don and Rosemary Wallis
Molly Warner (Gregory) & sister Connie
Cecil Webb
Fred White
John White
Len White
Mildred Whiteley (Badrick)
Doris Williams (Walker)
Paula Wilson (Baker)
Keith and Beryl Wright
Gabrielle Youle (Turner)
Frankie Young
Mabel Young
.
... and with grateful thanks to the following (and some of the above) who allowed me to examine their house
deeds which reveal so much history and not a few surprises:
Nathan 'Larry' Adler, Vine Cottage
Peter and Maria Allen, Lammas Cottage
Shamus and Jennifer Bestic, Farthing Cottage, once Roof Tree
David and Jean Bloomfield, Sunrise, now The Long House
Alan and Nereida Bosworth, Aro fa
Ron Caton, The Rosary, once The Roserie
John and Jean Daish, Arden Cottage, once Havendale
Bryan and Coleen Frost, West End Cottage
Mark and Jana Hayne , The Old Forge
Betty Iftner, Atholl Brae, once Richmond
~
Brynle and Vera Roberts, Darobey
Fenella Tillier, Fairview
Geoffrey and France White, The Old Farmhouse, once Grove Farmhouse.
Then there were the other from far and wide - people who have never lived in the village, and museum
personnel - who assisted in o many different ways. Here I must say a special thank you to three people: Mabel
Head of Long Crendon, daughter of May White, who introduced me to her mother and ha been of assistance
to me in so many ways for a very long time. Also, the late Richard Roper and his sister, Evelyn - their mother
was one of the Roadnight girls - who invited me into their home and gave me o much information about the
family and lent me many photos. Their contribution to thi book was invaluable. The many others were:
Martin Andrew, Dr Ian Beckett, Frank Brackley, Peggy Cattell, Mark Child, Mr and Mrs Charles
Cottrell-Dormer, Judi Crook, Joyce Donald, Roger Evans, Michael Farley, Fanny Foster, Julie Giles, Grace
Hall, Grace Hort, Keith Jarrott, Stanley Jenkin, Brian Johnston, R W Kidner, Barbara Kingham, Owen Lee,
Leicester Museum (Newton photo Collection), John Millburn, Richard Mole, National Army Museum, National
Maritime Museum, Alan Nicholson, Andrew Pike, Dr Clive Rouse, Science Museum, Olive Smith, Phylli
Spencer-Bernard, Christopher Taylor, Rita Trafford, John Walker, Amy Ward, Audrey Wheelband, Sarah
Wimbush (Courtauld Institute of Art), Canon Stanley Young.
I must express my appreciation to the Chear ley Village Trust for some financial assistance at a crucial time.
Also, many thanks for help from the following villagers: Harry Ashworth, Mary and 'Jock' Scholefield, Beryl
and Keith Wright.
At the Buckinghamshire Council for Voluntary Service, Catherine Hinton was of great help in ensuring the
publication of this book. Her efforts are much appreciated.
A special thank you to Hugh Hanley, Chief Archivist of the Bucks County Record Office, for his careful
reading of my draft to ensure that I committed no terrible historical blunders; also to his staff at the Record
Office for their help during my research.
Finally, to my wife Ann. Many thanks for putting up with my endles dronings and 'thinking out loud' on
matters of village history and, not least, for improving my grammar and use of English, rooting out my beloved
split infinitives, for proof reading and computer instruction. But most of all, thanks for being there.
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Chapter One

IN THE BEGINNING
I never realized that there was history close
at hand, beside my very own home.
Stephen Leacock

I The Ammonite in the garden wall at The Old House in School Lane

The first inhabitants of Chearsley made quite an impression! The photo shows what is left of an Ammonite,
the shell of an animal which lived in the sea 100 million years ago. It is a relic of millions of years of deposits
on the ocean bed, when the land hereabouts lay under the sea.
Later, huge movements of the earth's crust lifted the layers of deposits above sea-level and, in subsequent
ice-ages, glaciers scoured the surface and ground it up. Thus, the land around and under the village consists
of layers of limestone, mixed in with clay, sand and rubble. Gardeners here will be aware of the assortment
of soils, some very fertile , some very poor. Of course, farmers have always known about it and the old furlong
names in the parish tell the story: Middle Sand Furlong, Clayshare Hill, Stoney Furlong. Some of the clay
makes a very strong mud called witchert ('white-earth'), which was once used for building cottages and walls.
The rubblestone is of good quality and, in earlier times , was used in buildings and to provide foundations for
the trackways . Two hundred years ago there were three stone-pits (small quarries) in the parish.
About ten thousand years ago, with the end of the last ice-age, trees began to cover the land until there were
large forests . One covering this area, centred on Brill, was later known as Bernwood. Eventually, prehistoric
farmers began to make clearings in the forests to farm the land. However, no archaeological evidence of
'ancient Brits' has ever been found in Chearsley, only left-overs of old Celtic words: cumb, meaning a small
valley - to be found in the field names Addicomb by the Winchendon Road and Patchcomb just to the north
of the Crendon Road. Also, the name of Thame for our river and the nearby town, has evolved from
Celtic/British origins.
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FARM?

2 An imaginary view of the countryside in Roman times, around what was later to become the parish of Chearsley. The road ran
from Dorchester-on-Thames to Alconbury in Cambridgeshire. The age of the trackway is uncertain. The number of springs in the
northwest and southeast quadrants is noteworthy and it is around the latter that a few minor Roman finds have been discovered. The
assumption that a farm was located here is highly arguable, but it is possible because of the fine, well-drained soil nearby, plus
availability of pure water from the springs and river. The name of the latter is shown in its original Celtic form: Tamu . At one time
the whole area would have been part of the forest later to be known as Bernwood.
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IN THE BEGINNING
The Romans
In AD43 , the Romans arrived in Britain. Later, as they settled in the countryside, a network of secondary roads
sprang up. One came through these parts, running from Dorchester in Oxfordshire to Alconbury in
Cambridgeshire. Locally, it passed through what we know as Shabbington, Long Crendon, on to Lower
Winchendon and Fleet Marston. In our parish, the line of the road is marked by the present Crendon Road up
to the Green (Fig.2). It then disappears under The Old Farmhouse, to re-emerge the other side of the village
as the footpath leading to Winchendon. Fig.2 also shows a trackway, once known as 'The Narrow Way', which
the Romans may have continued to use . It now forms part of the Upper Winchendon Road, but its original
route on to Oxford is only marked by Crawley Path and the Crendon-Easin gton parish boundary. A branch off
to Chilton still exists as part of the bridleway called 'The Baulk'.
It seems that, in many cases, Roman villas or settlements were built a little distance away from their roads.
A few Roman artifacts have been found south of the early road near the present School Lane and, also, close
to the church. Therefore, it is possible ithat there was once a small settlement or farm here - not necessarily
inhabited by Romans, but perhaps by 'Romanized Brits'. Because of the underlying rock and soil formation ,
there are a number of springs between the road and the river. With pure water readily available, protected from
the worst winter winds by the hill to the north, rich flood meadows nearby and good soil to hand, it would have
been a good site for a farming settlement.
As the Roman Empire declined, the Saxons came in from northern Europe. They settled in much of the
eastern half of Britain and sometimes fought with the residents. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle tells of a Saxon,
Cuthwulf, who fought the Brito-Welsh in 571 and took four villages, one of them being Aylesbury.
Eventually, the Saxons settled and integrated to become the English. Sometime, between the years 750-850,
one of them gave his name to this village.
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Chapter Two

CEOLRED'S SETTLEMENT
'O, my lord. hard do I work. I go out at

daybreak driving the oxen to the field, and
I yoke them to the plough; however hard
the winter I dare not stay at home for fear
of my master ... e"ery day must I plough a
full acre, or more.'
From the Colloquies of /Elfric

The Saxons
Apart from the name Ceolred (pronounced Cheored and meaning 'Redman'), nothing is known of the man who
gave his name to the settlement - Ceoredslea. Some have interpreted the Saxon word 'leah' or 'lea' as meaning
a 'grove or clearing in a forest'. However, the same word could mean meadow and that would certainly fit the
case for the land alongside the river. Perhaps he was a rough Saxon farmer with some initiative, who wanted
to carve himself new farmland out of the dense Bemwood Forest. It might be that a Saxon farmer was
contracted by another to do the rough work, to their mutual benefit. Therefore, it may be no coincidence that
in the year 845, Ceolred, Bishop of Leicester, was a witness to the charter for Wotton, a village on the other
side of Ashendon. The nearest point of Wotton's convoluted boundary line to our is only just over a mile
away.
The settlement may have had a continuous existence from Roman times before Ceolred came along, or he
may have resurrected it out of the forest of Bemwood. In written records over the next four hundred years it
was to appear as Cerdeslai, Cherdsle and Cherdesle. Thus, the soft 'C' was later written as Ch and, although
the 'o' was soon lost, the 'd' lingered on in the dialect sound until about two hundred years ago.
Apart from the name, another clue to its Saxon origin i the shape of the village with its configuration of
sunken lanes. They are unusual in these parts, and would have originally been planned for access and as
boundary ditches around each hutted farmstead (Fig.3). As time went by, they acted as gutters and sank deeper
as storm water poured down the hill, as it still does today when the modem road drains are blocked! Further
erosion came about through the tramp of human and animal feet and grinding of sleds and cartwheels.
Aside from supposition, nothing is known about life in Cherdesle in those days, but it must have been hard.
Within the limits of their basic technology, they knew all about farming and where the best land was to be
found, but they were continual victims of low-yield crops, bad weather, crop diseases and plagues. The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle tells more than once of: 'great famine in England'; in other years: 'much
pestilence ... death among men and cattle' and, 'such misfortune in the weather that man cannot easily imagine
it.' But worst of all were the Vikings from over the sea, who began to raid coastal settlements and then ventured
inland in larger numbers. They probably passed close by ravaging and pillaging in 871, when en-route from
Peterborough to Reading where there was a big battle. Later, if they didn't actually wreck Cherdesle, the
villagers would have been well aware of the danger for the Chronicle relates, in the year 917, how some
Vikings coming down from Towcester appeared '... in a raiding band, by night, coming on men unprepared and
seizing no small amount of both men and cattle, between Bemwood Forest and Aylesbury.'
Settling down
However, like the invading Saxons of earlier times, some Vikings eventually began to settle down to become
farmers (nearby Dinton was originally 'Dane-tun') and, despite all the natural and man-made troubles, some
order and administration was imposed upon the country. Cherdesle found itself in the Kingdom of Mercia and,
within England itself, the shires were establi hed. They in tum, were divided into smaller areas called
'Hundreds' (one hundred families) who were responsible for local organization and discipline. Once a month,
our village elders would have made their way to the 'Folc-mot' (folk-meet= popular assembly) at Ashendon,
which was the centre of our particular Hundred. The mot was the equivalent of our modem Council meetings.
The path which the elders would have walked to the mot is now the Winchendon Road, leading on to the
present-day footpath: Furzen Lane, then on to Ashendon.
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845 - 1165
Despite the fact it has since been called 'The Dark Ages', there is evidence that common men and women
had some rights and responsibilities and few were down-trodden serfs. The structure of the Hundreds provided
a locally-based form of administration and law that had much in its favour. It certainly was far away from what
we would call democracy, but the common man had a little influence over the pattern of his life.
It was all to change.

The Normans
In 1066 the Normans, led by William the Conqueror, invaded Britain. They were a mixture of French and
Viking blood. William, through his lords and knights ru]ed the country with a heavy hand. After the shock of
bloody conquest, the administration in the countryside gradually changed to a more centralised and feudal
structure. The common man now found himself with few rights and subservient to his Lord's court, and women
lost much of the status they had previously enjoyed. Law, as it affected most ordinary men, was put in the hand
of the lords and bishops and the local Hundreds lost much of their power.
King William needed money and, so for taxation purposes, he required a record of land ownership. Thus,
he instigated the Domesday Survey of 1086.
Our first real facts come from the rather dry entries for Cherdesle in the Domesday Book. It tells us that
Cherdesle comprised ten 'hides'. A hide was the area that was normally worked by a single peasant family on
the basis of a sub-tenancy from the lord of the manor. It was a portion of land that could be managed and
cultivated by, it is said, an eight-ox plough. While that number might be needed for poor or virgin soils, it
seems likely that plough-teams of four oxen each might have sufficed here, where it would seem that a hide
was about ninety-five acres, including grazing and meadow. Normally, a collection of adjoining hides made
up an estate or manor.
The Book tells who was in possession of the land before 1066, and the names of the Norman Lords who
had replaced them by 1086. Cherdesle had two manors: a primary one of eight and a half hides (approximately
800 acres), worth £6, originally held by six thegns, but after 1066 it came into the hands of Walter Gifford.
Earl of Buckingham, a cousin of the King. Two of his men, Ernulf and Goisfrid, held this manor. A secondary
manor was smaller, of one and a half hides (140 acres), worth 22 shillings, earlier held by Alden (one of King
Harold's men), but after 1066 in the possession of the knight Miles Crispin and, holding from him, was one
Ricard.
Also listed were the important details of men and ploughs: land and meadow for a total of seven ploughs;
seven villeins, three bordars and six servi. This translates into: 7 villagers (one for each plough team), 3
smallholders and 6 slaves (unpaid servants). These sixteen men were all the heads of families, for if the slaves
were married, their family was bought or sold as a unit.
It is intriguing that Domesday indicates there were seven farms and three small-holdings in Cherdesle,
because that total of ten seemed to remain almost constant over the next seven hundred years. Obviously, farm
buildings - such as they were in those early days - would have been replaced many times over the years and
the acreage per farm varied from time to time. However, there are reasons to believe that the sites for some
of the larger farmsteads remained almost the same over that period of time, with some still to be seen in 1993.
The Land
As shown at Fig.3, the land would probably have been farmed on the two-field system. By 1086, maybe
200-250 acres would have been ploughed and cultivated each year, thirty acres for each of the seven plough
teams with, perhaps, another thirty for all the smallholders. The population would have been about 65-80, men,
women and children. All, except babies, would have been extremely busy at harvest time! Domesday says
nothing about woodland here, so it is probable that almost all the area had been cleared of forest, although there
may have been one or two small woods left: one seems to have be~n called Dunnhyrst. It would have provided
the wood for building, cooking and heating. The meadows must have been well established. There may have
been some permanent pasture for the oxen, with the rest of the land divided up between the farmsteads, other
huts, trackways, stone pits and what became known as The Furze. This was an area in the north-east part of
the parish which constituted the Waste - rough slopes and land covered in scrub and gorse for which the Saxon
word was fyrs. This name has been embedded in field names in that part of the parish ever since and, amongst
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3 An imaginary view of the parish of Cheoredslea in the Saxon period, 850-1066. The parish boundaries were defined h_v the river.

the brook (Wattesbroc) and two streams, one of which originated at Maerewe/1 - meaning boundary-spring. The parish is shown as
being divided into two big fields: one sown for crops. the other left fallow on alternating years. Cattle and oxon would have gra::.ed
mainly in the meadows. The two fields are shown divided hy a hedge and ditch, the latter also providing access from the village
towards Dunnhyrst (hyrst: hill often associated with a copse) . The name evolved into Dunnys and the later Dennis Way is now known
as Chilton Road. The village lanes were laid out in a most compact and pleasing design which also defined boundaries and assisted
with drainage. The arrangement of huts shown here is purely imaginary. Note the footway leading from the village towards Essendun
(pronounced Eshendon, now Ashendon), this became known as Furzen Way and part of it is now the Winchendon Road. The
Neoroweg may not necessarily have inferred a narrow-way but may have had the meaning of a difficult track to negotiate.
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845 - 1165

other things, the fyrs provided essential kindling for fires. All villages had their own Waste, although fyrs was
not always to be found there and, contrary to its name, the Waste was always a most useful asset.
Can we surmise any more about the villagers of those days? The name of the earlier landholder, Alden,
means Half-Dane (from a mixed Viking/English marriage). Some field names are surely named after three very
early farmers, a Viking name first: Toki (Tokishyll = Turks Hill); !Eddi (in Addycomb, cumb = narrow valley);
Putta, whose pasture (an ett) would have been Puttanett which became Putnett (sometimes Putnutt) and, with
a soft tt, later evolved into Putney Meadow and Putney Furlong.

The Church
When Cherdesle first began, the country had been converted to Christianity. Historians tell us that the first
services were held by itinerant priests at crossroads by a simple wooden cross. But some shelter from the
weather was necessary and, gradually, small simple structures came to be built, often called field churches. One
of our vicars wrote that our church was mentioned in Domesday. Not so, but very few churches were
specifically mentioned in that great Book. Nevertheless, historians think that most of our present-day church
sites were occupied at that time by some sort of building. Most were built on land provided by the most
important thegn or landholder as an act of piety and, possibly in some cases, for self-gratification!
Sometimes it would be a small shelter-cum-chapel built for a religious hermit, but most were for worship
by the thegn and his family, tenants and serfs. Here, the most important farm was undoubtedly the one we
know as Manor Farm, covering the best land in the south-west comer of the parish, just as it does today.
Therefore, it is no surprise to find our church sited on the very edge of that land and close to the edge of the
settlement. However, if the original farmstead was about where it is today, further up the hill, one wonders
whether the thegn was that religious: he may have wanted the church sited on the least valuable land and some
way from his own house!
Perhaps there were other reasons. Water played an important part in religious ritual and, with a spring and
river close by the chosen site, it was ideal. Perhaps the river was used for baptism? Also, with marauding
Vikings around in the early days, they may have felt the church would be safer down there, well away from
the road. It is a fact that, without a tower and sited over the brow of the hill, the little church would not have
been visible from the tracks leading to the village. Another remote possibility is that there was stone lying
about, from a Roman shrine that may have once been there. Despite the conversion to Christianity, old sacred
sites were respected. Perhaps it is no coincidence that the alignment of the church is towards the May l st
sunrise which, as the 'Feast of Beltane', was a significant pre-Christian date.
As time passed, the church developed on its rather lonely site towards the bottom of the hill. There is
circumstantial evidence to show that the foundations and, perhaps, the lower walls of our present chancel may
have been those of the original Cherdesle field-church which, with thatched roof, might have looked like this:
But the Normans chan:ged everything. Suddenly we, and many
nearby manors in the county, had a powerful and rich
orman
land-owner, Walter Gifford, the newly-created Earl of Buckingham.

Other than obtaining an income from his Manor of Cherdesle, he would
not have been interested in providing his tenants with any improvement
to their lives. However, he would have been interested in securing
himself influence on earth and a secure place in heaven.
In those days, a rich man thought he could achieve such things by
making a gift of land to a religious order and building an abbey and
priory upon that land. To provide an income for the occupants (who
would pray fervently for their founder's good health and future
destination), he would give them 'chapels of ease' from some of his
manors. They were not places where monks could relax, but were 4 The little Saxon field church as it might
chu_rches that provided income for the mother church or abbey. The have appeared when approaching along
saymg of masses and other religious services, together with tithes the footway from the north in, say, 1050
(payment in kind, grain, etc.) from the land, brought in money to each church. That wealth, generated within
th e manors, then automatically found its way to the abbeys. Here, it was Walter Giffard's son - the 2nd Earl
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- another Walter and his wife, Ermengard, who brought his father's plan to fruition
with the building of Noteley
Abbey alongside the River Tame in nearby Crendona. With the completion
of the abbey, the churches in
Cherdesle and Lytel Wichendone (and others much further afield) each became
a chapel of ease.
Our population must have outgrown its original little church by that time.
So, when the abbey was built,
sometime between 1125-65, our church was enlarged by the addition of a
nave: the main body of the church
where the congregation now sits - or stood in those days. An original part
of the nave can still be seen in a
'herring-bone' pattern of stones in part of the lower north wall. The new nave
was built upon rising ground and
had to be tacked on to the existing Saxon church, which then became the 'new'
chancel. Because of the slope
across the site, the nave was offset to one side and the floor is higher than
that of the chancel. This is very
unusual in church design and, what is more, the very worn step at the junction
of chancel and nave appears
to be that of the original entrance to the Saxon church.
There is evidence that our nave, like many others, had to be rebuilt about
150 years after it first went up.
Despite their ostentation, the Normans were not always the best of church builders
, and perhaps their workers
had to cut a few comers because they were building and rebuilding so many
churches at that time. The Saxons
may have made funny little skewed structures (there is not a single right-angle
in our chancel) with thin walls,
but with the secret of a very strong cement and skilled in the laying of rubblest
one, their work was often better
than that of their successors.
Nevertheless, with a larger church our villagers had somewhere better to worship
although they no longer
had their own priest. Just across the fields was Noteley Abbey, whose priory
was home to the Augustinians.
They were not monks but religious clerks and priests (called 'canons regular'
) and their dress was a white tunic
with a black cape. They provided a priest for each mass at Cherdesle. It is not
hard to imagine a canon walking
over from Noteley in his tunic and cape coming along the Thame Path, then
down the little footpath at the end
towards the church. This is what he would have seen as he approached:

5 An imaginary view of the little church after the nave had been added, c.ll 50
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Chapter Three

MEDIAEVAL EXPANSI ON
Time was when conscience dwelled
with men of occupation;
Time was when lawyers did not thrive
so well by mens' vexation.
Robert Greene, 1594

Legal Proceedings
Because of scarcity of information we have to take a leap in time of more than a hundred years, during which
time there were baronial wars, anarchy and nationwide pillage. However, law and order eventually returned.
Some legal cases concerning Cherdesle then appear. In 1227, a John Morel was in dispute with Alice
Columbier and her son over some land. The jury found in favour of Morel. Nearly thirty years later, John de
Columbar (probably related to the earlier Alice) was in dispute with the Lord of the Manor, Hugh de Cressy,
over fishing rights. John gave up his claim but was granted the right to '... fish every Saturday in the whole of
that water which is called Tame .. without any hindrance', provided he used a specified type of net. At that time
John held a portion of the manor which had the name of Bucktofts. In 1284-86 it was held by a William
Columbars. It was eventually bought by a family called Drokensford and was probably a relic of one of the
original hides. It was a sizable holding of approximately 60-90 acres of land, 19 acres of meadow, 52 shillings'
worth of rents and a farmstead.
A little earlier Thomas de Pundere and his wife Maud sold a farmstead, 24 acres of land and 2 acres of
meadow for ten marks (£6-13-4) to a Richard Skarbat and his wife Alice. Maybe this was the original Lower
Farm or, possibly, Centre Farm?
The Lord of The Manor
Around that time another lawsuit was required to settle the question of who was entitled to be the lord. It was
not long afterwards that the village was known as Chardisle Valence because a William de Valence had
inherited lordship of the Manor and he passed it on to Aymer, his son. Like all of those who followed, it
seems that none of the lords ever lived in the village. In many ways this was to the good of the community,
because a local person was often granted the right to 'hold the manor' as a superior sort of tenant. However,
bailiffs were sometimes brought in to manage the Manor and perhaps that created tensions in the community
from time to time.
But generally, ordinary folk were better off without the heavy or patronising presence of a resident lord
breathing down their necks. Also, they were spared the fate of some other villages whose resident lords liked
to replan, 'reorganize' or make a park of their manors, with great upheaval and distress for all their unfortunate
tenants. Therefore, Chardisle was fortunate to retain its original shape and plan from the earlier Saxon times

and, over a thousand years later, it can still be plainly seen in the sunken lanes of the old part of the village.
Another factor in our favour was that it was a small, out of the way manor and probably not very rich. Perhaps
the distant lords felt it was not worth bothering about. The relative tranquility that ensued led to a stable
community which appears to have been receptive to newcomers and, compared with some other villages, has
been more open to new ideas.
Earlier, the Domesday Book had described the secondary manor here. It later became part of a very large
estate known as the 'Honour of Wallingford' and the Chardisle portion gave rise to a great deal of legal
wrangling. In 1240, it seemed to be connected with a John le Knyght who, on payment of two marks of silver,
was granted some land and a farmstead. John may well have been an ancestor of Walter Knight who held it
fourteen years later and others of the same family seem to have been in occupation for many years afterwards.
Also, the Abbot of Nuttele held about 20-30 acres within this manor. However, the real wrangles were over
who ~as entitled to claim lordship, with the families of de Appleton and de Stokes in dispute. Everything was
comphcated by some land in Ickford that was a detached portion of the sub-manor. The lawyers must have had
a field-day!
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1165 - 1332
New developments
Obviously , the landholder s at that time had plenty of money. Therefore, it must be no coincidenc e
that, in that
period, the nave of the church was rebuilt in the form it is seen today, although only two of the
windows of
that time remain: the narrow single-ligh t windows called lancets. Then, in 1296, came the first mention
of a
windmill. Assuming it was sited where the later windmill was to be found, it can be seen from Fig.13
that it
was on a mound about five hundred yards above the top of the village.
There was yet another new developme nt. Just below the church, a moat was built and it is likely
that a
house was built inside. Moated houses were to become popular and nearly every village sported
one - there
were more than one hundred and fifty in Bucks alone. There is a feeling amongst some historians
that they
were a mediaeval form of a status symbol: 'keeping up with the Jones' is nothing new! And what
better to
enhance one's stature than a moated residence next to the church? With its own garden and orchard
and a view
over the river it would have been a modern estate agent's dream. But what an expense of labour
and time it
would have been in those days to shift every spadeful by hand. The labour gang must have been
brought in
from outside.
It is, perhaps, no coincidenc e that a new name appeared in the parish records at about that
time:
Frankeley ne. Historians tell us that moats were often associated with freemen and that is precisely
the meaning
of the surname Franklin and its many alternative spellings. A freeman was one who held a small portion
of land
under the protection of a lord. Within prescribed limits, such men were free to sell and buy, with some
freedom
to move about the country.
Despite all these changes, the Lord of the Manor still held what in modern parlance might be called
the
freehold of the parish and he received rents from all his tenants. In some cases and at certain times,
they also
had to give their services or perform work directly ior him. While the lord undoubted ly delegated
his powers
to a local man, it was his Court that dispensed a rough form of local justice, although spiritual discipline
was
the province of the church. The lord could sometimes order a man to be hanged, a sobering thought.
It was his
court that decided on the allocation of ploughlan ds, pastures and meadows, and settled local disputes
which
were often about encroachm ents between neighbour s out in the fields. But as long as they behaved
themselve s,
the lord had an obligation to all his tenants to protect them from outsiders, both physically and legally.
However, the increasing numbers of landholder s and the legal wrangles between them probably worked
in
favour of the ordinary people in the village. It does not take much imaginatio n to realise that whatever
the
strictures of the court, they could play off the lord, freeman, abbot and the other landholders, sub-tenant
s and
bailiff against one another. Peasants in those days were tied to their manor and leaving any village
was very
difficult, but perhaps some of our disgruntle d inhabitants could have at least changed their immediate
boss from
time to time.

Farmers and Peasants
For ordinary village people, the previous century had seen some improvem ents in living conditions
and, as a
result, the village population must have just about doubled since Domesday . However, like
many other
communit ies, it was getting to the point where there were too many mouths to feed.
In this part .of the Vale of Aylesbury , arable was taking over from pasture: more crops were being
grown
at the expense of cows and sheep. With crop yields per acre that had probably only increased
a little since
Domesday but with a greater population , it meant they were even more at the mercy of bad weather
or crop
diseases. It must have been one or both that led to an appalling famine throughou t the country
in the years
1315-17. It was followed by a 'murrain', a cattle plague which also affected the plough oxen.
Before he died about this time, Aymer de Valence made a life grant of The Manor to a local family:
Peter
de Carbone!, Isabella his wife and son John. The farmstead they occupied was almost certainly Manor
Farm.
The saying: 'nothing is more certain than death and taxes' was never more apt because, ten years
after the
famine and murrain, Parliamen t granted the King a 'subsidy': a tax to be levied on a person's moveable
goods.
That was followed by another tax only five years later. For the villagers it brought distress but,
because the
1332 tax returns have survived to the present day, it gives us a rare chance to learn about the villagers
of that
time.
The tax was assessed and collected locally. In Cherdesle , the sub-taxers were Henry de Colneydon
and John
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Frankeleyne. Of the former gentleman nothing is known, but John was possibly the freeman who lived in the
moat-house.
At Michaelmas when the harvest was in, Henry and John had to list all Moveables: items such as oxen and
horses (but not 'implements of husbandry': ploughs or plough oxen; nor contents of larder and cellar), pigs,
cows, sheep and stored grain. The tax was assessed at a fifteenth of the total value. Anyone whose moveables
were worth less than ten shillings was exempt.
There were twenty-four heads of households liable for tax (the comparable figure for 1086 would have been
ten) and top of the list was Dame Isabella, the widow of Peter Carbone! at Manor Farm. She had 2 oxen, 2 cart
horses, 2 'beasts', 4 pigs and one cart. Her grain amounted to 64 bushels of wheat (bushel = three and a half
pounds in weight, or one and a half kilos), 48 bushels of mixed barley and oats, 36 of beans and ten shillings
worth of hay and straw. It was all valued at almost six pounds, so her tax was seven shillings, tenpence and
one farthing. Her shepherd, Geoffrey le Bove, had 45 sheep worth £2-10-0, which made him the third
wealthiest person in the village, although the 'wealth' was only relative - none were rich by any standards of
the day.
There were only two carts in the whole of the village, one for each manor. The other cart was owned by
a descendent of the family we met earlier: Walter Knyt, who held the other manor (part of the Honour of
Wallingford). He ranked second in the village, taxed at four shillings, five pence and one farthing on his two
beasts, a steer and a cow, plus grain and hay. Below him were all the other villagers, with one named William
att West the lowest taxpayer at 8 pence. He had but one beast, twelve bushels of wheat and two shillings of
hay and straw. Below him were other unknown villagers whose moveables were worth less than ten shillings.
By that time the earlier slave class of Domesday had disappeared, but perhaps there were about six poor
families, to make some thirty in all. With between four and five souls per family, the total population must
have been approximately 135. For those interested in family names, here are the remainder, in alphabetical
order:
Bridge
Colicot
Draper
de Edtlinope
Gerfeys
Godman (2)

Astel
atte Well
Boketower
Boly
Boylard
Bragg

Luci
Nok
Oliver (2)
Osebeme
Richer
Stangeford

Perhaps Richard atte Well lived by Stockwell. Boketower is an alternative spelling of Boketot, sometimes
Bucktoft. The latter is also the name of the estate sold by the Columbars to the Drokensfords in the previous
century, so it would seem that its name 'Bucktofts' came from the tenants of what was later to become the first
Lower Green Farm. Other records say that Elena de Bucktoft, widow of Thomas (perhaps he died in the
famine?) had held the farmstead seven years earlier. In 1332 her moveables were only a beast, a cow, a heifer,
a pig, 28 bushels of grain, some hay and straw: total value £1 after rent and tithes. Fourteen years later her son
Philip was to hold the estate.
The total moveable wealth of the village in 1332 was just over £33, for a tax assessment of £2-3-8. Here
are the totals of livestock and grain in the village:
Sheep
Beasts
Pigs
Cows
Steers
Oxen
Horses
Heifer

77
21
13
10
9
6
6
1

Wheat
Drage
Beans
Oats
Barley

8 cwt
8 cwt
4 cwt
1 cwt
half cwt

(Drage: mixture of barley
and oats for making malt)

A 'beast' (sometimes known as an aver) was a draught animal, but not normally used in a plough team.
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Chapter Four

CAL AMI TY AND REC OVE RY
Rich men, trust not in wealth,
Gold cannot buy you health ;
Physic himsel f must fade ;
All things to end are made;
The plague full swift goes by;
I am sick, I must die Lord have mercy upon us!
Thomas Nashe ( 1593)

Disaster
Since 1347 the Black Death, then called the Pestilence, had been steadily
moving across Europe. In the late
summer of 1348 it arrived in England and it reached Cherdesle
that winter. We do not know how many
villagers died, it may have been something like a third of the popula
tion, perhaps some forty to fifty souls. A
later report from nearby Nottele said, '... the Abbey had suffered severel
y from the Great Pestilence.' The effects
in rural areas have sometimes been exaggerated and have often
been blamed for the movement and
abandonment of whole villages, but it is now thought these effects
were not so common as was once thought.
Nevertheless, in terms of human misery and suffering, it must have been
terrible. What is more, it returned four
times in the following twenty-seven years.
In those days there was no burial ground here and our dead were
normally taken to Crendona for burial.
However, it must have been difficult for them to find a place to bury
their own victims of the Pestilence, let
alone ours as well. So here, Court Close (the field above the church)
was probably the emergency burial ground
because, in more recent times, there are stories of skeletons having
being found there.
A New Lord
Despite the disaster, village life struggled on and legal wrangles among
st the lords and landholders continued.
Ownership of the Manor changed several times but, finally, in 1339
it came into the hands of Sir John Molyns
who lived at Stoke Pougeys (Poges). Initially, he could not have full
possession because the law said that the
Carbonels living at Manor Farm 'held the right of the Manor' until
their death. Perhaps Isabella and son John
died in the Pestilence because, around that time, Sir John came into
full possession and it may come as no
surprise to learn that the village was soon renamed Chardislee Molyns
! He was 'Treasurer to the King's
Bedchamber' - by no means the frivolous title it might appear - becaus
e he held the keys to the treasure chests,
and woe betide him if anything went missing. The king, in this
case Edward III, carried all the nation's
valuables with him when he travelled around the country, so the Treasu
rer was a most important and influential
post in the court. By any account Sir John seems to have been
quite a character. Some of his misdeeds
exasperated the king who outlawed him several times, although he
was always restored to favour. Later, he
could not produce some money set aside for the war in France
and was locked in the Tower. On being
pardoned by the king he was made steward to the queen - you cannot
help but wonder what she thought of
that!
.

Lawsuits continued apace. Fish was important in those days. Apart
from being a fresh, nourishing food, it
was obligatory for religious reasons on Fridays and Saturdays. It is
highly probable that the moat may have
been used as 'fish-farm' and even today Chearsley House still has
a fish pond which is at least two hundred
and fifty years old. Of course, the River Thame contained many kinds
of fish and on part of the other bank was
the parish of Hadenham, owned by the Prior of Rochester. But apparen
tly, Sir John Molyns had wasted no time
in building five weirs in what he considered his river - perhaps to build
up a head of water for a mill? These
interfered with the fishing, '... to the detriment of the free tenants of the
Prior' (i.e., the inhabitants of Hadenham)
and the Prior made his complaint in law on their behalf. For three years
the dispute raged. In the end Sir John
lost, the county sheriff made a survey and, 'caused the weirs to be
thrown down'.
Within a year or so, Sir John had got himself into hot water again at
court and the old reprobate was finally
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packed off to imprisonment, shared by his faithful wife Lady Egidia. When he had to be shifted to another
distant castle, his son William had to attend the move - under the pain of losing all his lands and manors if the
old man failed to arrive! Sir John died three years later.
Not long afterwards the newly knighted Sir William de Molyns sued the Abbot of Nottele for, 'trespass in
his fishery'. The Abbey had its own stretch of river further downstream, so perhaps the inhabitants of Chardislee
were fed up with the canons also fishing here after taking mass?
Survival
These lawsuits illustrate a feature of life after the Pestilence, which also coincided with the beginning of the
Hundred Years' War on the continent: because of the much reduced population, the military and market value
of peasants had doubled at a stroke. With weeds spreading over the arable fields and many ploughmen dead,
it was the remaining peasants, not the Lords and barons who held the key to the economic and political survival
of the country. They began to exact payment in wages from their lords rather than be subject to unpaid service
and, when a Poll Tax was later imposed on the country, the peasants felt strong enough to rise in revolt against
it.
Our villagers may or may not have rioted, but perhaps some took the opportunity to flee and the legal
disputes show that pressure was being put upon the lords and landholders by the villagers themselves. In one
way or another, they must have felt in need of reassurance and it is easy to understand the wall-painting in the
church that appeared around that time (only a fragment now remains over the north door). Showing St.
Christopher carrying the baby Jesus, it had a very special meaning for those that looked upon it:
If thou the face of Christopher on any morn shall see
Throughout the day from sudden death thou shaft preserved be.
Church and parishioners
We now have to take another leap in time, of sixty years or so. In the years since the Pestilence first arrived,
the parish had been slowly recovering. But it took a long time for, in 1446, another taxation showed a drop
of over 30% in valuation compared with the time before the Pestilence. The number of people living in
Chardislee Molyns had probably not risen much above one hundred since the disaster.
However, in the early 1400s somebody, perhaps one of the Molyns or Frankeleyns, had enough money to
pay for the addition of a tower to the church. Its completion and consecration must have been a gala day.
A more important event was to follow. On the
23rd February, 1458, the church was 'made
parochial'. It meant the village could have its own
priest and burial ground, and look after its own
affairs free of Notley. However, the Abbot did not
give up all the monetary ties to the church that were
to his advantage, nor his sizeable land holding
which he had acquired over the years.
Churchwardens appeared for the first time: two
men elected each year by the senior parishioners.
They had considerable responsibilities: upkeep of
the church, provision of ornaments, renting church
land and, of course, the keeping of accounts. They
prosecuted local moral offenders and
sabbath-breakers but, on the lighter side, they
organized 'Church Ales', the annual village feast,
with dancing and ale brewed in the nave. Such
6 The Frankeleyns. Taken from a brass of 1462 in the church, this
antics in the church may seem strange to us but it is the first 'snapshot' we have of any villagers. It shows John and
was the only public hall in those days. Their his wife Margaret, and the fact that they were entitled to have a
responsibilities within the village itself gradually brass memorial shows that they were people with some standing
increased and they were to be the kingpins of in the community.
(From Lipscomb)
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village life for the next four hundred years.
A document of that period names two of our early churchwardens: Thomas Orchard and Richard Odeburgh.
Two other surnames appear for the first time: Worbrigge and Brightwell; the former evolved into Woodbridge
and both names were to become very well known here during the next three hundred years.

The Manors of Chardislee
William Brightwell is the first recorded member of the family here in 1434, having become the holder of the
secondary manor (part of the Honour of Wallingford), later to be known as Brightwell's Fee. Afterwards, came
Walter and son Nicholas but, when fraud was suspected, King Edward IV granted custody of the estate to
another. However, by 1483 it appears that all was well because they were back in force, with Michael
Brightwell as our curate and Richard running the farm. Seven years later, another Nicholas was here, possibly
as farmer and churchwarden.
Their farmstead is to be seen in School Lane and is now called Furze Farm House. The main parts of the
stone walls of the house date back to about 1490, in the early days of the Brightwells. By Victorian times, the
farmstead had two names: North Farm and Tithe Farm. The latter will be used from here on, until the more
modern change of name to Furze Farm.
It is exciting to realize that the farmhouse to be seen today when walking along School Lane has a very
direct link with King Harold, 1066, Domesday and with one of William the Conqueror's knights, Miles Crispin.
We do not now see the original building but it certainly is a historic site.

DII]
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7 The Brightwell's manor house at Tithe Farm, later Furze Farm. The top drawing is an impression of the house as it may have
looked in the early 1500s, not long after being built and when the small house at the side was separate. The bottom drawing shows
the house as it is now, with the main chimneys added in the late 1500s, the additional windows of various dates and the extra
structure of cl600 that joined the two houses together.
(Drawing by Bruce Baker RIBA, with permission of Peter Allen)

Manor Farm is of great historic interest. It would have been the primary farm of The Manor of Chardislee
although, without a resident lord of the manor it never had a large farmhouse until the later 1800s. It
overlooked the best farmland in the parish, bounded by what is now Church Lane and the Crendon Road, with
the river to the south and the brook to the west. That land was part of the West Field of the parish which also
had the name Berrie Field. The good soil there underlines the truth of the old country proverb: 'The nearer the
church, the richer the land'.
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8 Manor Farmhouse. This shows the oldest part of stone and witchert construction. It was quite
a small building and nothing much to look at. However, there is a possibility that it may have lost
part of the top end when the first brick-built part was added in the mid-1700s.

Violent times
But if we think the Lord of the Manor had an easy time of it in those days, it may come as something of a
shock to learn of their fates. Sir William de Molyns was killed at the siege of Orleans in 1429. His daughter
inherited his manors, then married Lord Hungerford and he added de Molyns to his own name. Much good it
did him. He was captured by the French and held for £3,000 ransom. At a time when land was about one
shilling per acre, it was a lot of money: the equivalent of 60,000 acres. It is easy to see why all his manors,
including the 900 acres of Chardislee, were mortgaged to pay for his release. On his return he was on the losing
side in a battle against King Edward IV, and was beheaded in 1464. Five years later his son Thomas suffered
the same fate. The bloodshed was connected with the Wars of the Roses, and also reflected on the King's desire
to have no 'overmighty subjects' in his kingdom.
Church Money and Wills
Of course, the church continued to be the focal point in village life. To the peasants in their hovels and with
most farmsteads little better, the stone church with its wall paintings, ornaments and finery must have seemed
a quite magnificent building. To want to improve it and keep it going was of some importance although, as
always, finding the money was never easy.
However, the church was rebuilt yet again. The tops of the walls were raised a little and new beams plus
a tiled roof, replaced the original rude thatch. More light was let in by inserting new, large windows in the
sides of the chancel and nave. These alterations weakened the walls, so buttresses were added to keep it all
together.
It may be that with ecclesiastical connections, the Brightwells assisted with the costs of the renovations,
because the villagers had to look after the maintenance of the nave. The ways in which money was raised for
the church were many and one was by bequests.
Times were slowly getting better. We begin to see the Yeomen of England appearing: semi-independent
farmers owning a little land, descended from the villeins of the old days. An early example in the village is
John Hode. In 1518, he dictated his will to the curate, William Canon, and spiritual matters were of first
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importance:
... my bodye to be buryed in the churche of saint Nicholas in Charseleye ... and I geve to the saide churche
for my lyynge there one heckford otherwyse callyd a browne cowe.
Riches indeed. More followed: sixteen pence went to the mother church in Lincoln (i.e. the cathedral there,
our parish was then in that diocese) and then:
... / bequeve to the hye awter in Crendon viii d (eightpence) .. ./ bequeve to every lyght in the saide churche
iiij d (fourpence).
That money for Crendon was because it was the local mother church under Notley. After taking care of his
religious commitments, John went on:
.. .to every godchyld that I have levyng j (one) bushel barleye
... to every one of my doughtours daughters a shepe
... to every one of my laste wyfys doughtours a shepe
... to Edward Broughton of Charseley my best dobelett with my jackett
... to Thomas Broughton, son to the saide Edward a shepe ...
His wife being dead, everything else including his all-important land went to his son-in-law John Broughton
and J ohan, his wife and, of them, he ended with:
... if it so happyn that they have nede in ther tymys of levynge (times of living) to make sale of the saide
Landes for theire helpinge it is very wyll.
·
The will was witnessed by Richard Frankelyn, John Colyns and Wylliam Cole.
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Chapter Five

TIME MARCHES ON
Taxation!
Wherein? and what taxation? - My Lord Cardinal
You that are blamed for it alike with us,
Know you of this taxation?
Shakespeare: King Henry the Eighth.

The Village in 1522
In early mediaeval times, armies had been based on the feudal system. ·If a lord went to war as a knight he
might also provide men from his own estates as a private army. However by the sixteenth century, different
concepts of national service had long since emerged. By 1522 Henry Vill had been on the throne for eleven
years. He had war expenditure and required a new fleet. Money had to be raised by taxation. So he called 'A
Muster': a list to be made up of all able-bodied men of 'value and substance' in the country who could bear
arms in an emergency. However, being the crafty man he was, Henry made the muster a valuation of lands and
goods which could be used as a basis for the taxation ... a familiar story!
While the Muster for Chardsley did not include any information on what goods they had, it gave the names
of the landowners and all the men in the village. Here, for the first time, was a complete list from the rich to
the very poorest, with the value of their lands and holdings and/or their goods, plus the weapons of war held
in the village.
The weapons amounted to five bills (a pike with a side-mounted curved blade near the top) and seven bows
(the famous longbow, renowned in English military history). The bow must have needed some strength to use
it properly, and two were in the hands of men who had no goods: Richard Fowler and Raffe (Ralph) Gater.
Since Thomas Fowler and William Gater had goods of some worth, one assumes they were heads of families
with Richard and Raffe as their sons, young men still in their prime.
There were eleven landowners in the parish:
Sir Richard Sacheverell
John Page
Walter Curson
The Abbot of Notley
John Brightwell
Henry Wehbe
Sir John Hampden
William Broughton
Thomas Greenewaye
Richard Clearke
The parson of Hyckeforde
The value of their land ranged from twelve pounds for Sir Richard's 230 acres, down to Richard Clearke
at one shilling and eightpence for just under two acres. After the disasters that had overtaken the Molyns,
ownership of The Manor had passed to Molyns' daughters and, finally, one had married Sir Richard
Sacheverell, hence that unfamiliar name. Sir John Hampden is another new name. He seems to have come into
possession of the estate called Bucktofts/Columbars. Apart from the Abbot, nothing is known about the other
landowners, except for the parson of Hyckeforde. That was Ickford, and his twenty acres or so was a portion

of the secondary manor that had become Brightwell's Fee.
The land-holders are of interest. There is the surname Oliver, one of only two names which continued over
from the earlier taxation of 1332. Richard Oliver was an up-and-coming yeoman, renting forty acres worth two
pounds and he had goods worth four pounds. He was probably running Lower Farm. Then there was John
Broughton with four acres, son-in-law to the earlier John Hode who had left him land and possessions when
he_ died. Finally, there was 'Ye Churche boxe' which had about half an acre associated with it and 'goods' worth
thirteen shillings - presumably ye contents of ye boxe?
There were twenty-two men listed who held no land, only goods, The top four, rated in order of worth,
were:
Richard Frankleyne
£16-0-0
Thomas Betrige
£12-0-0
John Collens
£10-0-0
John Woodbridge
£ 9-0-0
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These four were relatively wealthy because the goods of the others below them were in the £1-£2 bracket.
Richard Frankleyne must be of the family we met in the earlier years. For John Collens, here is another spelling
of that surname; he was the other witness to Hode's will. So all four were 'respected members of the
community'.
The remaining surnames of 1522 were:
Blatched or Blakett
Goldringe or Goldrynge
Bowley or Bolley
Mayne
Carterwrighte or Cartwryte
Mills or Miles
Catter or Cater or Gater
Peerse or Perse
Fowler or Foller
Sargeauntt
and Warner
The problems of tracing family trees is evident as the above list includes alternative spellings of the same
name, for there were musters in 1524 and '25 and some of the spellings changed every time!
Another feature of the time was that people were becoming more mobile. The musters of '24 and '25 show
three new names: Byrne, Staple and Carawey. Not many but, with only about thirty men in the village, the
newcomers represented 10% of the adult male population.
To survive until adulthood in those days meant that those men must have been a hardy bunch. A recent
archeological dig at nearby Abingdon, in Oxfordshire, has revealed much about the average villager of those
days. About a third of all babies died within a few months of birth, as did many of their mothers. Having
survived the early years, accidents and diseases claimed or maimed very many, with smallpox, typhoid and
typhus being fairly common, plus broken and fractured bones which were left to set by themselves. But wor t
of all must have been the constant pain caused by rotten teeth, a common source of trouble. Despite such
afflictions, there were all kinds of herbal cures - one small field here was called Physicks, perhaps the
surrounding hedge was a source of herbs - and many used in those days were quite effective. Also, in
Chardsley at least, there was always pure water gushing out of the ground which may have reduced the chances
of contracting typhoid. However, that may have been offset by the dampness in the low-lying parts of the
village near the river which, even today, seems to give rise to bronchial problems for some. Another factor that
may have brought some relief to the villages around Notley was that the Augustinian monastic order was
renowned for its medieval hospitals.
Perhaps, the population of the village was about one hundred and twenty by that time. It had nearly
recovered to the level it had reached before the Pestilence of two hundred years earlier.
The Reformation
In those days the King would sometimes 'progress' around the countryside. In 1529 there must have been great
excitement when Henry VIII came to stay the night at Notley, during a tour of the Midlands. Perhaps he came
to look the place over, for on the 9th December, 1538, the Abbey was surrendered to the King and was
dissolved. It meant that the Abbey, like so many others around the country, was stripped of valuables and left
to crumble, while the canons were dispersed as curates around the countryside or given their pensions. Ten
years later, orders came to remove all remaining images in. all churches, to take down stone altars and for the
'white liming' of naves to obliterate all wall paintings. For a time, free discussion on religious differences was
allowed. With change, argument and confusion, aggravated by the introduction of a new prayer book and all
magnified by inflation and an agricultural recession, it must have seemed to many that their world was falling
apart. It led to rioting in nearby Thame and elsewhere.
When Notley was surrendered, the rectory (the church with its rights, its land and tithes) was valued at
£10-10-0. The King granted it to Christ Church, Oxford*, as well as the parsonage and 'Cherdesley-well', total
value £3-6-8. This is the first mention of a parson's house or a holy well. In later years there was certainly a

* The rectory and the advowson (the right to choose the minister) were granted to others in 1579 and then conveyed to Sir Robert
Dormer in 1598. They then stayed with the Manor of Chearsley until 1865.
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very small witchert cottage called Priest's Cottage in the field sometimes called Lower Green Close, sometimes
known as Parson's Close. The site of the cottage (demolished c.1970) is about 100 yards below the stile at the
bottom of Lower Green Lane - see Fig.9.

9 Priest's Cottage as it looked in the 1930s. It is unlikely that this was the earlier

cottage of the 1460-1540 period, possibly it was the second or third on the site.
However, witchert cottage design changed very little, so the earlier one may have
(May White)
looked much like this.

The holy well was probably Stockwell (pronounced Stoc'll). The name exists in many villages and has
interesting connotations: it was usually the site of an old stone or tree stump from which proclamations would
be read out. Such places were public meeting places and easily accessible. In even earlier times, the word 'stoc'
often had a specialized meaning of a holy place. Near the centre of the village, close to the church and opposite
the inn, The White Horse, it was in an ideal location. It is possible that the inn was built with a dual purpose:
to provide an adjacent village meeting place under cover, and to accommodate any pilgrims visiting the holy
well. However, with the Reformation, the importance of such wells faded very rapidly.
New Lords
Sir Richard Sacheverell died in 1534, and the link with Stoke Poges and the Molyns was finally severed soon
after when Baroness Molyns, with others, sold The Manor to Sir John Baldwin at Little Marlow. It was later
inherited by his son-in-law, William Borlase.
Finally, in 1595, The Manor was bought by Sir John Dormer* of Long Crendon; his descendants and their
inheritors were to be our Lords for nearly two hundred and fifty years. For better or for worse we had a local
Lord although, as we shall see, he acted through his bailiff in the village.
The Village
Meanwhile, with Queen Elizabeth on the throne, a new sense of prosperity and confidence began to take hold
throughout the country. While we know so little about the lives of the ordinary villagers, there is evidence of
better times in the number of new houses and cottages that were built in the period 1560-1640. However, we
should not assume that everybody in the village had a splendid new dwelling. It was mainly the yeomen and
smallholders that felt the benefits. Nevertheless, one landowner was a Thomas Heybome of Ilmer, who owned

* If you want to have a look at Sir John, he and his wife are to be seen in effigy lying upon their tomb in Long Crendon church.
If you want to see the house he built - a real Manor House - the Ashfold School at Dorton is his original mansion, completed in the
year he died, 1626. Most of the succeeding Dormers who were our Lords lived there, even though they seem to have been buried
at Crendon.
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10 Stockwell. A spring still bubbles out here and feeds the little pond, just visible here with a few
ducks. This photo was taken c.1923, not long after the surroundings had been cleaned up and a
new pump and rails were added. Alf Cox and young George White are seen here in those tranquil
inter-war years. By 1993 the pump and rails had disappeared, nettles reigned supreme, the road
verges nearby had been chewed up by delivery lorries and the ducks have disappeared - casualties
of a few car drivers who drive too fast.
(Ted Cox)

about thirty acres in Chearsley and, in January 1638, he made the following agreement with Thomas Cherry
'of Cheresley, gardener'. Although Cherry lived in the village, it is possible that he was a gardener at one of
the big local mansions - maybe for Sir Robert Dormer at Dorton, or at Thame Park. Stripped of some of its
legalese, the contract reads:
Thomas Heborne (TH) agrees to build and farme lett to Thomas Cherry (TC) one Lytle cottage fit for a
dwelling for the said TC , to be erected and furnished by TH on part of the orchard or backside which TH
has lately bought from TC and John his son in Cheresley. The cottage to be built on one side of the orchard
by November 1, and TC not to enjoy any land other than that on which the cottage actually stands. Ren
ld at Michaelmas if demanded.
It seems that even if Thomas Cherry could not have a garden, at least the rent was minimal!
By this time The Bell Inn would have been well-established. The derivation of its name has to do with the
casting of chu!ch bells. In those days it was virtually impossible to transport church bells around the
countryside, because of the terrible roads. Therefore, they were cast on-site by the makers in a convenient fiel
within easy reach of the church, in this case the latter was straight down the hill. If an inn was subsequently
built at the site, then it was named for the number of bells cast there. The fact that it is called The Bell woul
seem to indicate that it was built after the first church bell was cast here - in 1500. This supposition wa
strengthened recently when it was discovered that the small rear wing of the pub is of wood frame construction
with at least one cruck. These were tree trunks that were split vertically to make tent-like supports at the gable
ends of buildings. They were a feature of many structures built up the mid-1500s. Until now it was a]way
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thought that The Bell was built in the 1600s, but perhaps the witchert part at the front was added in the latter
period with the express purpose of converting the little cottage into an inn. With the general improvement in
the standard of living in Elizabethan times, the victualler of The Bell must have seen good business from then
on.

The Bell. This delightful view,
c.1930, takenfrom across the Green is
complete with a tradesman's horse tied
up to the hitching rail below the
right-hand window. To the right and
behind the pub can be seen one of two
cottages, this one built about 1700.
like The Bell, it was originally
thatched, but it was later rebuilt with a
tiled roof and the Gregory family spent
their early years here in the first half
of the 1800s. Afterwards, it was
divided into three tenements and is
featured in later chapters of this story
although, in more modern times, it
became derelict and is no more.
(Gladys Taylor)
11

Continuity
Of the cottages believed to have been built or standing in the 1560-1699 period, about half have survived to
the present day. As we shall see later, some became delapidated through lack of money for repairs, but it is
a tribute to the original builders that there are so many left in the village.
As mentioned earlier, from Domesday onwards the village always seemed to have a total of ten farms and
smallholdings. Four very old stone-built houses survive to this day, those belonging to: Manor, Tithe and
Middle Farms, also Walnut Orchard, the last two now clad in brick. Walnut Orchard was at the exact centre
of the village and, although it is not clear if it was ever a farmstead, it certainly was big enough for the site
to have been one of the very first farms. If it was a farm before the 1600s, its activities had ceased by about
1750.
Apart from Manor Farm and Tithe Farm, the names of four others are known and, possibly, a fifth:
Farmstead name

1993 name

Middle Farm
Lower Green Farm
Lower Farm
Centre Farm
Upper? Farm

The Old Farmhouse
Chearsley House
Lower Green Farm
Mulberry Hill (barn conversion), original farmhouse demolished c.1875
Demolished c.193 7; site at entrance to Old Plough Close. The name is uncertain,
farm sold 1805 to be part of Middle Farm.

All of the above farms plus Walnut Orchard are shown on Figure 12 which, although it shows the village in
l 725-35, must be very similar to its appearance in the early 1600s. Incidentally, in 1522, Middle Farm may
have been the one owned by the Abbot of Notley. Later in Victorian times, it changed its name to Upper Farm
and, finally, Grove Farm.
The original Lower Green Farm has been mentioned previously, it was the farmstead that became another
s_mall manor, with the dual name of Bucktofts/Columbars. Around 1560 it had a facelift with a new
timber-framed house. The present house has an H shape, but it is only the wing nearest the church that is the
new house of 1560.
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13 The parish in 1624 consisted of three main parts: the Village, the Meadows and the Fields, of which there were three. Moore

Field was often called the East Field, sometimes North or even Furzen Field. Berrie Field was often called West Field, sometimes
South Field. The Fields were divided into furlongs (each having a name, not shown here) and they, too were further subdivided into
'lands'. Every yeoman, husbandman and labourer was allocated lands equally amongst the three fields, although the yeomen had
larger shares and often owned some lands of their own. Also, because most meadows were subdivided in much the same way, it was
a mammoth task to apportion the shares to each individual. 'C' shows two Cuddington Meadows which, for many years, were part
of the Manor of Chersley. Note the location of the windmill, which was still in use in 1624.
(Drawn from 1624 maps and data in the Cottrell-Dormer Collection and the 1763 map in the Bucks Record Office plus other
records)
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in the village having a wooden frame with
Lower Farm, now Lower Green Farm, is the only farmhouse
covering). Apart from Manor Farm, it is now the
wattle-and-daub infilling (a mesh of hazel branches with mud
as a smallholding, it has lost its last remaining
only remaining 'working' farmstead in the village although, even
old cowhouse which has been converted into a dwelling.
of the village. The original farmhouse lay
Centre Farm was one of the smaller and less wealthy farms
tion wall immediately above what is
founda
stone
alongside the road, its only visible remnant being part of a
times.
now the driveway of Mulberry Hill which was a barn in earlier
of its former self, it seems that at least
shadow
a
now
latter
the
Farm,
Centre
and
Apart from Upper Farm
years or more. Also, as we have seen with Tithe
five of the former farmsteads have lasted for four hundred
farmsteads may be those of 1066 and, perhaps
Farm, there is reason to believe that some of the sites of the
earlier.

The Poor
register around that period, it is not known how
In 1601 the Pestilence returned. Because of a gap in the church
badly affected.
many deaths occurred here, but Crendon and Aylesbury were
times, punish ment of 'rogues, vagabonds
That same year, Parlia ment passed the Poor Law Act. In earlier
was a flogging, with death for the third offence.
and sturdy beggars' or anyone deemed to have refused work
es, the landowners being charged a new rate for
But now, maintenance of the poor was to fall upon the parish
That job usually fell to one or two of the senior
that purpose, with the appointment of an 'Overseer of the Poor'.
of the parish. Some years later it was recorded
yeomen. They had to find shelter and work for the unemployed
that:
week by the overseers of Chersly or to be found
John Lawre nce to be allowe d one shilling and sixpence per
work by them.
person or family back to their own parish, to
A later Act allowed the overseers to sometimes send a poor
avoid them being a burden on the rates. Thus we find:
from Chersly to _Qakley .
Confirmation of a warra nt for removing Elizabeth White widow
... and ...
his wife from Great Kimble to Chersly.
Order confirming a warra nt removing Henry Pratt and Mary
h Lane, between The Long House and West
A pair of very ancient attached cottages once stood in Churc
use, a relic of that original Poor Law Act. It gave
End Cottage. In the early 1800s they were used as a poorho
assion for the weaker members of the community
some relief from the grinding poverty of earlier days. Comp
was becom ing evident, even if grudgingly given.
prevalent in dealings between ordinary people.
Nevertheless, when tempers flared, violen ce was still very
has been said that a gallows once stood at our
Death by hangin g was not an uncom mon punishment. It
. Much later, Lipscomb the Victorian historian
crossroads, reputedly in front of where Mano r Villas now stands
However, one of his contemporaries afterwards
reported that several skeletons had been found buried close by.
one skeleton having been found there.' Perhaps
wrote, ' ... after close enquiry upon the spot we could hear of only
times, tradition required that they be buried at
it was the remains of an unfortunate suicide because, in early
village crossroads.

Farming
been divided into three huge fields. The village
Agriculture continued much as before. The parish had long
ures, but the old meado ws still lay alongside the
itself was now partly surrounded by hedge d and walled enclos
(in this sense meaning the whole of the parish)
river and brook. A description of the period said The Manor
champion meant arable) with a very fertile and
lay in open fields and was, 'a champ ion place' (at that time
sheep but excellent for other animals, although
fruitful soil which was 'oftentimes hurtful and very casual' for
grain which by reason thereo f is much spoiled.'
there was no convenient cow-pasture, 'save among the corn and
often surrounded by growing crops, surely they
This reference is a little puzzling, accepting that pastures were
tethering or with hurdles?
had the wit and the means to keep cattle out of the crops by
g families. The yeomen had come into their
farmin
As we shall see, there was also continuity in the main
often called husbandmen. When these men died
own, and the smallholders (the bordars of Dome sday) were
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before their wives, the women took over and managed. One wife of a husbandman, Alice Hearne, writing her
will in 1616 provides an interesting comparison with John Hode's will, a hundred years earlier. During that
time, the church had lost so much power and influence that Alice does not mentioned it at all and, instead of
money for candles, bequeathed her money in more practical ways. You can almost hear her strong Bucks accent
in the writing:
I Alse Hearne ... widdow sumwhat deseased in body but of sound and perfect memory, thanks be to god,
there/or doe make and ordayne this my last will and testament.. .I bequeath my soule into the handes of
Almighty god and my body to the earth to be buried as my executors shall think fitt in full hope trust and
ashewrance of a joyful/ ressurrecion.
I give ... unto the poore of the parish of Chersly and ... Crendon xxs (20 shillings) to each towne and unto the
pore of Chilton Nether Winchindon and Cuddington xs ( JO shillings) to each town ...
She went on to list her bequests to her many grandchildren: sums of money, 'my tenement in
Cuddington ... one carte and wheels', cows, bullocks and all manner of household items including, 'my greate
brasse pott...one fetherbed and ... all my wood about the house'. The latter item was a valuable commodity in
those days. Bushels of wheat and malt plus, 'fower lands of wheate next Dunhurst hedg' went to various local
people. She went on to bequeath to 'my granchild John Winter ... a tenement and one yardland in Chersely called
Fullers'. Her final instructions were:
I give unto my servant John Creaker my 2 ewes and unto my servant Robert Reynolds 2s 6d. All the rest
of my goods and chattells .. .I give ... to my sonne Thomas Hearne and my granchild John Winter ...

14 This house belonged to the Hearne family in 1763, and it is possibly where
Alice Hearne lived in 1616. Her will showed that she was a wealthy lady with a
smallholding in the village. The house was built ahout 1600 and, even though
extensions were added later, it would still have been regarded as a grand mansion
when it was first built. This photo was taken three hundred years later, in the
early 1920s, when it was white-washed and still had its thatched roof Today,
(May White)
renovated and modernized inside, it is called The Old House.

In 1624, not long after Alice wrote her will, the manorial records show the allocation of the meadows to
the seven yeomen: Thomas Hearne (Alice's son), John Winter (here John the elder, her son-in-law), William
and John Woodbridge, James Cox, Richard Oliver and Thomas Brightwell. Possibly, the allocation was because
two previous tenants had gone and a general 'tidying up' was needed, or perhaps some meadows were to be
newly-inclosed. Many mathematical calculations were required and the sums - interspersed with the surveyor's
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doodles - occupied several pages. Maps were drawn of each meadow to a high degree of accuracy and an
example for Moore Meade is shown in Figure 15.
The bare bones of sums and drawings give no indication that it was a bad year. The harvest was dreadful
and an economic recession was in progress. To cap it all, the Pestilence returned yet again the following year.
However, it was not too long before things improved and, in 1630, Francis Treble, a new resident curate
arrived. Such men were a comparative rarity in those days - many lived miles, often hundred of miles away
from their rural parishes, some never bothered to visit and often employed cheap local curates to stand-in and
perform their duties.
Soon afterwards, a new bailiff for The Manor was appointed and the manorial records show a familiar name:
Lease of one yard land and three quarternes in Chersley Lett unto John Winter the younger beginning at
Lady Day 1634 and to endure frpm thence to the end of one and twenty yeares at three and twenty shillings
and four pense yearly and every year ...
The original document, called a Terrier - often spelt Terrar in those days, from the Latin word for land lists the portions of the three Fields which were leased: almost 30 acres of arable and pasture, plus portions
of the meadows at Rumbelham, Long Dunnis and Short Dunnis - note that Dunhurst has already evolved into
Dunnis. There are two points worthy of note in this Terrier. Firstly, a yardland was the amount that was
considered to be the minimum amount of land that would provide self-sufficiency for one family. In earlier
times it had been called a virgate - reckoned to be a quarter of a hide which, of course, was the old Domesday
measure of area. The size of a yard-land was highly variable because it related more to the quality of the land,
in this Terrier it was about 17 acres and other parish documents show it was anything from 13 to 25 acres. In
other parts of the country it was usually between 17 and 40 acres. Secondly, there is Lady Day; this was March
25th which, in those days, was New Year's Day.
So, with the Rev. Francis Treble installed as curate and the two John Winters, elder and younger, running
things on behalf of the Lord of the Manor, Sir Robert Dormer, the scene was set for a small drama in the
parish. However, it was to be overshadowed by a more immediate and traumatic national disaster.
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Chapter Six

THE CIVIL WAR AND AFTER
the
Alas! that the fair plains of this fair island should be
scene of bloody strife between Englishmen only.
James Sheahan, History of Bucks.

ry. This time it was King Charles' Ship Money. Every
As usual, more taxation was about to fall upon the count
bute. In 1635, somebody in authority was told by
county was to pay for a ship and each village had to contri
an informer that some shenanigans were going on.
er. His man John Winter is one of the Assessors
Cherslye. Taxed for the Shippe £10.4.2. Sir Roberte Dorm
rs Parte and his tenants.
for the wholl Hundred and soe maye spare all his Maste
nly a schemer!
If the informer was to be believed, John Winter was certai
which were to spark off a terrible calamity
events
other
to
led
It
ed.
More demands for Ship Money follow
his troops set up their headquarters in Oxford, with
- the Civil War. It was not long before King Charles and
(Parliament's troops) were ensconced in Aylesbury
outposts at Haddenham, Boarstall and Brill. The Roundheads
d, the historian of Long Crendon, has written:
with their outposts at Hartwell and Waddesdon. Joyce Donal
g, and suffered more material loss than any other
...probably the villages around Thame saw more fightin
years.
part of England. We were in the front line for nearly four
nt skirmishing all around: at Brill, Long Crendon
No large battles took place nearby, but there was consta
doubt we suffered from crop-burning and plundering.
and Thame, with sieges at Boarstall and Hillesden. No
and threw it in the pond, leaving the shattered base
It has been said that some soldiers broke our church cross
where it can be seen today, outside the church door.
son Robert inherited the manor. It is believed that
Sir Robert Dormer died just before the war began and his
in the village who supported that cause. One wonders
Mr Robert was a Royalist and perhaps there were some
er implied he was against the King and, despite any
about the views of the bailiff, John Winter. The inform
imperative for John to appear to support the Royalists
private feelings he might have had, it would have been
supporters of the Parliamentary cause in the village
to keep his job with Robert Dormer. There must have been
bly ran high.
and I suspect they were in the majority. Tempers proba
g for all the inhabitants of Crendon and Cherdsley
callin
ent
docum
a
found
once
she
Joyce Donald told me
en the two parishes) at 9am on 31st May, 1645. She
to assemble at Hawks Bridge (the boundary point betwe
it must have been something very important. If they
could not discover why this assembly was called, but said
e. The date is towards the end of the Civil War when
all turned up, there would have been some 500-750 peopl
es had Royalist Lords, in particular we shared Robert
the Roundheads were close to victory. Because both villag
e ought to decide how they were going face their
Dormer, perhaps someone thought that, together, the peopl
decide whether to join The Clubmen, an organization
masters when the fighting was over. Or perhaps it was to
d their villages against raiders of either party. We can
of peasant defence forces which banded together to defen
only guess.

The Curate's Tale

again a few years later, but it died away and the son,
Soon, King Charles was beheaded and the war flared up
can sense underlying tensions left by the war and
King Charles II was restored. Two years afterwards, one
ed to his visiting bishop. This report brings up a
religious differences when our curate, Francis Treble, report
shenanigans were going on! (I have tidied up the
number of interesting historical facts and shows that more
necessary in brackets, including pre-decimal money
old text just a little, adding some explanations where
conversions.)
28th July 1662, at Aylesbury.
the church at Cherdsley.
CHERSLEY. The presentments and complaints concerning
yeares agoe and we had a deed for it with the
1. Our church was a free-church purchased above 220
nt to it: I mysel f see it and presented it here
Bishop of Lincolne's seale and the abbot of Notle's conse
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

at a visitation: but before my coming the church chest of 3 locks was broke up and that deed taken
away: since, I have challenged the impropriator's (Dormer's) bailyff for it, John Winter now dead, and
since, his sonne now being publican or tyth-taker, but he deny's it ...
Our church was a free donation endowed by Queen Elizabeth, 20 nobles (£6.13.4) per annum cheiper
pay, noe more can be had unlesse the impropriator by free guift augment it, and then they take away
when and as they please themselves; I myself have beene served soe,for from my first coming I expected
£16 and a marke (l 3s.4d) a yeare but the said old Winter kept me off upon accompts (on account) for
14 years together and when I expected my money, he forswore me all (denied it) and never had I but
20 nobles per annum since.
Alsoe the rectory (the church rights) is rented out at this time to that old Winter's sonne, John Winter
by name, by Mr Robert Dormer of Dorton, esquire, having 44 yard/and and a halfe and the parishioners
pay £2 a yard/and for tyth, that is, £89 per annum besides cottage tythes, and yet I can get nothing at
all added to my maintenance but bare 20 nobles (£6 .13.4) per annum.
Churchyard. Also our churchyard is taken away by the said Winter, the tyth-taker, and the consecrated
part now for long first hedged and then po/railed, onely to gaine away a ranke of faire elme trees, that
now they account it their owne and soe have locked up the churchyard gate the which churchyard did
ever belong to the minister formerly, as both the Winters did confesse to me ... and old Winter confessed
he gave the former minister before halfe a crowne or tenne groates (40d) a yeare for it, but since they
have lopped the trees and cutte downe some: soe that now nothing is left the church.
Alsoe we have church land worth £4 or £5 per annum and deeds for it but the said deeds were imbezled
and taken out of the church chest of 3 locks by the said old John Winter for it was told me by one that
had seene the said deeds in his hands.
Alsoe we have 5s.10d per annum given by Queen Elizabeth for bread and wine which was long detained,
and after some times they were forced to pay it but now againe it have been detained these 5 yeares
together.
Alsoe we had heads as they call them, or greensward ground (grass headlands for grazing at the ends
of plough-lands), given to the church for bread and wine worth eleeven shillings per annum, but all
taken away and leased out for 10 years. Soe we have nothing now left;for I once bide a communion and
when I came to the Table there was neither bread nor wine. All these things have been acted and done
by the said impropriator's factors John Winter the elder, now dead, and againe now by John Winter his
sonne, publican and tyth-taker, who will what he list.
By me Francis Treble, curate de Cherdsley now these 32 years in great affliction, misery and trouble
ever since clubbes was turned up trump and so is clubbes still.
If this my testimony will not be sufficient, please you, call both my churchwardens. Alsoe for
conformity of coming and keeping the church and divine service we all three attest and affirm, that
there is not one man nor woman in the parish of Cherdsley but keeps the church and divine service
duely. I dare compare with any parish in Buckinghamshiere. I never had but two and by my
conference and frequenting of them I wone them. I wish all the parishes in Buckingham were the like.
By me Francis Treble curate de Cherdsley,
Richard Verey, churchwarden, his mark.

A sorry tale indeed. The stealing of the deeds and church land was quite appalling, and his story is borne
out by the fact that a later map of The Manor does show church lands in Berrie Field (including the headlands
called Church Hades) totalling about eleven acres. It is unclear whether anyone later managed to restore the
church land, I think not. (However, it is possible to determine what was contained in the missing deeds. In the
Bucks Record Office amongst the Chearsley files there is a small ragged piece of old parchment. When I first
saw it I thought it was the missing deed for the church lands. However, it was not quite as exciting as that, but
it was a Glebe Terrier: a copy of the deeds which was returned to the archdeacon by the parish at intervals.
See Fig.16)
Obviously, from the evidence he gave to his bishop, Treble despised the Winters and it is interesting to note
that he refers to the son as a publican. Presumably, he ran The Bell or The White Horse.
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16 Dated October the 28th 1639, this is a
Glebe Terrier: a basic copy of one of the
deeds the Rev. Francis Treble said had
been '.. .imbezled and taken out of the
church chest ... by old John Winter .. .' It
describes the church house, churchyard,
and lists the church lands. For example,
the third and fourth paragraphs starting on
line eleven refer to the East Field: 'Alsoe
there is, in the same Fie/de, one half acre
of arrable land, Thomas Hearne on the
East syde and Mr Brightwell on the West
syde of Alsoe there is in the same Fie/de
by Tunnell springe a plott of Ley Ground
conteyninge by estimation halfe an acre,
Richard Oliver on the Northsyde and
James Cox on the southsyde.' This
document was drawn up by the
churchwardens, it is quite unlike the highly
detailed, verbose and lengthy deeds drawn
up by the lawyers in those days!
(Reproduced by permission of the Bucks

--- ✓

Record Office)

But above all, the symbolic
reference to his luck in the cards
and his kind comments about the
ordinary men and women of the
village are quite moving, although
tinged with some mild trumpet
blowing to impress his bishop!
Soon after making this report,
Francis Treble died.

Chersley and The Law
Other accounts of this period tell of
some churches in ruinous condition.
Also, the church was losing some
of its disciplinary powers and the
lords' courts were becoming less
influential, although they still had a
role in the regulation of tenancies
and local agricultural practices, and
allocation of farm lands. However,
others had taken on the
administration of justice. Over
many years, the Justices of the
Peace (JPs) had become important
men. They were unpaid individuals,
mostly country squires and a few
were known as The Quarter Sessions. Their
parsons who administered government and justice through what
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duties covered a wide field, including the appointment of village constables.
In the Quarter Sessions for Christmas 1679 we find the local JP allowing an increase in pension of £2 'to
John Winter of Chersly'. This is 'old Winter's sonne' as Francis Treble had called him, but it was not long
before he died and the village saw no more of him. We also learn that the Chief Constable for the Ashendon
Hundred was in trouble: John Benham of Chersley, 'Gent' (which meant he owned land and property), was fined
£1 for making a false return. Notice how the ancient Hundred was still in place as an administrative title.
In the period 1685-88 there are some interesting entries for Chersley:
Richard Alley .. for using a trade without having been duly apprenticed.
Edward Burnham ..for being a common swearer.
Presentment of the grand jury (called to examine evidence to see if there was a case to answer): The
inhabitants of Chearsely for not repairing their portion of Hawks Bridge. John Brightwell was summonsed:
... to appear and answer on behalf of the inhabitants ...
However, at the next session:
.. .John Brightwell on behalf of the inhabitants of Chearseley, found not guilty of not repairing Hawks
Bridge.
Besides looking after their own poor, villages were responsible for the repair and maintenance of their own
bridges and roads. Needless to say, both were usually in terrible condition, not just here but all over the country
at that time. It is interesting to see it was a Brightwell who represented the village in the case of the bridge.
As the only resident lord of a manor, albeit the small one at Tithe Farm, he was therefore the most respected
member of the community and, obviously, represented us well in front of the JPs.
But spiritual needs were also being neglected. In 1680, the churchwardens certified that there was:
... neither vicarage-house nor glebe-land, the stipend of the Minister being only twenty nobles per year ...
Glebe-land was church land used for income and, in view of the Rev. Treble's earlier reports of the theft
of church land, it is not surprising to hear there was none. This was later followed by an indictment at the
Quarter Sessions of:
The inhabitants of Chersly for not haveing and provideing a settled Minister.
One wonders what our Lord of the Manor, Robert Dormer, was doing about it as he had some responsibility
in the matter. Whatever the outcome of the indictment, it is known that at Long Crendon church the north aisle
was called 'The Chearsley Aisle', where our villagers went to worship at that time. Many names from here
appeared in the Crendon marriage register.
Despite the earlier charge of having been 'a common swearer', it seems that Edward Burnham was
considered suitable by the JPs to be a Petty Constable for the village. Also in that same year of 1689, an
interesting item appeared in the Quarter Sessions records:
Registration of the several! houses as publick meeting houses for Religious Worship in accordance with the
act of I William and Mary ... This was followed by a specific reference to the house of: William Sterch in
Chearsley.
This item illustrates the change in attitudes towards religious belief. Although Catholics still had to worship
in secret, Parliament granted religious rights to Protestant non-conformists. Mr Sterch was probably the first

villager to benefit and later we learn that he was a husbandman, a smallholder, a class above that of a farm
labourer. In his political views there is no doubt he would have been a Whig, while our Lord of the Manor was
undoubtedly a Tory. Freedom of speech and, slowly, an as yet male-dominated democracy was filtering down
to the smallest village. The established church now found itself in competition for the minds and souls of all.
Farming
But all these things were secondary to farming and food production: the agricultural cycle had to repeat itself
every year, ploughing, sowing and harvest. The appearance of the village probably did not change very much
in this period, although new farm owners and holders appeared from time to time.
Earlier, in 1664, Columbars (old Lower Green Farm) changed hands for five shillings! Even at that time,
this was a derisory sum and it suggests that some legal manoeuvring was going on. It was 'sold' to some
London lawyers by Thomas Herne the younger, who must have been one of the grandsons of Alice, who we
met earlier. It may be that Thomas was a Quaker because they were subjected to considerable persecution at
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his
ps the 'sale' was a legal mano euvre to avoid losing
the time, with hefty fines for variou s offenc es. Perha
three
of
one
only
was
becau se, a few years later, he
farm. Howe ver, he must have surviv ed as a yeom an
Bucks Militia. The others were Richa rd Deavi e and
new
'musk et men' to be found in Chers ley, part of the
than the earlie r pikes and bows and were restric ted
Thom as Olive r, both yeom en. Musk ets were more lethal
to the more respo nsible memb ers of the comm unity.
Colum bars/B uckto fts had come to be regard ed as a
Even earlie r, it seems that Thom as Heme 's farm of
had
mano rs within the parish. By 1678 it appea rs that it
mano r in its own right, thus makin g two secon dary
later
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Chapter Seven

PROSPERITY AND CHANGE
There is a virtue in country houses, in gardens and orchards, in
fields, streams,and groves, in rustic recreations and plain
manners, that neither cities nor universities enjoy.
Amos Bronson Alcott
Yeomen
By the early 1700s, the village population had reached about 170 and a pollbook of that time shows six
inhabitants allowed to vote, all yeomen. They included William Oliver, who was to be the last of that long
family line in the village. They had come a long way from Alicia Oliver in 1332 with a beast and a steer and
a few bushels of grain, worth just over twelve shillings; or Richard Oliver, worth £6 in 1522. But, when
Thomas Oliver died in 1706 he was worth £166, with nearly forty acres of his own crops, and owning seventy
sheep and five cows. He lived and worked in Lower Farm (now Lower Green Farm).
He also owned land in Great Milton, over the border in Oxfordshire. Thomas was by far the wealthiest of
the family in the village and could well afford the bequest in his will: 'unto the poore people of Chersley 20
shillings'. Also, he had lent money to various people and was owed the grand sum of £227 .10.0, more than half
of which was due from Thomas Renolls, his brother-in-law. But as ever, wealth did not always secure
happiness and, on his death, some mischief was let loose. His uncle, William Oliver, testified a while later and,
stripped of much of the legalistic language so beloved of lawyers and their ilk, he said:
... Thomas Renolls ... after the deceased's death sent for ...Richard and Thomas Oliver, two of the children,
from the school att which they were att Haddenham ... and carryed them home with him to his owne house
at Crandon ... and hath ever since there kept and detained them in his custody, without suffering or permitting
me or his brother, Richard Oliver to have accesse to them, thereby to prevent the Children from choosing
(myself) to be their Guardian, which (I) verily believe they would do if they were left to their own liberty.
When Thomas Renolls/Reynolds kidnapped the Oliver children, he was the tenant yeoman at Notley Priory.
In Chearsley, another branch of that family were to climb their way up the social scale and, sixty years later,
they lived in a grand cottage (now The Boot) and owned Lower Farm, having their own tenant yeomen to work
for them. In the parlance of the day such men were known as Gentlemen.
But, at the same time, old respected village names were dying out. The Brightwells left Tithe Farm, and the
Tippings were the owners for a short while, followed by the Carters. The family names of Cousin
(Cosens/Cozens), Bigg and Griffen were to eventually disappear, supplanted by new ones, like Badrick, Guntrip
and Jackson. The first Badrick here was John, who came from Bierton. On Boxing Day, 1687, he had married
a Chearsley girl from the long-established Woodbridge family and, from that union were to come very many
descendants. John Badrick was a maltster (involved with beer-making) and a tenant at Tithe Farm. The Guntrips
were cordwainers, making mostly boots and other leather goods. William Jackson was gamekeeper to The
Manor and was later to be sworn in as a Chief Constable. His presence was undoubtedly required in a village
fracas which led to a charge that came up before the JPs:
William Cosens, yeoman, with Thomas Neale, surgeon, both of Chersly .. for forcibly entering the house of

William Guntrip .
...and perhaps, to arrest...
William Holland charged with feloniously taking a gun from Robert Mercer ... to which he has confessed.

The Georgians
Despite such goings-on, if there ever was a golden age for rural England, something that could later be regarded
as 'The Good Old Days', it was probably the years between 1720 and 1760. Under King George the First, then
the Second and, with stable government, there was peace and tranquility. It was an age of reason, culture and
scientific enlightenment and some of this trickled down to villages like Chearsley. It first made itself apparent
in agricultural advances of all kinds: new crops such as turnips, together with better breeding and feeding of
cattle and sheep. The average weight of those animals more than doubled in less than a hundred years, despite
a couple of outbreaks of cattle plague. And the awful Pestilence had gone, never to return. Famine was a thing
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force so many men off the land, had not yet
of the past and the agricultural machines, that would eventually
made any impact.
of fuel. A map of Cheardesley Manor made
However, one of the main problems of the day was the lack
it seems, most of the original furze (gorse)
in 1763 shows a parish almost completely denuded of trees and,
ys) had been built upon Upper Green and
that provided kindling had gone. By this time a smithy (now Byewa
of Bartholomew Parker alias Richardson. One
one of the blacksmiths of the time rejoiced in the splendid name
charcoal in Thame. Nevertheless, he must have
wonders how he managed for fuel, perhaps he had to buy his
to many relations when he died.
made a reasonable living as he left quite large sums of money
for the very worst of the winter months and
saved
been
have
In the cottages of the less well-off, fires must
Perhaps a village bakery was instituted at
home baking of bread must have been next to impossible for many.
parish, some gleaned from the few hedges of
this time. The fuel probably came from the few last trees in the
families were lucky if they could find a bough
that time, or bought in Thame or Aylesbury at a price. Poor
had to keep friendly with the baker or try and
knocked down from a tree in a winter gale. Otherwise, they
with his loaves. The poorer families in the
scrape up a ha'penny for him to slip their dinner into the oven
of the time. Part of a poem of that era (Cowper
village must have existed mainly on bread and cheese for much
'The Task' 1784) describes it well:
They brave the season, and yet find at eve,
Ill clad and fed but sparely, time to cool.
The frugal housewife trembles when she lights
Her scanty stock of brushwood, blazing clear,
But dying soon, like all terrestrial joys;
The few small embers left she nurses well.
as before, witchert, and brick for the better
Also, because timber was no longer available in such quantities
houses, were to become the main building materials.
17 Sir Charles Cottrell-Dormer. Born

in 1719, he inherited his father's
estates and manors in 1758. The
epitome of a proper Georgian
Gentleman, he was Master of
Ceremonies to King George JI/ and his
chain and badge of office naturally
have pride of place in this portrait. We
owe much to this gentleman because he
ordered the survey of his Manor of
Cheardesley in 1763. Without it, the
old records would have been much
more difficult to interpret and this
history would have not been so
comprehensive. He died in 1779.
(Courtauld Institute of Art, by
permission of Charles
Cottrell-Dormer)
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New Lords, Gentlemen and Yeomen
On Christmas Eve, 1741, the last of the Dormers died with no children to succeed him. He left his estates to
his maternal cousin, Sir Clement Cottrell of Rousham, Oxfordshire, who added the name Dormer to his own,
although the family did not use the full name until some time afterwards. Sir Clement and his descendants were
to be our Lords of the Manor for the next one hundred years. Sir Clement was already Master of the
Ceremonies to King George II and in the church can be seen a magnificent wall painting of the Royal Arms
of that King, which was done to mark our new Lord. The next two eldest sons, Charles then Clement, inherited
the same Royal Perk.
It is probably no coincidence that, when the first Sir Clement Cottrell-Dormer became our Lord, a new name
appeared at Manor Farm: John Plested. He rented the farmstead and nearly two hundred acres of land. He
enlarged the farmhouse with a brick-built extension and erected a new large barn with a tiled roof which still
stands. By this time another family, the Egeltons (new to the village but already prominent locally), made their
presence felt. One of them, Edward, bought the house at Walnut Orchard (Fig.18) and one suspects he had
business and interests elsewhere, as he did not seem to be involved with local farming. For a discerning
Georgian Gentleman, the big stone house he had acquired was not at all fashionable. Brick was all the rage and,
therefore, the old original stonework at the front and rear of the house was clad in brick, which was also used
to rebuild the first floor.

18 Walnut Orchard. It sits in the exact centre of the old village and is much older than it appears
at first glance. Although this photo of the front of the big house was taken in the mid-1930s, it
must have looked little different from when Edward Ege/ton saw it after his workmen had finished
rebuilding, nearly two hundred years earlier.
(Gladys Taylor)

Further up the lane from Walnut Orchard, at the top of the village, Thomas Egelton leased Middle Farm
(now The Old Farmhouse) and over a hundred acres. He and his friend John Plested, at Manor Farm, then ran
the two biggest farms. Perhaps Thomas was spurred into action by seeing the building works of both his friend
and his kinsman Edward, for the farmhouse at Middle Farm also bears Thomas' imprint as the solid Georgian
Yeoman that he must have been. Again, in his rebuilding, he used brick to hide the bare stonework of the
original house and, quite probably, a previous thatch would have been replaced with a new tiled double roof
at the same time.
There was one absentee landowner who, apparently, was not so enamoured with brick. Lower Green Farm
(the old manor, Bucktoft/Columbars) had been inherited by Sir Francis Knowles (sometimes Knollys), later
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with cross-hall to the
High Sheriff of Oxfordshire and MP for Reading. Around 1740 he added a north wing
rubblestone, not the
although
original farmhouse. The new wing was built to match the original in appearance
of land in the Fields
acres
fashionable brick, was used. It continued as a farmhouse , together with some seventy
which, from about 1770, were farmed by the tenant, William Badrick.
19 This view shows the side of Walnut Orchard,

and in the foreground can be seen the original
stone-built part of the house, of which only the
first storey was retained in the rebuild. This side of
the rear wing (with two windows one above the
other) is reputed to be the oldest standing wall in
the village. The stones at the far end are very
large and might be from the 1400s or even earlier
and may, possibly, have been part of an ancient
communal granary. They are clearly visible here
as they throw a deep shadow where they join a
later wall (c.1600?) which links them to the main
part of the house.

Clergy and Trade
As if to reinforce the aura of respectability and relative
tranquility of the times, the ecclesiastical authorities had
finally got their act together. Investment money had
been made available to provide the clergy with proper
salaries - or 'livings' as they were called. While the
original church land in the parish remained quietly in
other hands, properties had been bought in Buckland
and at Ewelme, in Oxfordshire. Although the income
from them provided no pot of gold, it made the life of
the clergy more bearable. The upshot was that a new
resident minister appeared ·in 1721: John Kipling. He
and his descendents were to look after the villagers'
spiritual needs for a hundred years. He was a master at
Thame School and was also curate of Ashendon and
Dorton. He must have come to like the village, because
he bought a house and a small farm here - presumably
he had family money to afford such outlays. It was
Upper Farm, with its malthouse that he took on, with a
little over fifty acres in the fields and the Neary family
were to be his tenants.
John Kipling's parsonage (now Needlemakers) was
at the top end of Watts Green in the heart of the
village. It completed a scene of respectability and rural
capitalism: opposite the parsonage was the house of
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Enter the back garden of Walnut Orchard and a
20
completely different old cottage is to be found! This is the
other side of the rear wing, seen in the previous photo, and
must have been rebuilt about 1600 using the remains of the
older stone walls as a convenient 'backbone'.

1700 - 1804

21 The Old Farmhouse, once the farmstead of Middle Farm. The part of the house
shown in this modern photo looks little different than it would have done in 1750. That
is the approximate date of its extensive refurbishment by Thomas Egelton, when he
(Bucks County Council)
clad all of the original stone structure in brick.

Thomas Reynolds, Gent, (now The Boot) and just down the lane was Edward Egelton's imposing new house
(Walnut Orchard). Standing between them, but a little apart, were two simple thatched cottages. The Plesteds
left Manor Farm and, in partnership with the Egeltons, they bought the two cottages. John Plested moved into
one (Farthing Cottage) and opened what may have been the first shop in Chearsley - a grocery - and it was to
be run by the family for almost a hundred years.
Up till then, villagers had to be individually self-sufficient: amateur builders and carpenters, with modest
demands in terms of material goods. However, a middle-class of craftsmen and shopkeepers was beginning to
emerge and come to prominence in the smallest communities. Here, the Wilson family were to be the village
carpenters for something like a hundred years, and the Guntrip family of cordwainers soon had competition
from newcomers like the Gregorys and Woods.
The two inns continued to satisfy the inner man, although The White Horse suffered a temporary closure
in 1762. However, it reopened twenty years later and the Hanson family, Thomas senior then Thomas junior,
ran it for nearly fifty years.
The Bell Inn was run by the Moss family for the better part of the 1700s: first John, then Martha his widow
and, finally, one of his daughters, Ann. In 1798, she married Robert Read who took over as landlord but, when
Robert died six years later, Ann stayed on as the landlord until 1820. It must have been a profitable business
because, earlier when John Moss died, apart from what his wife inherited, he left £300 to his four children a goodly sum at a time when a cottage could be bought for £25-£50.

The Church
The headstones of John and Martha Moss are the oldest identifiable ones still standing in the churchyard. They
are two of the four to the left of the porch, close by the tower. They had lived at a prosperous time: the village
seemed to be full of money with resident 'Gents', well-off yeomen and craftsmen, plus a resident parson who
was not only a schoolmaster but a gentleman-farmer as well. The church was bound to benefit and soon the
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22 Upper? Farmhouse. By 1760 it belonged to the Rev. Kipling. To the right was Maltman's
Close, a small, ancient enclosed field which is now Old Plough Close and its entrance runs over
the site of this cottage. This photo was taken about 1910, a hundred years after it had ceased to
be a farmstead and when it housed two farm workers' families. It was demolished in the late
(May White)
1930s.

evidence was there for all to see, both inside and out, with plaques mounted to proclaim:
This gallery built 1761. Thomas Egelton, Thomas Plested, Churchwardens.
and,
The church beautified, the sentences, etc. inscribed, 1768. William Parrott, William Egelton,
Churchwardens.
The 'beautifications' must have included a new brick porch and a false ceiling, to cover what the Georgians
considered 'unsightly beams'. The gallery seated the village band to provide accompaniment for hymn singing.
Culture had really come to Chearsley ! There is a wooden projection mounted inside the front of the gallery
which was the rest for a 'serpent', a large wind instrument of that period.
The new gallery was lit by two new windows, one either side of the nave. But how fashions change ... a
hundred years later, a Victorian writer was to pour scorn upon the structure:
At the western end of the nave is an unsightly gallery·, which has additional light thrown into it by the
introduction of two of almost as plain modern cottage windows as it would be possible to make .
... oh dear me ...
With the porch added, the outside of the church had almost reached the form in which it is to be seen in
the late 20th century. The Egeltons, Plesteds and Parrotts (William Parrott replaced Plested at Manor Farm)
must have been justifiably proud of themselves.
It must not be forgotten that the ordinary life of Chearsley went on: the eternal farming cycle. The
churchwardens themselves were directly involved, since they were the senior yeomen farmers. Some have been
mentioned already, but others did their stint: between 1751 and 1804 we find John, then William and then
Richard Badrick, wardens all. Richard was the bailiff at Tithe Farm until he died.
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23 The White Horse Inn, opposite Stockwell. This photo was taken c.1900, not long
before it burnt down. A later village bake,y was run by Tommy Smith in the stone-built
extension on the right, obviously after this photo was taken, where it is seen to be in a
very dilapidated state. Holding the pony is Jesse Coggins and Harry 'Mush' Turner is
sitting in the trap. A new inn was built on the site after the fire, but it soon closed and the
cottage was renamed The White House, although it was changed to The Old Bakery in
1992.
(Ted Cox)

Some of the items in their accounts emphasize the mundane nature of their duties, and how intertwined were
church and farming:
1751 Paid Richard Wilson 4/- for Bell rope. William Willson paid for 43 dozen sparrows, hedgehogs and
polecats.
1777 Church rayles mended 1/3
1785 William Smith paid/or work on Church Gate
1786 Registering a Gipseys child 9d.
The slaughter of wildlife was a feature of the time, in 1777 it was eight and a half dozen moles, although
that year saw the last payments for a fox and hedgehogs - they were thought to suckle milk from cows at night.
The last payment for dead polecats was made in 1802. One can understand why some were regarded as pests,
but the slaughter of sparrows was to continue for more than a hundred years. Some people, still living here can
remember from their youth those birds being caught with nets over the hedges.
But death came to all. Between 1769 and 1792 most of the Chearsley Reynolds and Egeltons died, and the
remaining Kiplings went to live outside the parish. An era had passed, although some of them left yet more
marks of their passage upon the church. On the top of the east chancel wall is a stone tablet commemorating
the first John Kipling and wife Penelope, while on the south wall is another for Thomas and Sarah Egelton.
However, the most poignant are the two mural tablets on the south wall of the nave, near the main door.
William Egelton, son of Thomas at Middle Farm, had carried on running the farm after his father died and he
married a few years later. His young wife, Ann, died soon afterwards, possibly from complications at childbirth,
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four years. The lower tablet near
an all too common cause of death in those days. She was aged only twentythe door is in her memory, and has a simple verse:
Death seiz'd upon me in my blooming years,
And left my friends behind me all in tears:
My life was much desir'd, but God said No!
Since 'twas God's will, contented will I go.
not long before he died and
Her husband, William, married again and had two daughters. However, it was
you can almost hear the Bucks
a tablet on the wall, above that of his first wife, marks his passing. Again,
accent in the words:
Weep not for me, my wife and children dear,
I am not dead, but do sleep here:
In this cold grave I be at rest,
In hopes to rise among the just.
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Chapter Eight

BAD TIMES ARE JUST AROUND THE CORNER
Visitor to village, espying a labourer by the roadside:
'/ say, can you tell me where a Gentleman by the name of Mr George lives?'
Village labourer:
'B'aint no gentl'men 'ere, they all be farmers!'
Ashendon W.I., Bucks Village Book

Although this lovely photo was taken around 1920-30, it shows a scene little
different from two hundred years earlier, when all farm work was manual labour.
Here, the reapers are the Hillsdonfamily working on their allotment at the top of the
village in what had once been Short Hedge Furlong, in the former Moore
Field/Winchendon Quarter, just above the spring at Tunwell. The woman is Louisa,
mother of lance and Roy Hillsdon .
(Roy Hillsdon)
24

Gradually, the nature of agricultural work had changed. In mediaeval times the peasants rented lands in the
Fields to plough, sow and reap. They also had rights on the common: to work lands (which today we would
regard as allotments) and graze a cow or two; in Chear ley the grazing would have been mostly on Lower
Green, the allotments on Upper Green. As we have seen, one or two villagers, like the Olivers, saved enough
to buy a little land and, on their death, it would usually be inherited by the eldest son. Succeeding generations
bought some more to add to the inheritance, grew a little more rich and independent, and became yeomen.
Some of the less successful or fortunate, who previously had worked rented lands, came to be employed by
the yeomen as wage-earning labourers. That is their description in the statistical lists, so beloved of the
Victorians who were about to appear on the scene. With the change in their status to employers, the yeomen
came to be known as 'Farmers'.
The term 'labourer' undervalued the specialist skills of so many: hedgers, ploughmen, carters, cowmen. The
boys of the village started work at a very young age and they watched and learned, then decided upon their
own speciality as they grew up. As young lads in their 'teens, they moved about the country, some to other
farms, some to the towns but often returning at harvest time when there was good money to be had. Labourers
with initiative and promise would attract the eye of a landowner or farmer in a neighbouring parish, or knowing
a friend of a friend they might eventually become farmers themselves, far beyond their birthplace.
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They were all in for hard times . 1789 to 1800 saw a period of bad weather, which inevitably led to a
succession of bad harvests. Inflation was rising, and foreign wars had begun again. After the American War
came the more immediate menace of Napoleon and threat of invasion. In 1798, the government ordered a
muster of all males aged 15-60, not already serving in a military capacity, plus an inventory of horses, wagons
and carts in every parish: the 'Posse Comitatus' as it was known. Here was a potential military reserve if the
French should invade and, because 1the lists have survived, an opportunity for us to take another look at the
lives of the villagers of the day.
The population had risen to just over the two hundred mark, possibly the highest it had ever been, with fifty
families living in forty-six houses. The Badricks - William and Richard - were still running Lower Green Farm
and Tithe Farm, respectively. But there were many new names: Joseph Ewers at Centre Farm and Isaac Hare
at Lower Farm. John Todd at Middle Farm had married one of the Egelton daughters and i~herited the farm
tenancy. By this time the village had seven cordwainers and one apprentice, plus four carpenters - all Wilsons:
three Johns and one Thomas! Perhaps rivalry ensured they lived at opposite sides of the village: at The Cottage
in Church Lane, and at Cloverdale in Lower Green Lane. Richard Plested had inherited the family grocery
(Farthing Cottage) and Richard East,, perhaps beginning to feel his age at fifty-one, was the blacksmith in his
house-cum-smithy (Byeways). It stood all alone upon Upper Green and, helping at the bellows, forge and anvil,
was his teenage son, Richard.
There were eleven 'servants' - including the inevitable Badricks - scattered around the farms and workshops,
no 'Gentlemen' were left in Chearsley to employ them. But the majority of the men were the solid and
dependable labourers and two of them - Francis and Richard - had the surname of Walker, the first of many
to follow with that name. Average wage for the labourers was about ten shillings (50p) a week, of which one
shilling went for rent of a cottage - or part of a cottage.
As for the all-important transportation and motive power, Chearsley amassed a sizable collection of twelve
wagons, sixteen carts and thirty-nine horses, divided amongst the seven farms. William Parrott at Manor Farm
had the most horses, nine in all. It was so different from four hundred years earlier when the village only had
two carts and six horses, plus a motlley collection of oxen and beasts.
Apart from the old meadows and small ancient enclosures around the village, the parish had by now been
divided into five fields, where previously it had been three. Every year the seven farmers were each allocated
lands (a 'land' was between a third and half an acre) , all dotted around amongst the furlongs in those fields.
By this late date it is possible that some lands within individual furlongs had been amalgamated, but it was still
a complicated hodge-podge of arable here and there, with pastures in between. In mediaeval times, the system
had ensured a fair share of good and bad land for everybody, but new farming practices meant that it was
becoming very inefficient. Apart from anything else, it meant that the labourers had to walk miles from land
to land, furlong to furlong, to complete their allotted tasks every day.
The Women
What of the women and children? Unfortunately, we know little of them at this time. It goes without saying
that the wives kept very busy, especially when they had small children. One historian has said that a kind of
basic birth-control system existed in those days because the women tended to marry late, about the age of
thirty, and have an average of only two or three children. No real evidence of this has been found in Chearsley
- one young Badrick wife gave birth to fifteen babies in the period 1753-74! At that time, one of her
sisters-in-law, Mary, was married to William Badrick at Lower Green Farm. Starting at the age of twenty-one,
she produced twelve children. Five died before the age of six and of the two surviving sons, only one remained
in the village. It explains why a population explosion did not come about: infant mortality was high and, when
the children grew up, most of them left the village for pastures new. There was a constant movement of people
of all ages, in and out of the village. Freedom of movement had replaced the restrictive settlement laws of
earlier times. As a result the village population grew at a very slow rate: an increase of 34 souls between 1709
and 1801 - an average of one additional inhabitant every three years.
Some of the women and the girls who remained were lacemakers. The making of Bucks 'pillow lace' had
a long tradition and it was a reasonably profitable occupation, although never well-paid. However after 1820,
the machines in the city factories began to take most of the trade. Nevertheless, over the next hundred years,
a few of the women continued to make lace to help with family finances.
Widows and daughters would canry on with the job of the head of the family if the husband died first. As
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The State of the Farms
Soon after Lady Margaret took over, she commissioned a survey of her four farms. They presented a mixed
picture and, in view of the modem tendency to think that the 'good old days' were the best, the evident lack
of farming skills revealed at that time may come as a shock. At Manor Farm, with an aging William Parrott
running things, the surveyor reported:
The tenant of this farm is said to be turned of eighty and sees very little to his farm, which appears to me
to be very indifferently managed and understocked. Much grass is now rotting on the ground and the wet
lands very ill drained, and in some of the pasture grounds the anthills are large and numerous. The
meadows never dressed and in a state of poverty, except when the floods assist them. This farm is composed
of very excellent land ...
Even worse was reported at Tithe Farm where Richard Badrick had died ten years earlier, and his widow
Sarah was struggling:
The farmhouse and most of the outbuildings are in a very ruinous state and too big for the farm . This farm
is in extremely bad condition and the covenants not fulfilled ...
This was serious - it meant the contract with the landowner was not being kept. The reason is clear: Tithe
Farm had once been a Manor and the size of the house and farm buildings reflected that fact. When it became
an ordinary farm, the facilities did not then match the size of the attached land. Poor Sarah Badrick must have
felt very lonely in the huge house and it may have been at that time when some of the rooms were closed up,
with doors and windows covered over. One such room was not rediscovered and restored until 1955 when a
new owner realised that the interior measurements did not match those of the exterior!
A brighter picture came from Middle Farm which had a new tenant, James Hollis. For this farmer, the
surveyor suggested the rent should be reduced by twenty-six pounds to £460:
Here is a most industrious tenant who has drained and laid out a great deal on the estate and is worthy
of encouragement. The house and buildings are in decent repair and well kept up ...
Perhaps the Egeltons of fifty years earlier had left a good farming legacy for James. However, this was
offset by the report on Lower Farm where William White was the tenant:
This land has very unfair treatment - the arable part being cropped every year and hardly any dressings
bestowed - it lies close to the village and is good land - The tenant very so, so.
Disaster
The surveys were made in 1811. Two years afterwards, the country suffered a disastrous harvest. Two years
after that, final victory over Napoleon at Waterloo brought the war with France to an abrupt end, but the
economy collapsed at the same time. Temporarily, the industrial revolution came to an abrupt halt. At the same
time, new 'Com Laws' were enacted by Parliament. They were intended to keep the price of grain at a high
level to benefit the landowners and, to a certain extent, the farmers. But it meant that the cost of the staple food
of the labourers (in both town and country) went up. The Poor Rate had already been linked to the price of
bread and the size of an unemployed man's family. It was reasonable in relatively good times, but it brought
chaos when the country was in recession. In Chearsley, the annual Poor Rate levied on the landowners went
up from about £25-£50 in good years to about £250 in the bad and, in the worst £460 (implying over one
hundred people on relief, about half the population). In many cases, labourers' wages were subsidized from the
rates simply to keep men at work. Not only that, but the Com Laws did not always have the desired effect and
grain prices began to fluctuate wildly.
On top of all this the birth rate was rising and more babies and their mothers were surviving the ordeal of
birth. This was partly due to a continuing improvement in sanitary conditions and medical knowledge. But
above all, there was another factor. The recession meant there was no work to be had on other farms anywhere
in the country, nor in the factories. The railways had not yet appeared and travel to far distant places was
difficult, so the young people of the village had nowhere to go. They stayed put: being a pauper in your own
village was infinitely preferable to being a pauper in 'foreign' territory. While, in Chearsley, many of the men
and boys could be kept in work subsidized by the rates, an increasing number of young women gave birth to
yet more babies. Before 1810, the average number of births per year in the village had been between five and
six. In the following ten years the population shot up by a quarter and that meant more potential mothers. The
results were apparent in the next decade: an average of thirteen births per year. The single year of 1830 set
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fields replaced the big fields
26 The parish. 1811-27. One of the requirements of the lnclosure Act of 1805 was that small enclosed
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FARMS:

□

MIDDLE FARM 236 acres
RICHARD GURNEY
TITHE FARM 228 acres
JOHN ROADNIGHT
MANOR FARM 204 acres
JOHN COOLING
LOWER GREEN FARM 72 acres
RICHARD WALKER

LOWER FARM 63 acres
JOHN PLATER

■

CENTRE FARM 63 acres
THOMAS READ

SMALLH OLDINGS > 5 acres

-

ELIZABETH WOOD

Ill

JOHN PLESTE 0

~

CHURCHWARDENS

26A The lnclosure allowed the rational i::.ation of farmlan d
into blocks of fields for the first time. This schematic map shows
the
allocation of the farmlan

ds in 1827, together with the names of the tenant farmers. To give
fair portions of the meadows, it was
necessar y to share out part of West Meadow to different farms. Also.
Dennis Meadows plus Dennis Furze were allocated to Manor
Farm although, in reality, they were part of Tithe Farm. By this date
the old meadow of Moore Meade had become part of a farm
in Lower Winchendon and, as can be seen on Fig.26, its name had
changed to Chearsley Meadow. The plantation of trees on the
land of Tithe Farm was very new and was called Chearsl ey Cover.
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That sort of growth
something of a record with eighteen births, thirteen in excess of the number of deaths.
to 337 souls by
third,
resulted in a further dramatic rise in the population of the little village: it went up by a
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conditions, especially with respect to drainage, which reversed the improving trend of
or babies under
Deaths here more than doubled in 1830, when five out of the thirteen that year were children
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the age of four. Two years later, the dreaded cholera arrived in the district, although
ce that the churchyard
Chearsley was afflicted. Nevertheless, with the increased death rate, it is no coinciden
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had to be extended about this time to accommodate the

cottage (left) had
27 An example of the emergency housing built in the 1825-50 period. The tiny

hardship.
two rooms: 'one up, one down', the most a few could afford to build at that time of great
Mansion!
With the irony and dry wit so typical of country people, this cottage was nicknamed The
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Tension and Emigration
into use some of
Nationwide, there was unrest and rioting, aggravated by the fact that farmers were bringing
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the new farm machines: mechanical threshers and so on. This led to other riots, with machines
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at Upper Winchendon and Long Crendon. An Aylesbury newspaper later stirred things
was nonsense. I have
overcrowding on too many 'non-parishioners' coming into villages like Crendon, but it
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Nevertheless, whatever the cause, the landowners and farmers were very worried because they could not afford
to go on paying poor rates at such high levels. People had to be induced to go elsewhere, and far away at that.
In 1833 two Chearsley families, those of William Neary and Robert Tanner, were packed off to America:
four adults and nine children left for a new life in an unknown land. Their fares totalling £68, plus £26 in
'spending money', came from the land-owners in proportion to their holdings: Charles Cottrell-Dormer, the Duke
of Buckingham and a certain Rev. John Martyn. The latter had inherited Lower Green Farm but, as was usual,
lived many miles away.
The government's solution to the problem of the poor and increasing rates, was to pass an act which brought
in the dreaded workhouses. Chearsley belonged to the area covered by the Aylesbury Workhouse, but it opened
ten years too late, although Thame was quick off the mark. Very few of our residents ever found their way to
either. Chearsley looked after its own paupers, as they were called in those days.
Two years after the first party left for America, the fares had come down and the Taylor family of six was
dispatched to the same destination. The Coggins family of fourteen left for Manchester - somewhat less
expensive - and others went to Margate. By that time, the Duke was having financial problems and withdrew
from the scheme, so most of the money was put up by Cottrell-Dormer. Since it cost nearly £4 a year to keep
someone on the Poor Rate and that was a child's fare to America, emigration was, in the words of modem
jargon, cost-effective over a one to two year period. However, the Coggins family all returned from the north
a couple of years later and, presumably, the landowners were none too pleased to see them back!
Charles Cottrell-Dormer had come of age in 1821 and took over from his mother. Six years later, he had
tried to cut his losses by selling all his Chearsley farms but it seems there were no takers. An indication of the
difficulties is found in a letter to Charles from his accountant in September, 1834:
... the prices of corn are really disheartening to the farmers, good wheat selling at £9-10-0 a load, if this
is to continue, ruin to many of them must be the consequence.

All Change
In 1836, the Cottrell-Dormer farms were put on the market again. The bad times were emphasized in the
catalogue of sale:
.. .present rental is £983-5-0,formerly at about £1636, a reduction of 40 percent.
As a selling point, it was also stated that the population (and therefore the poor rate) of the village had been
reduced by emigration. This time the sale was successful and a historic epoch of Lords of the Manor was
ended. Suddenly, most of the parish was owned by a large group of distant trustees, bought as an investment
on behalf of a very young girl called Eleanora Grubbe who lived in Wiltshire. The trustees took advantage of
low prices, counting on the fact that farm land would eventually have to increase in value. In the twentieth
century there are complaints about investment consortia taking over the countryside - clearly, it's nothing new.
For the first time, the village had no Lord of the Manor, with not even a resident 'squire' to take his place.
However, by that time lords had virtually no powers: almost all that was left of their old authority were the
fishing and hunting rights, plus the privilege of choosing the parson.
In the meantime, life struggled on with new tenants at all six farms. At Manor Farm it was the Cooling
family: John and Martha. They had come from Lower Winchendon in 1827, soon after being married. During
fifteen bad farming years, Martha gave birth to nine children, two of whom died in their teens and six died
before they reached the age of two, including her first two babies in the dreadful year of 1830. Twenty years
later she was widowed and, with her only remaining daughter Martha, she carried on running Manor Farm for
another fifteen years until her daughter married a farmer, George Scantlebury. He managed Manor Farm for
a short while, then they left for Haddenham, taking mother with them. When she died, she came back here for
burial. The graves of the unfortunate Cooling family are clustered together in the churchyard, under the holly
trees by the porch. They surely deserved better in their lives.
In contrast there was the Roadnight family. John was the first to appear in 1812 as the tenant of Tithe Farm.
He achieved that by the simple expedient of marrying the sitting tenant: the widow Badrick! He came from
ordinary farm-labouring stock in Cuddington. Sarah Badrick (his second wife) was getting on in years and died
soon after. He later remarried yet again. His third wife (daughter of Thomas Hanson at The White Horse) had
been previously widowed at the age of forty-one. However, she bore John two children, a girl and a boy,
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Chearsley when he grew up.
Richard. As we shall see, the boy was destined to leave an indelible mark upon
in contrast to some at the
With the exception of Centre Farm, new tenants arrived at the other farms and,
or more. At Lower Farm, with
tum of the century , they stayed the course for the next twenty-five years
Solid farmers of the Guy family
numerous relations, was Edward Geden who ran The Bell in his spare time!
Walker took over as the
Richard
Farm,
Green
ran Middle Farm - soon to be renamed Upper Farm. At Lower
farm until he had died
same
the
run
had
tenant in 1827. His maternal grandfather was William Badrick who
humble labourer to
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y
farm-bo
five years earlier. Nevertheless, Richard had to work his way up from
his wife and,
became
girls
become, in time, a respected farmer and churchwarden. Earlier, one of the Smith
two of the
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marriag
his second
when she died very young, he married again. From the fourteen children of
as a grocer.
boys later became famous in nearby Thame, one as a nurseryman, the other
for canals in this part of the
forward
put
been
had
plans
two
,
It is interesting to note that, around 1805-15
. In both cases, the line of the
country. One of them would have run from Aylesbury to the Thames at Culham
running parallel to the latter.
canal in Chearsley would have been between Lower Green Farm and the river,
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village
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effect
Had one of the two been built, it would have had a major
tion would have brought
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development along the canal including, possibly, a new waterside inn.
came anywhere near
plan
neither
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much-needed work to many people in the village just when it was needed,
to fruition.
inhabitants suffered in that
So farming continued to provide the only means of work in the village and the
eless, there is little doubt that,
recession of 1815-45, as did many in other villages around the country. Neverth
skilled farmers who were good
in that bad time, Chearsley seems to have had some reasonable landowners and
to their employees. Apart
at their job and, as far as one can judge by the standards of the day, fair and humane
ers only bestowed benign
from the enforced emigration of the three families to America, perhaps the landown
sent off to the workhouse
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nce
interfere
neglect upon the village. If so, it was preferable to rough
their wives and children .
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d
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at Thame or Aylesbury where they would have been split up, men
Community' is far from
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'Care
Such things did not happen in Chearsley, people looked after their own
being a new concept.
For many, it could have been worse.
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Chapter Nine

WHEELING AND DEALING
Everyone lives by selling something
Robert Louis Stevenson

The Blacksmith's Tale
Young Richard East, who we last met as a teenager helping his father in the smithy upon Upper Green, was
married in 1807. A few years later at the age of sixty five, Richard senior died. His son inherited house and
smithy and carried on his father's trade as the village blacksmith. Soon afterwards his wife, Ann, gave birth
to a boy. Inevitably, he was christened Richard, but the baby only had a very short life of five months. A sad,
but not unusual story for those days. However, Ann was kept busy bringing up their two remaining children,
Maria, John and a third, Mary Ann, was born later.
While the farmers and labourers were having a hard time in the agricultural recession, the blacksmith was
probably not too badly off for work. Horses still needed shoeing and farm tools still needed to be replaced or
mended. But it seems he didn't get rich, unlike some of his predecessors.
Maria was the first of his children to leave the nest, marrying a young widower, George Loosley. He was
a cordwainer living in a new abode - Lammas Cottage as it is now. George was probably well off and it may
be that he built the cottage sometime around 1822. It was of witchert construction with a Baptist Chapel
attached to the top end, both being squeezed into the north-eastern end of the village which was beginning to
get rather crowded. The chapel was quite large with 'seventy free sittings' and three services every Sunday, plus
three Sunday schools for the children. About a quarter of the villagers were Baptists at that time.
The blacksmith's only surviving son then got married and left to live elsewhere, so there was no one left
to carry on the family trade. At about the same time a new blacksmith suddenly arrived in the village. In 1839
Martha Plested, the only child of John, married William Mew, a young blacksmith from Lower Winchendon.
John Plested had carried on the family business as a grocer-cum-farmer-cum-dairyman. With an eye for
business and to give his daughter a good dowry, he built a combined house and smithy for his new son-in-law
on a comer of some land he owned. The building still exists on the north side of the cross-roads, although it
is now a private house: The Forge, with the smithy converted into a garage. Before the inclosure there had been
no buildings on the north side of the village, other than distant barns. But, from now on, the village would
slowly expand in that direction, although it was to be hampered by a lack of easily accessible water outside
the old village boundary.
With a young and vigorous blacksmith in a brand-new smithy, the competition would have proved too much
for fifty-four year old Richard East on the other side of The Green. He must have retired early and bought Old
Sawpit Cottage as an investment but, financially, it may well have been a disaster because he was soon back
in his old house. In 1845 he must have needed ready cash and he sold the house and old smithy for £32 to John
Gregory, and stayed on as tenant.
John Gregory had inherited the cottage behind The Bell from his father, plus his trade as a cordwainer.
When his father died in 1836, John expanded the business to become the second grocer in the village, although
he also kept his original trade throughout his long life. He did very well and, with three of his offspring, was
eventually to own all the cottages in what was then known as the 'West End' of Chearsley. This comprised the
land on the south-west side of The Green at the top of the village. The only house that eluded the Gregorys
was The Long House. The name West End died out later, although the memory lingers on in one of the
remaining houses called West End Cottage.
When John bought the old smithy he immediately set about what Richard East should have done if he had
had the ready cash, he converted it into two tenements (now Byeways and Prospect Cottage). Three years later
he sold them for a good profit, with Richard as a sitting tenant. In the 1851 census Richard and his wife, Ann,
were still living there as paupers, meaning they were on parish relief. This was not surprising, as the money
from the sale would have only kept them going for a couple of years. Ann died the following year and Richard
moved into Lammas Cottage with his daughter and son-in-law. It allowed him to recover some of his dignity,
because in the next census he described himself again as a 'Blacksmith'. He died in 1862 at the age of
seventy-six. From the bare bones of electoral rolls, census returns, house deeds and the baptismal register, it
is difficult to assess all the twists and turns in the story of his life and impossible to judge his character, but
there is a feeling that fate was not kind to him.
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Trade
The ending of the Com Laws in 1846 was part of a general improvement in the economic climate. Some years
before, Parliament had passed a Beer Act: for a £2 licence fee almost anybody could open a 'beer-shop': simply
a room in a cottage where people could buy home-made beer. They were certainly not inns, but what might
be called very basic pubs. They must have been viewed with alarm by the victuallers at The Bell and The
White Horse, but the hard times meant that only one, The Boot, was started in 1841. No more appeared until
about 1850. Then were two more: The Pig and Whistle and another (name unknown) run by John Smith that
seemed to appear, then disappear almost as quickly. The longest lasting of the new beer-shops was The Boot.
But it was not only inns and beer-shops that benefited from the resurgence in the economy. The factories
in the cities were now turning out all sorts of desirable and cheaper consumer products and new foods were
coming in from distant parts. Within the period 1850-60, there was a substantial increase in the number of
trades and occupations in the village. The following list has been made from various directories of the time,
with amendments and revisions from other sources. For the craftsmen, traders and other occupations, the
modem names of the cottages are added in brackets.
Inns and beer shops:
Edward Geden. Victualler and Nurseryman, replaced by William Jones, Victualler and
The Bell
butcher
1
William Beattie. Victualler, replaced by Benjamin Wilson, Victualler and thatcher
The White Horse
2
Wood senior. Grocer and baker
John
The Boot
Badrick
Samuel
Whistle
and
The Pig
(9 School Lane).
Smith
John
unknown
Name
Other occupations and trades:
William Mew (The Forge)
Blacksmith
James Wilson (cottage on site of present Mead House)
Carpenter
James Gregory to Thame, Oxford etc (Behind The Bell)
Carrier
George Loosley (Lammas Cottage)
Cordwainer
John Wood junior (The Boot)
Cordwainer
Mary & Susan Moberley - & small school (The Old House)
Dressmakers
John Gregory (House behind The Bell)
Grocer
John Plested (Farthing Cottage)
Grocer
Julia Neary (Priest's Cottage)
Governess
Thomas Horton, senior (Thatches?)
Higglei3
Philip Neary (Priest's Cottage)
r
Rag-collecto
Thomas Horton, junior (Vine Cottage)
Rat catcher
William Smith, also Parish Clerk (The Cottage)
Schoolmaster
Ann Badrick (Walnut Orchard)
Schoolteacher
Sarah Badrick (Elder Tree Cottage?)
Seamstress
Thomas Guy junior, Upper Farm (Old Farmhouse)
Seed merchant
Samuel Moberley (The Old House)
Shoemaker
Thomas Plastow (location and type of shop unknown)
Shopkeeper
Cyprian Guy, Upper Farm (Old Farmhouse)
Surveyor
In addition to the above there were 26 lacemakers, 1 housekeeper, 11 domestic servants/dairymaids, and 1
houseboy.
or perhaps a
1. In one trade directory of the time, the name of The White Lion was given instead of White Horse . An error,
pre-1700s?
name,
ancient
an
to
temporary return
John
2. Some say that The Boot was an inn used by pilgrims on their way to North Marston to worship at the holy well of a certain
shop
beer
Chearsley
the
but
Boot
The
named
thus
Shorne c.1300 who 'imprisoned the devil in his boot'. Some inns hereabouts were
over.
were
1350-1550)
(
pilgrimage
of
days
the
after
was not an inn, and was first named c.1850, long
more sense!
3. Higgler. This is an old name for a dealer, and when pronounced in dialect as 'Aggler (one who haggles), it makes
More of this later.
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The lacemaking industry later seemed to have a revival and this caused an extraordinary, but temporary,
increase in the number of lacemakers: over seventy were listed in the 1871 census. Apart from that sudden
upsurge, the number stayed almost constant at about twenty-five until about 1890 when it dropped to two, but
recovered a little afterwards. However, in terms of tradesmen, variety of occupations and the number of pubs,
the 1850s take some beating. Perhaps the most unusual trade to appear was about twenty years later, when a
nailmaker came to the village for a short while. He lived at what is now called Needlemakers and performed
his mysterious tasks in the small shed outside, which survives to this day.
New building and development
The new wealth being generated in and
around the village led to a small housing
boom, and not before time. It would appear
that the first to be built was a row of three
witchert tenements behind The Bell. As
previously related, John Gregory was already
living in an old cottage there, he built the
tenements in his garden. Next, in about 1850,
came three more in 'The Gardens'. That is just
what they had been, the gardens of the
cottages at the bottom of Badricks Lane. The
tenements, each 'one up, one down', were
another backland development. Many years
later they were converted into one, now called
Christmas Cottage. Somewhat earlier there
had also been a small barn nearby and it was
converted into a rudimentary cottage. It
remained as a dwelling until the early 1970s
and small portions of it are incorporated in
the little house (No.2 The Gardens) that was
subsequently built on the site.
Another house of a different kind appeared
in 1845. Out in the fields belonging to Upper
Farm, and more than half a mile from the
nearest habitation, was built Crawley Farm.
This was a rather grand name for a small
L-shaped group of barns and cowsheds
intended to give shelter for cattle in winter.

28 In the 1700s this was the 'Gentleman's Residence' of the Chearsley
branch of the Reynolds family. By the early 1800s, boot-maker Jack Wood

Since it was over the other side of the hill lived here and, in 1841, he opened a beer-shop, later called The Boot.
from the village, it needed somebody to keep Jack also ran a grocery shop and, for a short while, a bakery. His son,
an eye on things, so a witchert cottage was Jack junior, carried on boot-making in the shed (foreground) until 1914
but the grocery and beer-shop had closed earlier. A different owner in the
built alongside. It was lived in from time to
1920s used part of the cottage as a shop. Recently, a psychic friend of
time right up to the second World War but,
mine became very excited when passing by. 'Oh goodness what hasn't gone
isolated and lonely, it seemed to be an
on in this house!' she exclaimed.
( Kathleen Nathan)
unpopular place and was often uninhabited
for long periods. The cottage was pulled down in the late 1950s, although the farm buildings remain to this day.
The next structure to appear in 1854 was a new Baptist Chapel and, again, John Plested had a hand in this
- it was built on the other comer of his land above the smithy. It was the first brick structure to appear after
the repeal of the Brick Tax and it replaced the earlier witchert chapel down in the village which, in tum, was
converted into two tenements. From then on, the road by the new chapel was no longer called Furzen Way but
became Chapel Road.
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in Aylesbury. Because the
In 1862, Tharne got its first railway station and a second one was built
d the lot of the ordinary cottager
railwaysreduced transportation costs, coal became a cheap fuel which improve
boom followed. The first
building
small
Another
and bricks became available at even lower prices than before.
of the green. This was
end
far
the
at
ith's
to appear was a new pub: The Plough, built opposite the blacksm
coexist quite happily.
to
seemed
two
much more serious competition for The Bell although, subsequently, the

Badrick's Lane. The school, built 1879, is almost
29 This aerial view of 1959 shows the lower end of School Lane , once called
village.
Along the lane opposite the school was the 'high-density housing' of the

hidden by the trees in the foreground.
s within the nine cottages in that one-acre area.
Including others jammed in the gardens, by 1850 there were nineteen tenement
g portion of the original Baptist Chapel. The
The white wall seen end-on (centre right) is Lammas Cottage and is the remainin
at the turn of this century. Nearest the
family
isolated cottage (lower right) is now Sawpit Cottage , home to the Turner
(Vic Walker)
Aylesbury Road in the backgrou nd is the vicarage of 1865.

and very Victorian - built right
Next, Chearsley got its first purpose-built vicarage. It was architect-designed
possible to get! By this time the
at the very top of the village, about as far away from the church as it was
in London, was the first to reside
Kiplings had long gone and a Rev. William Gilbert, previously ministering
(now Mead House) was built
house
there with his wife and children. Then, ten years after, another rather grand
a Post Office at the very top
came
along Badricks Lane, to replace an old cottage on the site. Finally, in 1876,
ion. His house behind The
complet
of Church Lane. It was built to the order of John Gregory, who moved in on
the name of 'Ebenezer
bore
it
time
Bell was then sub-divided into three tenements and rented out. At one
!
landlord
the
at
dig
Cottage' and one wonders whether a tenant used the name as a sly
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Chapter Ten

PEOPLE
An unlearned carpenter of my acquaintance once said:
'There is very little difference between one man and
another, but what there is is very important.'
William James
On the Farms
In 1848, the Duke of Buckingham went bankrupt and everything had to be sold to pay off a veritable army of
creditors. Centre Farm was sold, again to a distant buyer, but Thomas Read stayed on as the tenant, only to
die the following year. His wife then took over the farm for three years until she died. The period 1847-50 was
very bad for deaths, particularly amongst teenagers and young women; much unhappiness came to many
families in the village. The case of the Kingsley family was particularly tragic: five sisters (two newly married)
and two brothers all died of tuberculosis within a very short period.
Then, in 1858, Lower Green Farm was sold off. Earlier, ·Richard Walker had died and son William had
carried on for a year or so but, after forty years of the tenancy, the Walkers had to leave. The lands were
swallowed up, mostly into Centre Farm. Barns were demolished and the house was converted into a genteel
country residence with lawns, flower gardens and ornamental ponds. Its new owner was an absent relative of
the new resident, John Guy, brother of Thomas at Middle Farm. Nobody seemed to know what name to bestow
upon the house and it was known as Low Green, then Chearsley Green, but finally it settled down as Chearsley
House. Its original name migrated across to Lower Farm which then became the new Lower Green Farm, to
cause confusion in numerous publications up to the present day!
The way that agriculture was developing meant that smaller farms were becoming uneconomic. The number
of farms had already gone down from seven to five but, with the recession over, they were all doing well. The
trustees of Miss Eleanora Grubbe must have been pleased with their investment. Their little girl had grown up
(as a landowner she was often referred to as 'Lady Grubbe') and she would have been a most eligible young
lady with such a valuable dowry. Sometime in the 1850s she married a Captain Charles Wyndham of
Chippenham in Wiltshire and he must have been delighted with his inheritance, while we had an even more
distant Lord of the Manor. One wonders whether he even visited.
Later he decided to realise his inherited assets and, in August 1865, the four farms and some cottages
comprising the remaining part of The Manor of Chearsley were auctioned at The Spread Eagle in Thame. With
their tenants they were:
Manor Farm. George Scantlebury.
Upper Farm. Thomas Guy.
Richard Roadnight.
Tithe Farm.
Lower Farm (the later Lower Green Farm). William Geden.
Within a year, Manor Farm had a new tenant when Richard Roadnight moved across from Tithe Farm and
it was not long before he found the means to become the owner. The land attached to Manor Farm was the best
in the parish, (it averaged £69 per acre in the sale) and, being a good farmer, he must have had his eye on it
for some time. Richard was the 30-year old son of John, who had died a few years earlier. Like his father
before him, Richard Roadnight had become a churchwarden in 1860 and, at various times, he was to be
Overseer of the Poor for the parish. He had married Mary Guy, the daughter of Thomas at Upper Farm. With
the improved economics of farming and his growing family (nine children by 1875 and two more later), he
literally 'raised the roof at Manor Farm to extend the space vertically.
Obviously, Richard was very definitely 'church', quite unlike the new owner of Tithe Farm: James Dodwell
of Long Crendon who was firmly 'chapel'. He soon changed the name to Furze Farm and installed a
non-resident manager, Samuel Treadwell, from a notable farming family in the area.
More newcomers appeared. The new tenant at Centre Farm was a Shrimpton from Long Crendon and he
was followed by more members of the ubiquitous Rose family. They stayed for about sixteen years until 1875
when this farm was sold and its land was absorbed into Manor and Upper Farms. The new owner was William
Coles, who arrived from Long Crendon to start a horse stud. He had no use for the old farmhouse and that soon
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It was rather grand for its day and
disappeared, replaced by a square, brick-built mansion (now Orchard Close).
of the stud. Later there was a bad
stood apart from the old farm, the barns of which then became the stables
fire in the stables but all the horses were rescued.
ce Holland. She must have
William Coles lived all alone in his new house with his housekeeper Clemen
inherited the house with its garden.
looked after him very well because when he died only seven years later, she

The Workers
still reigned supreme although their
Despite the increase in other trades within the village, agricultural labourers
to look after fourteen acres of
man
numbers were declining. In 1850, when there were six farms, it took one
rs for 237 acres. Thirty years
farmland. For example, Thomas Guy at Upper Farm employed seventeen laboure
ed nine men and three boys for
later with five farms, it had changed dramatically. Thomas' son, John, employ
in manpower were three-fold: a
250 acres: one labourer per twenty-one acres. The reasons for the decline
increasing use of machinery. For
reduction in arable farming, another agricultural recession (from 1875) and
Machine Driver, a new trade in
example, in the 1881 census, James Hanson gave his occupation as Traction
the village.
There was better-paid work
The results of the recession were quite different from that of sixty years earlier.
easy way to get there. In
the
and
cheap
a
d
to be found in and around the cities and the new railways provide
n 'the great iron way'.
maintai
and
build
to
fact, much of the new work available to country lads was in helping
tural Labourers'
Agricul
l
Nationa
But in the countryside, the farm workers were in a state of ferment. The
the Union held
1874,
In
.
delegate
Union (NALU) had recently been formed and Mr Richardson was the Bucks
a local meeting in Chearsley. The Bucks Weekly Times gave a report:
CHEARSLEY - SUNDA Y MEETING OF UNIONISTS
1st was responded to by one
The invitation by the Chearsley Branch of the NALU for Sunday March
who, after an orderly assembly
hundred and thirty-eight farm labourers from the immediate neighbourhood
n service. The church was
upon the village green, marche d in procession to the parish church for afternoo
members had to remain
the
of
friends
and
wives,
,
quickly filled to overflowing. A great number of persons
A Hamilton, who had
Mr
vicar,
the
by
d
outside for want of accommodation. The reception accorde
a hearty one ... the Rev.
y
evidentl
was
son,
previously expressed his approval of the gathering to Mr E Richard
objects of the labour
and
course
gentleman ... stating that the clergy could not but feel a deep interest in the
movement...
he expressed rather different
Less than a year later, the Rev. Hamilton made a report to his Diocese in which
more militant, or did the vicar
views. Had the landowners brought pressure upon him, had the union become
say one thing to the members of the union and another to his superiors?
on Sundays, and they have
Lately the agents of the NALU have been in the parish and held meetings, often
Since Mr Richardson's
disquieted the people, and said much against the Landowners and the Clergy.
that the congregation
doubt
no
be
can
there
departure the agitation has decreased; but for a time
their public religious
about
careless
and
diminished, and the people became irregular in their attendance,
as we used to have,
ations
duties. I trust when the summer months arrive that I shall see as good congreg
though I am not sure that the ill-feeling has died away entirely.
Education
village were becoming literate and
Besides being exposed to alternative views, some of the youngsters of the
school is held in the house of the
their horizons were widening. Earlier, in 1860, it was reported, 'A small
William Smith, was master of a
clerk,
same
the
later,
parish clerk during the winter months' and, four years
! Also, after 1864, some
Cottage
The
house,
little
night school - it must have been very crowded in his tiny
children attended the new school at Cuddington.
fo~ all their children. Naturally,
In 1870, a new Education Act required the parishes to provide schooling
school. The indecision took all of
Chearsley took its time in deciding when, where and how it should build a
to troop off to Thame, Cuddington
ten years and this had a dramatic effect on the village. All the children had
been quite a sight on Monday
and Haddenham, with some to Crendon when that school opened. It must have
the village on foot, perhaps a few
mornings to see ninety children, maybe more, of all ages streaming out of
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on horseback and some in carts. In later years, Henry Tomes recalled how he walked the three or four miles
to Thame to school on Monday mornings, leaving his mother and father at Cloverdale. He would stay in Thame
with an uncle during the week, then walk back to Chearsley after school on Friday.
Exodus
But the numbers going to school began to diminish as the population of the village plummeted. With less work
on the farms and the lure of better money elsewhere, just about half of the adults and their children left, most
in the five years 1875-80. A depopulation catastrophe was only saved by some seventy births and thirty
'arrivals' from other parishes, plus some 'returnees'.
Bill Neary was one who left. In the 1871 census he was listed as an 'agricultural labourer' at the tender age
of twelve. His father, James, was a blind pauper. There was every incentive for Bill to go and, ten years later,
we find him and his new wife Annie visiting to baptize a new son. The church register records Bill's trade as
a railway platelayer with an address in New Cross, London. Another to leave was the grandson of Jack Wood
at The Boot. Another labourer, he left with his wife, a Chearsley girl, to become a policeman in London. They
returned for a visit every two or three years to baptise a new addition to their family. Apart from family ties,
one detects in those baptismal visits a certain lingering affection for the village. This seemed to be rooted in
many, rich and poor, native-born and newcomer. It is astonishing how many past curates and vicars and their
wives are to be found buried here, even though none were born here, many were living far away at the time
of their death and some had only lived here a short while. Francis Treble, the curate more than two hundred
years earlier, was not the only one to develop an affection for the place and people.
Others left forever. Earlier, Thomas Guy junior left Upper Farm to seek his fortune in Canada. However,
Australia seemed to be the favoured destination. In 1874, Richard Hanson and his wife and their two young
children left for the long voyage, organized by the Trade Union and paid for by the Queensland government.
For some, the challenge must have been
irresistible, one Crendon man wrote home from
Queensland, 'I wish I had been here twenty years
ago'. Others wrote telling of earning three and four
times more than their wages here. Some Chearsley
lads left in another wave of emigration in 1888: Bill
Badrick, Frank Clarke and George Smith. However,
Bill soon returned, presumably he had earned
enough to afford the return voyage and he must
have kept the village children enthralled with stories
from around the world! Perhaps he inspired another,
Walter White, to leave for even more exotic parts:
he went out to New Guinea and later moved on to
the goldmines in South Africa. But Frank Clarke

and George Smith stayed in Australia, George taking
on a farm where he grew sugar cane.
Home and Family
George Smith had been one of four children. His
maternal grandfather was Bill Saunders, a
resourceful young man who had built his own house
in 1831 during the great recession. It was a very
small witchert cottage, 'one up, one down' like The
Mansion but, instead of getting a landowner's
permission to build, he built on common land. This
was very cheeky because it was normally not
allowed but, perhaps in the confusion of those days
with the Lord of the Manor having less authority,

30 Bill Saunders, or Great Granpy Saunders as he was known to
later generations of the Smith family. This Dickensian-looking
gentleman built Michaelmas Cottage and his daughter, Betsy,
married William Smith. This fine portrait was taken about
1870-80.
(May White)
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Green, right on the boundary of
Bill got away with his new cottage. It was squeezed on to the edge of Watts
It is said of those times, that if
a farm close which provided its ready-made witchert wall for the rear part!
anybody could do to stop an
somebody could raise a hearth and chimney in one day, then there was nothing
there.
still
it's
unauthorized cottage. Bill built well: as Michaelmas Cottage
Bill married a girl from Cuddington, Hannah White.
They had two children, both girls: one only lived into
her mid 'teens but the other, Betsy, survived. At the age
of twenty-seven she married William Smith, named after
his grandfather who had been the parish clerk and
part-time schoolmaster. Betsy's new husband, like some
of his ancestors, was a carpenter. While he may have
liked Chearsley, the need for work and, perhaps, a desire
to avoid being cooped up in the tiny cottage with wife
and father-in-law (he stayed on in his own house), led
William to London and other distant parts. The cities
were expanding and there was plenty of work for him
there, so he only returned to Betsy for short periods.
They had four children, the first in 1867 was Eli,
followed by George then Caroline and last was Tommy
in 1879. The four children filled the tiny cottage to
overflowing and William had to add an extension. In the
1881 census we find Granpy Saunders and Betsy there,
plus Eli, Caroline and Tommy, but no William or son
George. It is quite likely that George was away with his
Dad who, when the boys were old enough, liked to take
one with him on his working trips - maybe George took
to travelling because, as mentioned before, he eventually
went off to Australia. When Tommy was older he got to
know London very well, while his father was busy
helping to build many of the new churches in the rapidly
expanding city.
But in 1881 it must have been rather galling for Eli
to be stuck at home, just finishing up his schooling at the
31 William Smith, itinerant carpenter, his wife Betsy and
age of thirteen. His school was in the village ... Chearsley
Tommy their youngest son; c.1892.
had finally got its act together ...
(May White)
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Chapter Eleven

RATEPAYERS AND PLATELAYERS

Education in these small villages is not much
prized either by parents or rate payers
Rev. Thomas Hayton, vicar Long Crendon,
curate at Chearsley, 1818-29.
The Village School
The 1870 Education Act required each parish without a school to elect a Board to provide education for their
children. But the education was not to be free, not for the parents nor for the ratepayers who would have to
fork out for the school building and equipment. Elected or not, the Chearsley School Board was guaranteed to
consist largely of the senior farmers, the biggest ratepayers and most of them notoriously biased against
educating village children! For this reason, a joint school had been proposed by the Department of Education
(in London) for Lower Winchendon and Chearsley. The proposed site was half a mile down the road leading
out of Chearsley to Cuddington, at the junction with the Winchendon turnoff. But some extravagant landowners
in Lower Winchendon were determined to provide their own school and not share with Chearsley.
The Rev. Hayton, vicar of Long Crendon, watched with dismay. He knew Chearsley and Winchendon very
well and was familiar with village politics and people at all social levels. He wrote:
... Chearsley is worse off than Winchendon. Two farmers are the landowners of two thirds of the village and
the other third is held by Dissenters, so ... the only alternative .. .is a School on the borders of the two
parishes ... conducted by a Master and Mistress.
He later amplified his views, worried that the farmers would not spend enough to make a small school a
viable concern:
... these little /id-fad schools, with a certified mistress barely out of her teens, would have no power over the
rough and rude lads of a country village ...
Meanwhile, the Department of Education must have pressured Chearsley to start doing something for itself.
It took some time for any action to manifest itself.
On the 11 th January, 1877, the Chearsley School Board met in Prospect Cottage. The members were
Thomas Anson (a retired baker - it was his cottage and, incidentally, one of the first to have a name), Richard
Roadnight and John Guy (Hayton's 'two farmers'), James Dodwell (one of the 'Dissenters', owner of Furze
Farm and a resident of Crendon) and the Rev. Hamilton who, earlier, had been voluble about Trade Unionism
in the village. After a lot of shilly-shallying, they finally settled on the site for a school which involved the
demolition of a barn owned by Anson's brother. That cost £13, and more land (insisted upon for a playground
by the Department of Education) was sold to the Board for £55 by none other than Thomas Anson himself!
The school building was to cost £425 and, once construction began, the Board started negotiations with
prospective school-mistresses. Just as Hayton feared, they refused to even consider having a master because
of the extra cost. Nor would they initially consider a salary of more than £40 per annum for a lady, although
an unfurnished cottage (Anson's!) was included. They had no takers until they offered £50 and some wanted
£60. After eleven months of haggling and more pressure from the Department of Education, they found a Mrs
Laura Hacker from near Swindon, who agreed to come to and take charge of the school in January, 1880.
Success at last!
The first day of school was the 5th January, 1880. While it certainly was an event for the little village, there
wasn't exactly a rush: only twenty-five children turned up on that first day. Naturally, the daughter of the
headmistress was the first pupil to be registered. Second and third were Ada Sophia Badrick and her best friend,
Lucy 'Lockit' Walker. Ada was the daughter of Joseph Badrick who, besides being the shepherd at Lower Green
Farm, was also the Parish Clerk. The youngest pupil was only aged two years and eight months, appropriately
her name was Lily Small!
The move to Chearsley was soon to change the life of the headmistress when she remarried to become Mrs
Ray. Whether she saw much of her new husband was another matter because, although being a local man, he
was a soldier, some years her junior and away for much of the time.
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could claim he was running two farms. However, because Martha rented the land, it was her name that
appeared as 'Farmer' in the trade directories of the day! Jesse also became a Liberal Parish Councillor, he
collected the rates from the landowners, he was the village census taker and one of the two 'Overseers of The
Poor'. He was everywhere, and his fine handwriting is to be seen on many documents that still exist in the
records and files of Chearsley.
After his first short-lived marriage, he had not been
able to find himself another wife. It was said that finally,
in desperation at the age of fifty-one, he advertised for a
spouse. A lady from Northamptonshire, Alice Brown,
replied. Jesse must have felt that the omens were good
because she was pretty, only twenty-nine and her surname,
Brown, was the same as his own second name - his
mother's maiden name. He appeared to be a good catch for
her: handsome and mature, with his own houses and farm.
Alice accepted his offer of marriage. It is rather amusing
to see that Jesse gave his age as forty-eight on the
marriage certificate, perhaps he had not wanted to admit to
Alice that he was in his fifties! They were to have nine
children, eight girls and, finally, one boy in 1913.
He was a stubborn man with a tendency towards penny
pinching. On one occasion his horse needed shoeing and
he delayed taking the animal to the blacksmith. So,
because his horse could not pull the cart to take him on his
rounds collecting the insurance premiums, he doggedly
walked around all the local villages. However, by the end
of a long day he was so tired that he spent most of the
money in various inns on the way home, and this was
despite the fact that, as an ardent Baptist, he always
professed to be a strict teetotaller!
33

Jesse Greg01y , c.1895. Such a poor quality photo

The Roadnights
would not normally be considered for publication but,
We do not know for sure, but it is highly likely that despite searching for many years, this is the only picture
Richard Roadnight of Manor Farm did not approve of of Jesse f have found. Because he was such a notable
Jesse. Apart from having different religious habits, they character, I felt it was important to have a photo of him in
were both strong-willed and they undoubtedly clashed these pages.
(Molly Warner)
when their paths crossed in the course of their public duties, of which Richard shared almost as many as Jesse.
From the minutes of the meetings of the school governors it is evident that Jesse liked to argue and 'rock the
boat'. Jesse sent all his children to the village school but only some of the Roadnight children went there, and
then only for a short time before going on to other schools. Richard was now Lord of the Manor and, while
the title counted for little by that time, one has a feeling that he was used to getting his own way in the village
by the force of his character. He must have scowled upon Jesse many times!
By 1880 the last of the eleven Roadnight children, May, had been born. Unlike their predecessors at Manor
Farm, the Coolings, all the children thrived and survived, some to a grand old age.
Whilst some of their ancestors may have earned a dubious reputation in nearby villages, the photo confirms
that the Chearsley Roadnights were a respectable, prosperous and formidable Victorian family. It could never
be said that the men of the family were loved in the village but there was a healthy respect for their skills as
farmers, particularly father Richard and his seventh son, Richard, the apple of his father's eye. Many people
in the village were very fond of the girls, especially Eveline and May. They were a very close family and we
get some idea of that from the diary of Helen Guy, Mary Roadnight's niece. Long before Helen was born her
father, young Thomas Guy, had gone off to Canada to seek his fortune. Helen came across the Atlantic for a
holiday and wrote on her arrival:
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but now a major piece of modem engineering was about to be inflicted upon the quiet little community. It
meant that forty acres of good farming land would be permanently lost and, in one way and another, things
would never be quite the same again.
Richard Roadnight died a few days later, his son Richard took over the farm and the railway gangs came
soon after. The 20th Century had arrived in Chearsley.

35 Railway construction. This is one of
the huge Ruston mechanical diggers
working in the cutting just down the
Crendon Road from the village. For some
of the children it must have looked and
sounded like the eighth wonder of the
world and not a little frightening.
Amongst the group of workmen standing
in front is Will 'Sealey' Walker who then
lived at Walnut Orchard.
(Doris Williams)

36 This locomotive, a Hudswell-Clarke
0-4-0, was one of the contractor's many
small work-horses. In the cause of what
we today would call 'Good Public
Relations' they were given appropriate
local names. Despite filthy working
conditions, the proud drivers kept them
gleaming and polished as 'Chearsley' is
here. Puffing down the tracks, it must
have given special delight to the village
children when they were allowed down to
watch the work.
(Newton Collection, courtesy of

Leicester Museum)
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The Railway
A little earlier, a North Midlands railway company had decided they needed their own connection with London
and built a line from Marylebone to Sheffield via Aylesbury, which became part of the Great Central Railway
(GC). Through the Chilterns, the line soon became cluttered up with local trains and a by-pass was needed for
express traffic. The Great Western Railway (GWR) had tracks in south-west Bucks and it was agreed to join
them to a bypass as a joint GC and GWR undertaking, which would come through Chearsley. It was the last
piece of major railway engineering in the country.
The contract for building the Haddenham section was given to a Welsh company. At that late date in railway
building, new earth-moving equipment had come into use but, even so, many navvies were still needed with
picks and shovels. A veritable horde of Welshmen descended upon the local countryside. Dennis Lane wrote:
The building of the railway ... was quite an event and a few Chearsley men found casual labour at the time.
However, in the main, the workers lived in huts on the job, and one site was by the Thame-Aylesbury
road ... another was along the Long Crendon road to the right of the railway bridge. Families were resident
at these sites and moved on as the railway proceeded. An outbreak of smallpox was reported and
confirmed ... the victim being a child. Many men slept rough and a favourite site was the cowshed, which
used to stand in the field to the left of the church tower. They bedded down in the manger. After work, the
men used to visit the Bell Inn and the White Horse and were reasonably well behaved.
However, a few of the navvies wound up at the Brill Petty Sessions charged with poaching rabbits from the
surrounding fields. But, whoever heard of no poaching in the countryside? Plenty of local men did it then and

still do.
The effect of all the men and machines on the sleepy village must have been traumatic for some of the older
inhabitants. However, the children must have derived great excitement out of watching the activities, some
young men got work and at least one local girl found a Welsh husband: Thomas Morris Evans, who settled
down in Lammas Cottage to become the father of eight children. Another settler was Bob Baker, who came
from Wales with his family: wife Charlotte and five children. They moved into one of the cottages that had
once been part of the Pig and Whistle, and the area then became known as 'Baker's Yard'. Charlotte had three
more children here, although one died as a baby. Some older villagers had vivid memories of Charlotte chasing
the chickens around the yard, axe in hand, to get one for the cooking pot. She also used to decapitate any rats
that crossed her path - chickens or rats, she got 'em all! One of her boys, George, later married one of the
village girls. He was a good catch, as Charlotte's offspring were very handsome.
One of the villagers did not work on site but made his own contribution to the railway. A few years before,
a young carpenter called George Godfrey in Tring packed up his tools and left home. He settled in Chearsley
and married a local girl, Lucy 'Lockit' Walker, who we last met in 1880 as the third pupil at the school. George
plied his trade from The Old House. Outside and across School Lane on the grass verge, he dug out a sawpit
where one man could stand below holding one end of a long vertical saw, while the other stood above holding
the other end. Whole trees would be sawn up into planks that way. George's workshop was in one end of the
house, ' ... knee deep in wood shavings and a perpetual smell of planed wood and glue' as Dennis Lane later

remembered.

Across the River Thame, the railway contractors had to build a viaduct. The ground was very boggy, so
pilings had to be driven in to provide secure foundations. George received the contract and cut down a number
of elm trees, then sharpened one end of each, rather like giant-sized pencils. They were taken down to the river
and pile-drivers knocked them deep into Great West Meadow. Elm is very hard and never seems to rot.
George's work has obviously lasted well, the trains still run over the viaduct (or 'Five Arches' as it is usually
known) every day.
While the railway was being built it was learnt that no station was planned for Chearsley. Getting together
with other villages, the parish council petitioned for one but the railway company said no. The line opened for
goods traffic in late 1905, and the first passenger train came through on 2nd April, 1906. The local villages
had to be content with a station at Haddenham (in a different location than now) which opened in 1910, when
a separate GWR extension of the line to Banbury came into use.
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Back to school ...
The smallpox down at the worker's huts caused quite a scare. It had been a common disease in mediaeval days,
but had since almost died out. The railway workers' children came to school here and that really swelled the
numbers. Before their arrival, about eight or nine new pupils were admitted each year. But, in 1901-2, the
intake shot up to 32, and 30 in the following year. The children were vaccinated in 1903 but, nevertheless, a
year later the school managers said they:
... thought it necessary that a letter should be sent to the Headmistress to ask her to exclude all the children
coming from the huts injected with smallpox.
However, that was the least of their problems. For fourteen years Mrs Ray had run the school single-handed,
infants and old'uns, all in the same classroom. Finally, the governors gave in and hired a succession of young
girls for 'assistance in teaching the infants' for the grand sum of £10 per year! It was a pittance, even in those
days. The single classroom was very small, an extension not being built for the infants to have their own until
the year Mrs Ray left. Even then, the managers would not pay out the small additional sum required for a
partition between the two classrooms, despite requests from school inspectors. Nevertheless, Mrs Ray managed
somehow and successive inspectors reported that the school was 'satisfactory', sometimes 'good' and another
said, '... a fair little school...' She had coped with vandals, not unusual in those days, with some of them breaking
roof tiles and others the main door.
But when Mrs Ray left in 1899, things seemed to go downhill, and the parsimonious governors took on a
series of quite unsuitable young girls as assistants. A year later, after several complaints by the school inspector
and fruitless chivvying, he wrote a withering letter to the School Board:
I regret to find continual proof of mismanagement and neglect of this School ... special report ... warning to
the Board... the terrible neglect of the infants. I do not find that the Board have moved a finger to remedy
matters ...
He went on to mention an unsuitable young assistant for the infants but,
... when the school opened... her place was taken by a little child aged 12 who knows nothing whatever, and
cannot be expected to know anything about teaching. The apparatus is lamentably deficient. The School
walls are bare. There are no maps, no pictures, objects, or means of illustrating lessons in elementary
science ... A suitable teacher for the infants should be obtained without delay, suitable apparatus should be
provided, and a copy of the regulations should be conspicuously placed in the School room. I am to enquire
what steps the School Board will take.
The governors quickly ordered twenty pictures for the walls and advertised for a new assistant teacher.
Another succession of young teenage girls followed, but they were somewhat better. A little over two years
later the inspector was able to report:
I am extremely glad to find that the School is showing improvement in every way.
Farming was still of vital importance to the village and there are numerous late September entries in the
governors' minute book of, 'holidays extended by one week because of the backwardness of the Harvest.'
But in late 1903, everything changed. A new Education Act had been passed and that brought great
advantages to Chearsley: education was to be free, the school was taken over by the Buckinghamshire County
Council which meant no penny-pinching by the ratepaying farmers, and the new governors were to be known
as 'managers'. At their first meeting there were fresh names: Thomas Hillsdon the village blacksmith, two
Boddingtons - Albert the butcher and his wife May, and Francis Bernard. The latter was our newly-acquired
'squire', another man who was destined to leave his mark upon the village.
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THE ELECTOR ATE - WARTS AND ALL
Democracy is based upon the conviction that there
are extraordinary possibilities in ordinary people
Harry Emerson Fosdick

Throughout earlier times and much of the 1800s, most people in the village were not entitled to vote because
they owned no property or land. For example, in 1784 there were twelve Chearsley electors but only six lived
here, the others were distant property owners. An important Reform Bill was passed by Parliament in 1832,
but here it only brought the vote to six tenant farmers who were paying more than £50 rent a year, and that
concession was mainly due to the efforts of the Duke of Buckingham. By 1866 there were a total of nineteen
Chearsley voters, eleven of whom lived in the village. Altogether, it took more than fifty years and three reform
bills in Parliament before it was decided that ordinary men (and a few women) in the countryside were to be
trusted with the vote. Town workers were emancipated much earlier. The negative influence of the country
squires and landowners had restricted the agricultural franchise for too long. In 1884, Parliament finally gave
the vote to agricultural workers and nine years later there were fifty-eight voters in Chearsley, all but four of
them living here. The list included six women because, if they owned property, they were at least allowed to
vote in local elections, if not nationally. They were:
Ann Guy
Clemence Holland
Sarah Herring
Elizabeth Mew
Mrs Sams
Elizabeth Wood

Chearsley House
Sunnydene (now Orchard
Close)
Landlady of The Bell
Owner of The Smithy
Lower End ( unknown
property)
Watts Green (Farthing Cottage)

Nothing is known about Mrs Sams, but the others
were all women of advancing years who, except for one,
had inherited their properties. The exception was Miss
Wood, sister of Jack junior at The Boot, who had
bought her cottage and built a new one next door
(Regency Cottage). She and Elizabeth Mew were the
only native-born villagers.

The Parish Council

37 Chearsley House 18th August, 1897. The occasion was
Ann Guy's eighty-eighth birthday. She was one of the first
women voters in the village and is the lady with the white
sca,f and black bonnet seated in the centre. She is surrounded
by some of her relatives including Cyprian Guy - the surveyor
- and his sister Mary Roadnight (far left, standing). Behind
them is the w~st wing of the house which is the oldest portion,
built about 1560, it was the original Lower Green Farm.
(Evelyn Roper)
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In 1894, new legislation set up parish councils in some
villages. Under the rules, as first laid down, Chearsley
was not eligible but it was not long before the village
was required to elect its own parish council. For the first
time, the church's influence over non-religious aspects
of village life was removed. The churchwardens were
the leading lights in the now-separate parochial church
council and, while they would continue to play their part
in village affairs, the church and its congregation were
now to be their only concern. Suddenly, through free
elections and without being confined to rate-paying
landowners, ordinary men in the village were to be
elected to run their own affairs.

1832 - 1913
It was a historic occasion when Chearsley's first Parish Council signed on:
I Hereby Declare that I accept the Office of Parish Councillor for the above-named Parish. Dated this 29th
day of March 1895 ...
Albert Brown of Chearsley
Jesse Coggins of Lower End
Thomas Clarke of Chearsley (The Mansion)
John Wood of Watts Green (The Boot)
Joseph Walker of West End (Bell Cottages)
Jesse B Gregory of Centre Farm
The Parish Clerk was Joe Badrick but he was soon replaced by Stephen 'Stib' Read. Chearsley's Parish
Council was to last until about 1910-13, with the two Jesses as regular members but then the whole thing died
away. Perhaps the village lost interest, or perhaps there was little justification for a full council and it was
reduced to what was known as a 'Parish Meeting'. It supposedly met twice a year to conduct any outstanding
business and would have been a very simple affair. Stib Read remained as Parish Clerk until the early 1930s
when he retired from the post. He was also the sexton of the church. Having a deep sonorous voice with the
inevitable Bucks accent, Stib was much loved and highly respected by nearly everybody, well-remembered for
his loud and resounding: 'Narmen', at the end of every hymn and prayer in church.

Higglers
Jesse 'Jutter' Coggins and Thomas 'Punch' Clarke were
both classified as General Dealers in most of the
commercial directories of the day, but the local name
was Higgler, pronounced 'Aggler.
Punch's big day was Friday; he would set off on his
horse and cart to visit all the local farms, haggling a
price for their chickens, rabbits, eggs and other small
items. He would bring it back to The Mansion to sort
it out and, next morning, take everything to Aylesbury
where he would haggle a price with a trader from
Chesham. Everybody knew him as 'Punch' and the top
of Dark Lane, by the school, was known as 'Punch's
Lane' in those days although all that is left of it now is
a large grass-covered verge. He married a Walker girl
but, after bearing their fourth child, she died. Sadly,
little Thomas, her only son, died shortly after. He was
only nineteen days old and there had not even been
time to have him baptized which, in those days, meant
that no rites were said at his funeral. Punch was left
with three girls to cope with. So, after two years, he
remarried and his new wife bore him five more girls
and a son - another little Tommy, born in April, 1904.
Even before the baby boy arrived, this brood was too
big for The Mansion, so up the lane in Hicks Orchard,
Punch built a new witchert cottage, complete with
lean-to stable for his horse. Tommy was born in the
new cottage and was to live there all his long life.

38 Stephen Read, better known as 'Stib'. Long time church
sexton and parish clerk, he was later the manager at Furze
Farm. This photo must have been taken about 1945 when he
was almost ninety years old. He is in his best suit for some
sort of occasion, probably the Thame or Bucks County
(Ted Cox)
Show.

The hard life
In some ways, Punch was a rather disagreeable man, but that was nothing unusual in those days. In parts of
the village there were undercurrents of bad feeling and argument. It was not peculiar to Chearsley and it was
not confined to the men. Many of the women were just as hard and there were any number of reasons. A
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married woman had few rights in law. Childbirth could not be escaped and it was often a life-threatening
experience, usually accompanied by great pain. Assuming she survived, a wife could expect endless
child-rearing until her mid or late 'forties, a baby every two years was quite usual. From her 'teens onwards,
she had the hard drudgery of housework every day of her life. If she was lucky she might have a kind husband
but many of the men were rough and ready from their hard lives as farm labourers, working their hearts out
for a couple of shillings a day. Many had no inkling of the feelings of others, human or animal because, when
they were boys, it was not part of their upbringing. Life was hard and that was that.
The Stib Reads of the world were rare and it is not surprising that many of the early photos of those days
show unsmiling faces, both male and female.
When somebody became ill, operations were risky and somewhat rough and ready. At Crawley Farm, Harry
White had an operation for a hernia on the kitchen table! The Neary family seemed to suffer from more than
their fair share of disease and misfortune. Two of the men suffered from mental illness, one being listed in a
census as an 'idiot' and the other unfortunate soul as an 'imbecile'. Another went blind before he reached the
age of thirty and, in 1864, his mother was the last resident of the village to die of smallpox. Also, as we have
seen already, tuberculosis (TB, or consumption as it was then called) cast its shadow over many young people
and was a curse for many years until the 1940s.

Babies
Illegitimate children were commonplace even if families,
some more than others, frowned upon such things. The
church certainly did more than frown on such things but it
was losing its influence. Of course, problems arose because
abstinence was the only method of birth control and some
of the girls found themselves in difficult situations. As late
as the 1930s, the only occupation for many labourers'
daughters was 'service' as it was called. In earlier days they
were simply called servant girls and that was the
occupation given for many unmarried mothers in the
church register when their babies were baptized. Most
would have been working for a tradesman, farmer or
gentleman. It is said that one very 'respectable' lady, who
came to the village later, was the result of a union of her
gentleman father with his cook.
Some village lads would try to have their 'bit of fun'
and, while some girls enjoyed fooling around, others did
not. There were a few instances where a girl deliberately
tried to get a young man into serious trouble, either by
telling stories or by leading him on. In one case, this was
successful and the boy had to leave the village. In another,
the young man was fortunate to have witnesses who could
prove he was elsewhere when the girl made her accusation. 39 Jesse Coggins. He was a general dealer or higgler
Some unmarried mothers went to friends or relations in and, in 1895, was a founder member of the parish council.
another village for the birth and baptised the baby there Later, he took on the job of supplying milk to the village
before returning home. Some came to Chearsley from after the Godfreys gave it up, and here he is on his round,
93
(Mabel Young)
elsewhere for the same reason. One girl who become c.I 0.
of who the
tale
exciting
and
lurid
a
with
village
the
pregnant in the big city came back to her girl-friends in
father was: '.. .it was a Russian soldier and he drugged me .. .'
A story of some kind must lie behind one particular baptism here. In 1914, Jack Wood junior the shoemaker
died. In his will he bequeathed: 'to Lydia Roadnight my bed and bedstead'. Jack had never married and she
didn't seem to be a relation, so who was Lydia? Two years after his death, the vicar baptized Lydia Roadnight
Piddington. It is clear from the church register that she was eighty years old and her mother, who was not from
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Chearsley, had been unmarried all those years before. Had Jack Wood wanted to marry Lydia in their younger
days and been forbidden by his parents? Or had the relationship been · quite different? A Roadnight had
apparently been Lydia's father, but her date of birth in 1836 excuses the later Chearsley members of that family,
although at least one of their ancestors had quite a reputation. An intriguing mystery.
Some of the babies were adopted. Hannah Small's baby Lily was born out of wedlock. We met Lily earlier
as the youngest pupil at the school, and when Hannah's sister Annie married she adopted Lily. Many of the
other mothers kept their babies and they were brought up with much love and attention. Often, the mother had
to go on making a living, usually away from the village so, in some cases, grandparents would bring the child
up. Problems would then arise if the mother had a second child and grandparents refused to cope with another.
Just such a case recently led to a wonderful reunion in Chearsley between a half brother and sister who were
brought up separately. They were united for the first time because, from my research, I was aware of the family
tree and the mother's background when the previously unknown sister turned up at my doorstep enquiring into
her 'roots'. She already knew that her mother had died many years earlier, but was astounded to learn she had
a brother and, for the two of them, a whole new set of family relationships were formed and thrived, I'm glad
to say.
In other cases babies were born to parents who were in love and quite happy with the outcome. In at least
one case they got married just before the arrival of another child. Also, there must have been a few 'shot-gun
marriages' but, unsurprisingly, none have yet come to light.
Adultery was not uncommon and it seems that, in many cases, other villagers knew full well which children
had fathers who were not their mothers' husbands. In one case, the straying husband used to be teased about
it and had a nickname to suit his predicament of having a nagging wife which, perhaps, was part of the
problem. A few of the wives were distinctly odd. One used to make her husband get undressed for bed in a
shed out in the garden. A widow and widower who got married still kept their individual cottages and she used
to pack him off to his own at bedtime! Another wife used to dust the lumps of coal in the scuttle and mutter
under her breath, 'Ain't goin' to 'ave no baby, it'll kill me.' She never did and lived to a goodly age, but one
wonders what her husband thought about the strange reminders.
Some modem politicians, who urge us to return to 'Victorian family values', cannot have not the faintest idea
of what often went on!
Conflict and Thievery
Meanwhile in Hicks Cottage, Punch Clarke was immediately at odds with his new neighbour, Becky Walker
(Walnut Orchard). She and one of her sons, together with Punch, appeared in front of the JPs at Brill. There
was charge and counter-charge: Punch had damaged a cucumber frame of the Walkers; Becky had damaged
some of Punch's grass; Punch had threatened Becky. The underlying cause of the trouble was a dispute over
where the boundary lay between the two cottages, the sort of dispute that had occupied the courts since the time
of the Saxons. The JPs dismissed two of the charges, Punch was bound over to keep the peace for six months
and to forfeit £5 if he didn't.
In turn, Becky was often in trouble with one of her other neighbours, Betty Wood. Sometimes it came to

physical blows and another neighbour (a strong woman), had to be sent for quickly to part them. It was nothing
unusual; one of the village girls wrote to her married sister:
Badricks and Bryants have been quarreling again so Holy Joe has had to be on the scene. Thats a/right
cannot quarrel if they have him there.
'Holy Joe' was the villagers' name for the Rev. Harold Wilson, a much-appreciated vicar of the time.
It is said there was one man who, if he took it into his head, would simply walk up to complete strangers
he met along the road outside the village and punch them in the nose for no reason. One employee of Richard
Roadnight's, who had been with him for twenty-three years, was caught stealing a bag of barley. He was lucky
to escape with being bound over, although he was sacked immediately after (two or three hundred years earlier
he would have suffered dire punishment). Some adults of one particular family would steal clothes hanging out
to dry on washing lines!
On occasions, certain young men of the village would get up to all sorts of highly dangerous acts of
vandalism which will not be described, for fear of 'copy cat' acts by our less dangerous modem youngsters!
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In one case they almost caused serious injury to Dr Lee, from Lower Winchendon, who was attending to a
patient here. A favourite night-time trick, was to tie the front and rear door handles of a cottage together with
a rope thrown over the roof and then to knock on the front door!
And if we think some modem youths and adults have foul mouths, the Petty Session records at the tum of
the century show young men in Chearsley being fined for openly using obscene language.
Violent Death
Suicide was not unusual. An older woman drowned herself in a well and a young mother did away with herself
by means unknown. She had already given birth once and, perhaps after a painful delivery, did not want
another. It was obviously too much for her when she found herself pregnant again. And, after the Great War,
one of the ex-servicemen shot himself.
If modem cases of child abuse upset us, they happened in those days. It has been hinted to me that one
young girl here was, 'so small because her father knocked her about such a lot.' While she may have been
naturally small, I believe the part about the physical treatment.
A story, which illustrates the harshness of those days, made the pages of the local newspaper in June, 1908,
and it concerned the tragic death of a village boy. Joe Neary was a lad of thirteen, the illegitimate son of one
of the village girls. His mother took him to London but he grew up with a weak heart and anaemia. Eventually,
his mother sent him out to live with her half-sister in Chearsley for a while, probably with the idea that the
country air would do him good. Joe's aunt was Mary Ann Tomes, the wife of David, living at Cloverdale.
When Joe first came out, he went to school but after a week the headmistress sent him home to Mary as he
was 'too delicate to attend.' He had been with Mary and David for twelve months when he began working for
Richard Roadnight, despite the fact that he had been in hospital only seven weeks before. The inquest which
was held at the School revealed the story of his last hours.
He left for work at seven in the morning. That evening at eight o'clock, Joe was riding a cart-horse back
along the Crendon Road to a field near Manor Farm. However, when the animal saw its stable it became
excited, began to trot and Joe could not control it. As he fell off, his foot caught in the harness and his head
hit the ground. A passing lad saw the accident and ran to the trotting horse which stopped. At that moment,
Jesse Gregory heard the boy's shouts and went to help. He found Joe bleeding from the head, face and an arm.
Jesse took him straight home to his aunt. The paper reported:
She sent a message for Dr Cooke of Haddenham, and then sent for Dr Lee, but neither of them could attend.
The poor lad became unconscious about an hour after he was brought home and died early the next morning.
A doctor in Aylesbury examined the body and was of the opinion that he died from shock. The Chearsley jury
returned a verdict of accidental death.
I have told this story in some detail because it seems to show a certain fatalistic attitude toward people and
events which, today, would not be accepted. Why was a delicate boy allowed to work a thirteen hour day, when
he was not long out of hospital? Why was he given responsibility for such a big horse that he could not
control? What reasons did the two doctors give for not attending? The newspaper report remained silent about
such things because, in all probability, such questions were not even asked nor, perhaps, even considered. What
happened was an accepted part of life and, in this case, death.
The same fatalistic attitude can be seen with regard to two young girls who died of bums, at about the same
period. Both died in separate incidents involving open hearth fires which set light to night-dresses. One of the
children was being looked after by a baby-sitter at the time. Of course, in all these disasters there would have
been terrible distress to the families and perhaps they suffered some feelings of guilt or wondered 'what if.
Nevertheless, there seemed to be a certain acceptance underlying all the events.
Country Life
For all their admirable qualities, country people in those days, both rich and poor, were creatures of habit and
custom. If something 'had always been done that way', then it was likely to continue. Farming was a very
serious business. Finances rarely allowed for any experiments with either crops or livestock, and certainly not
without proof that other more affluent farmers had been successful. Education, and the influence of the outside
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world (both good and bad), was only slowly beginning to trickle down to the little villages. Schooling,
especially for the girls, was something new and it took a long time for a good education to be taken seriously
by many of the parents. Apart from the problems of farmwork and the care of animals which could not be
regulated by time-clocks, it also explains why trade-unionism never really caught on with farm workers, even
though they were often in dire need of the help that unions could bring. Exploitation was not always confined
to the factories in the big cities. There was no radio, television or films, so humour had to be self-generated
and, when life was so hard, there were not too many laughs to be found. The misfortunes of others could
sometimes raise a laugh, but all too often they were the same as your own or those of your grandfather, aunt,
or cousin next door or just down the lane.
It is not suggested that it was all doom, gloom, violence and vandalism in those days at the tum of the
century. There were many happy individuals and families who enjoyed life to the full. Also, there were more
eccentric, strange and enjoyable 'characters' around than we have today. One woman used to go in The Bell
for her tipple and the village boys would wait outside for her to come out. When she did, she would simply
squat down on the green and relieve herself. She thought nothing of it and that is what the boys were waiting
for! One old boy used to kill the rats and mice on Manor Farm. Sometimes, he would save a few mice, put
them under his hat and walk past the school when the children were coming out. 'Good a'temoon, ladies!' he
would say to the girls and lift his hat in exaggerated politeness, whereupon all the mice would cascade to the
ground, bringing shrieks from the girls and guffaws from the boys. Tommy Clarke in his later years used to
tell a story about his boyhood which concerned his best friend, the schoolmistress and the sawpit. The trouble
was that every time he told the story he would immediately start laughing uncontrollably and tears would roll
down his face. Wiping his face with his handkerchief would muffle his voice and, coupled with the laughs and
his strong Bucks accent, it meant that it was impossible to understand any more of what he was talking about.
Despite several attempts, I never did manage to learn what happened!
To modem ears, some of the humour may sound crude, but their lives were crude - when you think of the
many mothers and babies who died; when a lack of proper food and sanitary housing was commonplace; and
the privacy of one's own bedroom was non-existent for anyone below the level of farmers like the Roadnights.
For those who become too lyrical about 'The Good Old Days', they should be aware of these things, especially
if they come from secure urban backgrounds and think country life must have been idyllic.
But there is the underlying fact that steadily, slowly, bit by bit, life was getting better over the centuries.
The improvements were not always generated within the community, many came from outside. To give just
one example, in 1909 the government introduced Old Age Pensions: five shillings a week for the
over-seventies, paid with little or no inquisition into their private lives. From that time onwards, poor people
in the village had something to fall back on, without suffering the indignity of being classified as 'Paupers' by
the census taker or overseer of the poor.
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Chapter Thirteen

BEFORE THE STORM
Everybody can see that the people who hunt are the right
people and the people who don't are the wrong ones
Bernard Shaw, Heartbreak House
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Wonders') trailing after her, leaving doors and windows
Francis became a major in the Royal Bucks Militia and, later, he was a Lieutenant Colonel in the reserve
of the Oxford and Bucks Light Infantry. From then on he was always known to the villagers as Colonel
the
Bernard. The title suited him. Both he and Evelyn were enthusiastic horse riders and, naturally, he bought
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definitely 'County' and he was an active sportsman
charities and organisations. Naturally, he became a JP and was High Sheriff of Bucks in 1924. No children
ensued from the marriage, although they later adopted two young ladies.
Col. Bernard started buying up the cottages where his farm workers were already living as tenants. He may
years
have been the first village landlord to take such an active interest in the housing of his workers. Fifty
century
the
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many of the cottages had been in a bad state but it was not long before they benefited from the Colonel's
to his
attention: Arden, Farthing and The Roseries, to name just three. Their existence today may well be due
new
had
efforts, for some other owner's cottages fell down or had to be demolished during the 1930s. Also, he
another
plus
houses built: Manor Villas (originally called Upper Farm on completion - a mobile name indeed!)
pair of 'semis' on Furze Farm. The care for the villagers went further. At Christmas time Evelyn Bernard always
ensured that the old folks always had plenty of coal for their fires.
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40 The Bernards, Evelyn and the Colonel, enjoying their favourite pastime. (May White)

41 Watts Green. This cottage was where the Plesteds once lived and had their grocery shop. Then, about 1870, it was subdivided
into two tenements and is seen here forty years on when its condition was described in a survey as 'Poor'. Later it was bought by
Col. Bernard and repaired. Between 1913-25 it was the residence of various school-mistresses. Later, it was given the name 'Roof
Tree' but it is now called 'Farthing Cottage'. At one time it was reputed to have a ghost: an old man sometimes to be seen at a table
(May White)
counting his money. Also.for a while, it was said to have a somewhat gentle poltergeist.
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However, it would appear there was a very high turnover of Bernard's staff and workers in this period, so
not everybody got along with them. One newcomer came to work for the Roadnights but was later offered a
job as a dairyman by Col. Bernard at Furze Farm. The job was Harry White's and had been for some time.
Naturally, Harry was very angry and he never talked to the new man again. What made it worse was they later
found themselves as neighbours in one of the tied cottages! It was difficult because Harry and his wife had
been born in the village and had a young family of their own; he was a very quiet even-tempered man and,
probably, felt he had to stay and make the best of a bad situation.
The days of The Lord of The Manor had passed but, for the first time, Chearsley had its own true-blue
resident Tory 'squire'. While the inhabitants of the village were well aware of the class distinction between
themselves and the Bemards, the Colonel and his wife brought much good cheer to the village and were
regarded with true affection by many of the inhabitants.
He had no desire to be anything other than a gentleman farmer, so he continued to rent Furze Farm out to
the expert Sam Treadwell of Waddesdon. At Grove Farm a most amicable arrangement came about: Richard
Roadnight at Manor Farm wanted to expand but did not then have the capital to buy another farm. The solution
was obvious - rent Bernard's farm. Nominally, Richard's unmarried brother Frank was 'in charge', but the former
was the real boss.

The Roadnights
Everybody took their orders from Richard - his
farmworkers, his brother and two sisters, Elizabeth and
Eveline. While the other brothers and sisters all left, the
remaining four (brother Thomas returned later to make
five) stayed on at Manor Farm with their mother. After she
died in 1919, they were the executors of their father's will
and owned the farm, so it was often called 'Exors Farm'.
Later, Richard rented yet another farm in Winchendon.
Farming may have had its ups and downs but the
downturns didn't seem to affect the Roadnight fortunes too
much.
Frank was a strange man in some ways. Perhaps he
found it difficult living in his younger brother's shadow.
He had a serious manner and would tramp about the fields
on his own with a 'paddle' (a long thin trowel for hoiking
weeds out of the soil). An alternative implement was his
shotgun and, sometimes, with a companion or two - one of
the Reynolds from Notley or Col. Bernard - they would go
after hare, snipe, pheasant, pigeon, rabbit and the 42 Richard Roadnight in 1912. In his fortieth year, he
occasional duck. From time to time a larger party would be already shows si ns of the stoutness and ruddy complexion
organize~ to decimate the local wild-life. Once, when that were so characteristic of him in later years.
(Richard Roper)
Frank's retriever would not do as it was commanded, he
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running
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skills
simply shot it... But he provided the all-important book-keeping
driver.
when they bought a car (an Austin, from Wests of Thame) he was the family
With close friends and relations, and some of his most trusted farm-workers, Richard could be quite jovial
with a laugh that shook his shoulders up and down, but to most others he was gruff and stem, a man of few
words who counted every ha'penny. As he got older he became red-faced, rather portly and was afflicted with
gout. Unlike his brother, he rarely indulged in shooting. His only real concern was farming and there is no
doubt that he was an expert. It is interesting that, in the forty years he ran the farm, he never owned a tractor
although he would sometimes hire one in the later years. Otherwise, it was man and horse-power for
everything.
A nephew, the late Richard Roper of Lenborough, and a prize-winning farmer himself in later years said,
I was named after him and everything I know about farming, I learnt from my Uncle Richard.
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Ten years after taking over Grove Farm, it was in the prize-winning category and was described in The
Farmer and Stockbreeder for 7th October, 1912:
.
The first prize in the Royal and Central Bucks Association Prize Farm Competition for the best stocked,
cultivated and managed farm over 100 acres ... was awarded to Mr Richard Roadnight for Grove Farm,
Chearsley ... and the competition in this class was particularly keen. Grove Farm contains 250 acres, the soil
varying from strong loam to clay. At the time of my visit on September 15th, the corn crops were all
harvested. On expressing surprise at the forward state of affairs, considering the season and the state of
the labour market, Mr Roadnight says they have no trouble about labour, he employs the same number of
men winter and summer, and some of them have been with the family for over forty years; for in addition
to working two farms on his own account, he manages Manor Farm ... Mr Roadnight is a good type of the
present-day agriculturist, ready to adopt anything that makes for efficiency. He is a practical man, and can
turn his hand to anything on the farm. This is the second time he has won a first prize for the best cultivated
farm, and numerous other prizes have been won for livestock, including first at the Bicester (Show) for his
shire mare 'India of Hothfield' the same animal being awarded two firsts and the Shire Horse Society's
medal at the Bucks Show this season ... (and a) silver medal at Thame Show in September.
43 The thatched ricks at Manor Farm,
before The Great War. This picture
conveys the feeling of a painting rather
than a photo and, by any standards,
these ricks were works of art in their
own right.
(Richard Roper)

Gruff and penny-pinching he may have seemed but, by not laying off any of his workers in the slack winter
months, he was kinder than many a farmer in that day and age. It is interesting to see that the write-up also
noted his success with shire horses. One enduring memory of the villagers, for years afterwards, was the
beautiful shires and the many prizes they won at all the shows. Also, Richard continued to win prizes for the
more mundane farm crops like mangels and swedes. And in 1914, his shepherd won a prize at the Bucks show
for having reared 123 lambs from 89 ewes.

Lower Green Farm
Apart from Jesse Gregory at Centre Farm, the fifth and remaining farm in the village was at Lower Green. By
about 1890 it had come into the possession of Ruth Jessop of Dorton. The total acreage was a little over sixty
acres, all the fields lying in a compact block in the south-east comer of the parish, mostly in the Moors Field
of earlier days. Several farm managers came and went in Mrs Jessop's time until May, 1908, when Jonah
Blincoe arrived from Long Crendon. Jonah was a widower, aged sixty, so he was not in his prime. However,
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44 The parish, 1913-19. Compared with a hundred years earlier, the most obvious changes were the addition of the railway, and
Hill House with its park, paddock and stabling. Also, some hedges had been removed, notably to create the new larger fields of
Walker's Piece (named for the earlier Richard Walker) and Big Field. The importance of meadows was declining: a few were lost
to the railway, one or two disappeared and some of the remainder lost their unique old names. Also , the name Addicombe had
'migrated', the original field of that name became known as the Pikle - meaning a small piece of land. The land marked A was set
aside by Col. Bernard as allotments for ex-servicemen after the War. B is the site of the last stonepitlquarry, used up to about 1880.
The name of the field above Crawley Farm, marked C, is uncertain. In the 1940s it was always treated as three fields as shown here:
a known as Crawley Road; b called Little Bread; c Spring Furlong (s marks the spring) . The whole field had been created in 1805
from several old furlongs, one of which had been called Little Bread - despite the passage of time, the old name had not been
forgotten. This was true of Elbow Furlong and Physicks which were also 'lost' in the written records for many years but were retained
in villagers' memories to the present day. 'Sam's Hole' was a favourite swimming place.
(Based on the 1878 OS map plus revisions of 1899 and 1919, field names from numerous written and oral sources)
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FARM"

FARMS:
MANOR FARM 232 acres
ROADNIGHT FAMILY
FURZE FARM 210 acres
SAMUEL TREADWELL

□

GROVE FARM 197 acres
RICHARD and FRANK ROADNIGHT

LOWER GREEN FARM (new) 61 acres
JONAH BLINCO and TOMMY SMITH

■

CENTRAL FARM 50 acres
JESSE GREGORY

SMALLHOLDINGS > 5 acres

••
•

MATT HEW DANCER
ELI CLAYDON
CHURCHWARDENS

44A The farmlands 1913-19. The railway and Hill House swallowed up 85 acres of land. The original Lower Green Farm was no

more, although a duck farm had now developed around Chearsley House - this land is marked C. Big Field, G, now part of Manor
Farm, was sometimes treated by the Roadnights as part of Grove Farm. The meadow named Hamilton (marked V) was glebe land
owned by the Vicar; the name came from the Rev. Hamilton, our parson 1872-78. The Roadnights rented that meadow and always
treated it as part of Manor Farm. As the main part of a resurrected Central Farm, 'Dennis Farm' was really a detached part of Furze
Farm and rented to the Gregorys until about 1919. The most coherent block of farmland was that of the new Lower Green Farm
which now incorporated the meadow alongside the River: the old Moore Meade.
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In fact
he was very experienced and had won prizes for ploughing at the Tharne Show in his younger days.
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Jessop died and her son Stephen inherited the ownership of the farm
in the
It is probably true to say that, from the tum of the century, the farms and the land of Chearsley were
best shape they had ever been.
Childrens' work
always
When they were not at school, the village children were expected to help on the farms. There was
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job. What other things did we do? There was bird scaring
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wood with a wire hinge. Joe Clarke did that a lot...he were a bit
by Bernard's car.
No ... we didn't do stone picking, never did that.
him
Mr Jessop would drive down the lane to the farm past the house, an' me and my friends when we saw
would
first...he
be
a'comin' we would run down to open the gate at the bottom into the field. Always tried to
give a penny to 'oever opened the gate.
broke
My best friend was Walt White. He were a lad at school. Miss Ballard whacked him once ... hee, hee ...
you
her cane on his backside! Millie Hillsdon taught the little ones, she were called 'Hammerwhack'. Then
went on to Miss Slater, Tadpole' we called her. When school was finished for the day I went to the vicarage
a
to clean the shoes for 'em, Mr Wilson (Holy Joe), his wzfe, children an' the two servants ... two shillings
week I got for that.
later
We would go and buy sweets at Bessie Smith's. Behind there was an orchard - belonged to Browns
Jack
of
roof
the
on
stones
throw
we'd
Sometimes
there.
in
on. Lots of walnut trees ... used to go scrumping
to
out
came
he
time
the
by
gone
be
we'd
but
boots,
his
making
Wood's shed by The Boot. He'd be inside
see who it was ...
45 This is the bottom end of
Shupps Lane, although it was not
called that until the 1960s. The top
part of Farmyard Close is on the
left. This was the orchard that was
part of Chearsley House
duck/chicken farm, where young
Tommy Clarke used to go
scrumping walnuts. Like most
closes and gardens in the old days,
it was surrounded by a high
witchert wall. When walking
around the village, they must have
given a claustrophobic feeling,
especially when they ran along the
top of a sunken lane as seen here.
Both sides of this lane are now
filled up with houses and the wall
has long gone. (Herbert Nicolle)
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According to Eli, one of George Godfrey's sons, 'Miss Ballard was the best teacher ever'. She certainly
lasted well. She left Chearsley in 1920 to marry the headmaster at Long Crendon, and she lived to the grand
old age of one hundred!

The Smith Family
By this time Bessie Smith's father and her husband, William, had died. Except for Tommy, the grown-up
children had left, George to Australia, and Eli and Caroline were both married. Bessie had opened a shop in
the front room of her little cottage, selling sweets and some other oddments. The boys of the village would
have their hands into the sweet jars if Bessie so much as turned her back. She once caught Joe 'Buson' Clarke
in the act, but he still shouted 'It weren't me!'

46 Believe or not, this was Bessie Smith's shop! Inside the living room of what
is now Michaelmas Cottage at Watts Green, it was comprised of a few articles
for sale on the odd shelf or hanging up and, amongst the jumble , were some jars
(May White)
or tins of sweets, possibly lower left in the fireplace recess.

Tommy Smith had grown up into a handsome young man and had become the village baker. He received
his training from the landlord of the White Horse, because the ovens were in the stone-built extension at the
front of the inn. He used to deliver his bread and other items by horse and cart around the local villages. He
was not really cut out for the business world, for he was too kind-hearted and would not press his customers
to pay their bills, so he never made much money.
On his travels he met Louisa, the youngest daughter of Jonah Blincoe of Crendon, before she and her father
came over to Lower Green Farm. Her sister, Flo, had already married Will 'Sealey' Walker and for a while they
lived at Priest's Cottage just across the field from Lower Green Farm. Louisa and Tommy got married after she
arrived at the farm with her Dad. The trouble was that Jonah could be very grumpy and Tommy didn't really
get on with him so, even after they were married, Tommy continued to have his home up at Michaelmas with
his mother! This went on for as long as Jonah stayed on at the farm.
Tommy and Louisa were to have three children, all girls: May, Winifred and Eva. But like so many other
couples, they lost another baby at birth.
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Little May Smith started at the school and many years
later, she recalled:
I just turned four when I first went to school, until I
was aged fourteen. Miss Young was the headmistress
and Miss Slater taught the infants. There were two
rooms, a little one and a big one and when I was seven
I moved into the big room. By that time Miss Ballard
was the headmistress, and she retired just before I left.
She was very strict and very thorough and what she
taught us we've never forgotten. Every afternoon except
Thursdays the girls would do needlework and the boys
would do woodwork, all at the same time. Miss Ballard
was very good with needlework - old-fashioned
chemises, feather-stitc h, making buttonholes ,
gathering-up and needlepoint. Mrs Bernard - who was
the school manager - brought sheets and pillow-slips,
and rolls of huckaback, very stiff it was. On Thursday
afternoons the girls brought their darning from home,
stockings and socks.
Our only privilege was when the Hunt met. Mrs
Bernard would ride down to the school from Hill House
and shout, 'All the hounds are coming past the top
road, come up and see them about quarter to twelve!'
The school gates were locked during lunch starting at
twelve o'clock. Couldn't stop in school for lunch ... some 47 Tommy Smith's first two daughters: Winifred (seated)
(May White)
children came from the outlying farms like Crawley and and May, in all their finery, 1912 .
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Piggots and they had a long way
and put it
water,
of
pail
a
bring
to
used
opposite,
lived
and
Florence Walker, who was the school cleaner
in the playground with a mug for us to have a drink.
We played together outside, skipping and marbles, all together, not in little groups ... we had to do our sums
and learn to read and write, sew and knit, and behave ourselves.
When we girls were eleven, we had to go to Crendon School for two months for cookery lessons, together
with the girls from Chilton and Dorton. We had to go to our own schools first, to have our names put in
the register and then walked all the way to Long Crendon and back again, after. Never had PT, it was all
drill ... go out in the playground, hands on hips and knees bend. Sometimes you had to stay in school after
twelve or four o'clock. Never left school until Miss Ballard rang the bell, then we had to put all our books
away and tidy up, so we didn't get out until later. She had a cane, had to hold out your hand. I was never
caned, but I had a box around the ears once. Later, Miss Hillsdon was the infant school teacher. She was
the daughter of the village blacksmith, stopped on and stayed there.
Mrs Bernard gave us a Christmas party every year up in what she called her 'Motor House'. There was a
Christmas tree, we had an orange each - had to take our own mugs.

Population
By 1901, the population had dropped to 212 (the lowest for more than a hundred years) but, in the following
ten years, it rose again by nearly a thira, to 276 inhabitants. It was almost as great a percentage rise as during
the disastrous early years of the 1800s, but the reasons were much different this time. Agriculture was doing
reasonably well and the size of the work-force on the farms had stabilised. Even after the railway was
completed, it required constant maintenance work and that brought in new people to the whole area. The
Bemards at Hill House not only gave stability, confidence and prosperity to the village, but they also hired
servants and staff from outside. For one thing there were all their horses: at one time they had twenty-eight
hunters and they required three grooms, as well as stable lads, to look after them.
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All of this activity reversed the exodus from the village - fewer young people left and, with more
newcomers, the birth rate increased. Very soon there were seventy-three children at the school and the little
building was bursting at the seams.
48 One of the 'returnees' to the village in the early 1900s was Jack 'Skerry'
Badrick. He came back to work on the railway and was a 'ganger' - in charge of
a track-building and maintenance crew. He had earlier gone south and married
Louisa, a Woking girl. They had a daughter, Mildred and, on returning to
Chearsley, a baby boy arrived. Here are father, mother and little Percy outside
(Mildred Whiteley)
Ivy Cottage (now Wheyside) which they rented in 1904.

Business
Another business that brought work and prosperity was the new duck
farm at Chearsley House. In 1911, the house and grounds were
rented by Stanley Brown and, within a very short time, the lawns
and flower beds that had taken fifty years to mature had disappeared
under the mud that only ducks can bring - Aylesbury Ducks of
course! In later years, the hatching of chickens in sheds replaced the
ducks, and the ponds and gardens then reverted to a more tranquil
existence.
If the trades in the village were not quite so prolific as half a
century earlier, they still continued in good hands. The Hanson
brothers, resident in Walnut Orchard twenty-five years earlier, with
Thomas the higgler and John the butcher, had continued to flourish
elsewhere. After John died another brother, James, gave up farm
work and took over at The Bell. Thomas then became the village carrier and built himself a new house,
Pleasant Cottage - the name it has kept to the present day. Next door was the Smithy, owned by Caroline
Hillsdon - the youngest married daughter of the previous blacksmith, William Mew. Her husband, also a
blacksmith, died in 1910 and young Billy Hillsdon took over
his father's trade. Dennis Lane later described the scene:
This was always a favourite place for small boys and, if
you behaved, you were allowed to pump the bellows. The
smell of burning hoof and myriads of sparks as the shoes
were made, had a magnetic attraction to young boys and
men alike; and possibly gave the men an added thirst, as
The Plough was opposite! The beautiful chestnut tree
nearby made the classical village setting.

The tree had been planted much earlier by Thomas Guy,
when a young sapling was brought over from Waddesdon and
it still thrives, despite attempts by modem bus and lorry
drivers to prune it! Over the road at The Plough, Matthew
Dancer was the landlord but he and his wife had other
talents. He was a wbeelwright and carpenter, so he made and
repaired the wheels of the farm-wagons, while Billy Hillsdon
forged the treads. Matthew also built coffins and his wife
Mary took on the duty of 'laying out' those who had died.
They also rented a little land with a few cows, so they
supplied butter and milk to the village. The Dancers were a
fine pair and, after forty years in the village, they had
become very much part of the scene.
Near the School was a rather grand brick-built house,
Rose Cottage (now Mead House). Replacing an old cottage,

49 Billy Hillsdon. Although this photo, taken
about 1930, is bent and battered, his character
shines through. A popular man in the village, he
was the blacksmith for fifty years until he retired
in about 1960.
(Roy Hillsdon)
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Albert Boddington and, when he died in 1904, Eli Claydon
Opposite the Claydons was another old cottage (now Old Sawpit Cottage), with another small witchert
family
cottage alongside. This little enclave was known as 'Turners Yard' for inside the larger cottage lived the
tall
very
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father
of that name: two parents and eleven children. They were very fine looking bunch,
house
the
of
part
and handsome. Like others in the village his wife, Emily, had opened her own little shop in
- she was chiefly remembered for selling Beacham's Pills!
The skills of making Bucks pillow-lace had not been lost and Emily Turner and her mother, Ann Tomes,
were active lacemakers. Dennis Lane later wrote:
girls
This was a painstakin g labour and died out due to the poor financial reward and the fact that young
yard
one
for
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shillings
three
was
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for
could earn more by going into service. The price paid
a price
by two inches wide. Mary Ann Tomes made three yards .. for Princess Beatrice's wedding dress at
walking
meant
cotton
and
bobbins
of nine shillings and sixpence a yard. The purchase of materials, pins,
to Long Crendon, as that was the nearest place where they could be obtained.
This little group clustered around the
50
crossroads, appeared in the Victorian era. The
Smithy (left) was the first in 1839, almost hidden
here by the chestnut tree and numerous saplings.
In the centre is Pleasant Cottage of 1881, home of
the carrier Thomas Hanson. On the right is The
Plough , the last of the village pubs, built in 1868.
This photo was probably taken about the turn of
(Edna Tapping)
the century.

Pensioned Off
Beginning in a very small way, retirement
homes began to be a feature of Chearsley
from 1875 onwards. Curiously, retired
policemen from London seemed to find
the village especially attractive. One
bought The Long House from James
Hanson and two families, who were
previously tenants there, had to find
it was
accommodation elsewhere in the village. At the age of seventy, hotel-owner George Gregory thought
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time for him to retire. He left Croydon in Surrey and reappeared at Sunnyden
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teenage daughters and somewhat eccentric wife, Louisa. She kept a parrot and a pet monkey
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escaped .and terrified the women of the village. Once, it almost provoked a heart attack when one
out to take her washing from the line, and the offending creature sprung out at her from the clothes!
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Other entertainments of a more organized nature came about as a result of the new Church Room,
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It was opened about 1907 and, although quite small, contained a reading room, lending library, games
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and billiards room. It really was 'the good old days' because no such facilities
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,
Bemards owned property in the three villages of Lower Winchendon, Cuddington and Chearsley
In 1908,
both a community and a competitive spirit between them that, perhaps, had not previously existed.
between
a joint village Flower Show was resuscitated by the Bernards and later we read of a games tournament
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51 Matthew and Mary Ann Dancer. This splendid photo was
taken not long before he died in 1933 at the age of 81 . Mary
Ann continued to run The Plough until she died in 1945 at the
grand old age of 94 .
(Glenda Dancer)

At other times, the school was rented for
entertainment in the winter evenings for concerts.
On one such occasion we learn that,
... a pretty duet was sung by the Misses Hanson
and White: 'Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Sailor', Mr
Badrick sang 'Stop Your Tickling , Jock' and Mr
Blunt sang a comic song 'Let Her Drown'.
Encores were demanded and given.
Some of the accompaniment was provided by the
'Robin Hood Band'. This was another
Bernard-sponsored effort of the three villages and
derived its name from the uniforms, being a job lot
of green outfits from some defunct stage production.
Sometimes, Jesse Gregory would organize a
'smoking Concert'. These were informal Men Only
affairs, where risque songs and monologues were the
main attraction.
If they didn't belong to the Robin Hood Band,
many of the men could play musical instruments.
Win, one of Tommy Smith's daughters, recalled:
Jack Smith played the concertina, my Dad the
cornet, banjo and flute , and Brisco Walker the
tin whistle , flute and drum. As a family we often
used to have sing-songs and, at Christmas time,
Dad and the others would go 'Mummering'. They
would black their faces and call at all the local
big houses. They got thrown
out of Notley because they
paid too much attention to
the kitchen girls!

52 The Turner family in 1907. At that
time most of the men worked for the
Roadnights on the farms , but here they
are all dressed in their Sunday best with
Emily and Will seated proudly in the
middle of their fine looking family .
(Gabrielle Youle)
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53 The lacemakers in 1901. The two
sisters from Elder Tree were Ria Kirby
(3rdfrom left, the youngest at 44) and
Aggie Clarke (2ndfrom right). Between
them is their mother, Leah Coggins, at
70 the eldest. It was 'Becky Walker ( 1st
from left) who had running battles with
her neighbours at Walnut Orchard and
behind, to her left, is Mary Ann Tomes
(Joe Neary's aunt). On the far right is
Ann Tomes (nee Todd) whose husband
was banished to his own little cottage
every night at bedtime! There is no
escaping the fact that these women look
twenty years older than would their
modern counterparts with the same ages
- the hard life of those days certainly
(Doris Williams)
took its toll...

During this period there were
two coronations, with attendant
celebrations. The first, in 1902,
was for King Edward VII. Indirectly, Chearsley had a link with that gentleman. One of the village girls, Annie
Todd, went off to work at Notley as a cook. Soon afterwards, the Prince of Wales (later Edward VII) spent a
weekend there with the Reynolds family. Apparently, he had a row with his hosts and spent the evening with
the servants in the kitchen where, it is said, he chatted to Annie all night long!
King Edward VII had a short reign,
and King George V was the next to be
crowned in June, 1911. The Bucks
Herald reported on the festivities in
Chearsley:
Coronation Day will live in the
memory of the inhabitants of this
village. Commencing with service in
the Church, the proceedings were
carried through very smoothly,
thanks to the ability with which the
Rev Dr Wilson discharged the
secretarial duties. Sports were the
order of the afternoon, _with a
substantial tea and supper in a barn
lent by Mr Roadnight, concluding
with huge bonfire.
The 'sports' were held in the field
above the church and the proceedings
became somewhat chaotic, especially
during the blindfolded wheelbarrow
race. The slope of the ground caught
some off guard and Harry White ended
up in the pond beside the church! The 54 Although much later in 1937, the sun shone that year on the 'wedding' of the
'supper' went on for some time in the May Queen, Rose Turner, married to a grinning Sylvia Walker suitably dressed
barn - actually a cowshed and now long up as a man. The laughing girl, far right is Betty lane, grand-daughter of Ada
(Gladys Taylor)
gone - close by the church. In those Walker.

a
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days when a bottle of gin was only threepence, it was not surprising that some became pretty tipsy. A vivid
memory, even seventy years later, for some participants was the sight and sound of Lucy 'Lockit' singing lustily
in a highly inebriated state joined, no doubt, by many of the others.
May Day was the celebration for the children, the girls especially. They would prepare garlands (all sorts
of flowers braided around a stick) the evening before, topped off with the bloom of a 'Crown Imperial'
especially grown for the occasion by fond grandmothers. On the day, the children would crown their own May
Queen with perriwinkle and 'water bubbles' (local name for marsh marigold or king-cup). Then, they would
go round the village knocking on each door with a little rhyme:
Please will you smell my garland?
Because it's the the first of May,
Please will you give us a penny
Then we'll run away!
Most people would be ready and give them a penny, or sweets and biscuits. It is said they usually found
nothing at the Roadnights, but Evelyn Bernard at Hill House would always invite them in for scones and drinks
and they would dance around the maypole. When they had 'done' the village, they would spend their pennies
on all sorts of goodies in the shops and then go off to the river. There they would wile away the rest of the
day, eating and playing, with not an adult in sight.
In those days, King, Country and Empire aroused very strong emotions in both young and old, from
labourers to squire. As evidence of this, Empire Day - held every May - was a very formal occasion. Locally,
the event was organized each year by one village on a rota basis. In 1911, it was Chearsley's tum and people
from all the local villages turned up from as far away as Brill and Oakley. After a service they sang the
national anthem with the .Robin Hood Band and saluted the flag. This was followed by dancing around the
maypole and other jollifications.

55 Empire Day, 1911. The gathering in The Park' with the Bernards' residence of Hill House in the background. The National
Anthem has been sung, the Union Jack raised and saluted, and the young boys are impatiently waiting for the next event on the
programme. The huge crowd is explained by the fact that many people came from the surrounding villages for the day.
(Paul Gregory)
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Newcomers
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By this time the Slatters had arrived in Chearsley. There was Jack and Emily who eventually had
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parents,
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South Wales. He wrote home
been left
of years show the feelings of an ordinary young man during that period. (Spelling and grammar have
was
alone in the following extracts but, for easier reading, the minimum of punctuation has been added - there
absolutely none in the originals!)
I am finishing here then for certain this time. Although it is a good job I am sick of this teetotal country
else.
but don't get excited I am not coming to Chearsley, time enough to come there when I cant go nowhere
Theres good money so don't worry about me I am a/right.
A while later:
else
Theres is any amount of work about here you can finish at breakfast time and go to work somewhere
full
stick
shall
a hour afterwards. I stuck that other job 5 months so I think I earnt a spell but however I
time now.
and
What sort of day did you have Whit monday? Me and my mate went to Cardiff horse fair with two colts
as
well
as
inside
it rained all day and we got drenched but we put things right at night, we got drenched
out! I think thats about all this time.
Then came a card, postmarked August, 1914. It must have made his mother's heart miss a beat:
Dear Mother and Father
but
Wishing you are all well as it leaves me at present. I have joined the army, am at Cardiff at present
son
loving
your
I shall soon be sent away. I will write again as soon as possible. Beleive me to be
H
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Chapter Fourteen

WAR
A light is from our household gone,
A voice we loved is still'd,
A place is vacant at our hearth
Which never can be filled.
Anonymous

Soldiers of the 1800s
Apart from what is known of the few Chearsley men who were mustered in earlier times, nothing is known
of any that may have actually gone soldiering in those days. The first known regular soldier was Alexander
Wilson in 1815, perhaps he was at Waterloo? Another was one of the Hansons, yet another Thomas who, after
service with the Life Guards, was buried here in 1845 aged twenty-three. Since he was buried here, he possibly
died of natural causes. One of the family who saw action was John Hanson (uncle of John the butcher, and
James at The Bell). His unit is not known, but he went out to South Africa around 1835-40 and was blinded
by an assagai - a native spear. He returned to the village afterwards as a Chelsea 'Out Pensioner'. Looked after
by one of his brothers, then his sister, he died in 1894 at the ripe old age of eighty-two.
Another much-travelled soldier was Charles Ray. He was born here and must have joined the army around
1840. Ten years later he had married a Scottish girl, and their first two children were born in Ireland. His next
posting must have taken him to Leicester where another child was born. Eventually, they all came to Chearsley
where the last of two more children were born, before Charles was called out for service again in 1859-60,
never to return.
Another Chelsea Out-Pensioner was William Swannel who also enjoyed a long life; his nephew Abel was
a soldier, also called out at the same time as Charles Ray: Some served in the various forms of reserve, Col.
Bernard was one, and Richard Roadnight was an active member of the Bucks Yeomanry for a time.
The Boer War
The war in South Africa began in 1899. Two men from the
village joined up: Jim 'Skimmer' Badrick, and Tommy White.
They were not in the full flush of youth, Skimmer was thirty
years old and Tommy was twenty-six but, unlike later times,
youth did not seem to be the most desirable attribute for the
military in those days. Nothing is known of their adventures
in Africa.
The Great War
Some of the events preceding the first World War have a
horribly familiar ring to our modem ears: trouble in Ireland;
little wars plus atrocities and massacres in the Balkans;
political turmoil in Russia; strikes and a bombing campaign in
London. However, the bombs were being set off by women it was the time of the suffragettes campaigning for the vote.
One, non-violent campaigner was Annie Todd, the
ex-confidante of King Edward, who had now left Notley.
Most of the turmoil must have seemed far away from
Chearsley, until on 4th August, 1914, the papers were full of
the news of the German attack on 'poor defenceless little
Belgium' and declaration of war.

56 Tommy White. This photo was taken in Malta when
he was en-route to fight with his regiment in the Boer
War.
(Audrey Wheelband)
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It would have been then that Harry Slater joined the Welsh Regiment in Cardiff. His letters home were quite
regular. He was moved to Salisbury Plain and wrote:
Theres about 50 thousand men just here and theres plenty of room here on this plain. This is the place to
see airships they are dodging about here in all directions now. I wish they would send me away to the front
now, I hope we shall get a look in .
...dont get worrying over me I am getting plenty of grub and we have got plenty of blankets. Theres one
thing, we dont get so much jam, I got sick of it. We get bacon salmon and tinned herrings and all sorts of
stuff so we are not doing bad now .
...and if you think it is all a bed of roses being here you think wrong because it is drill and drill again from
morning till night, but I am not sorry I joined, I was never so fit in my life as I am now.
It is often assumed, as a matter of course, that young men from the country must have been very fit and
strong. These last extracts emphasize the fact that the army found many of its recruits were badly
under-nourished. At that time, a country labourer's diet had little to recommend it. Another feature of the early
part of the war, when casualties were low and the ghastly trench warfare had not yet started, was the patriotic
fervour. Pressure to volunteer for the army was everywhere and was even reflected in a song of the day: 'We
do not want to lose You, but We think You ought to Go.' Some misguided women even went around handing
white feathers to men in the street. The insidious pressure shows in one of Harry's letters when mentioning his

brother Jim:
Dear Mother and Father
... tell Jim to enlist, dont let 'em say he is ajibber. We are getting on al/right here, plenty of drill and plenty
of tommy and a lively sing song in the Y.M.C.A. tent at night. I have joined for the period of the war.
('tommy' was slang for bread, but often used to mean provisions)
Harry came on leave just before Christmas 1914, by which time several other Chearsley men had
volunteered, including Fred Turner who was over thirty years of age.
After Harry got back from leave he wrote again:
I am put Cook now. It carries 10/- a month along with it. Tell old Jimmer to join, its the best job out. Its
better to volunteer than be fetched .
... and later at Aldershot...
We had the King to look at us a week last Saturday, sort of a farewell touch I expect for we shall soon be
across the sea acording to the yarns going about here. The Oxford and Bucks Regt came here last Saturday
to play us rugby but our chaps licked them all shapes.
Some time must have passed before the next letter arrived for Peter and Janet at The Cottage. In Harry's
hand the address read: British Expedionary Mediterean Force. By this time the Allies had landed at Gallipoli
and were fighting the Turks. Even so, the censorship seemed somewhat lax when Harry wrote:
We are in Egypt now. I expect we shall be sending our visiting cards to the Turks very shortly. We had a
good run out here, the water like a duck pond all the way. It is middling warm out here. They are a ragtime
lot of people out here, all nations ... all colours from coal black to white.
The next letter was the only one with a date - July 18th (1915) - and he wrote:
Dear Mother and Father
Hoping you are all well as it leaves me at present. We are dumped somewhere on a island, plenty of grub
and plenty of bathing. Send me a couple of woodden pipes and some newspapers as soon as you can. Now
thats about all
believe me to be
your affectionate
sonH
It was the last letter that Peter and Janet ever received. On 8th August, 1915, Harry was posted as 'missing
in action' and he never returned. He was just one of 38,000 dead and missing, their lives wasted in an operation
that was incompetently handled from start to finish.
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Cannon Fodder
Nearly forty Chearsley men went off to The Great War, some as volunteers, the others when conscription began
in early 1916. Six of them served in the Royal Navy, two as seamen, four as stokers - were they the first
Chearsley men to serve at sea? All the others went in the army. One of Col. Bernard's stable lads became a
sergeant and won the Military Medal. One of Stib Read's two boys, Charlie, or 'Banger' as he was nicknamed,
ended up as a Lance Corporal but most of the others were privates, with one exception: Col Bernard. Until
May, 1917, he was in the special reserve, training recruits. However, like so many from the village, he later
went off to France as a regular. Considering he was aged fifty-two and had to accept the lowest commissioned
rank of 2nd Lieutenant, it was a noble effort. He was wounded and eventually returned home in early 1919,
after the war had finished. George Godfrey, the carpenter, saw two of his sons go off to war; both returned but
the eldest had lost one eye.
57 Thomas and Mary White, c.1900. After his first wife died giving

birth to Tommy , their fourth child, Mary (then Mrs Neary) looked after
the baby. Later, after she became a widow herself, they married. He
was a lay-preacher at the Baptist Chapel. She had a hard life: her first
husband went blind, one of her sons was mentally retarded and she
also looked after her widowed uncle, James 'Shupp' Hanson. Her
brother became landlord of The Bell, her grandfather was once
landlord of The White Horse and, through a great aunt, she was
related to the Roadnights. Ah, the complexities of village life!
(Audrey Wheelband)

Keeping the Home Fires Burning
Meanwhile, village life went on. There were two White
brothers left in the village: Harry and Tommy, their brother
Walter having gone off to New Guinea. It was Tommy
who had been in the Boer War. On his return from South
Africa he had married Hannah Walker, both of them in
their early thirties. A conscientious chapel-goer, Hannah
was a great favourite in the village, known to all as
'Mother'. Tommy worked on the railway, and was an
outgoing character with a round face and dark hair. Harry
could not have been more different than his brother. He
preferred life on the farm, was not nearly so dark as his
brother, being of slimmer build and quieter character. He
had married Eliza Kingsley when she was very young.

►

They were church-goers and, eventually, Harry became one of the churchwardens. It was Harry who, earlier,
had ended up in the pond during the Coronation party.
Their father died in 1917 and for some reason (possibly because both were 'chapel') left his money to
Tommy: seventy gold sovereigns. Tommy bought Needlemakers with the cash. Brother Harry was furious and
the two never spoke to each other again!
To give more daylight in the summer evenings for the harvest during the war, the government introduced
Daylight Saving Time in 1916. But it was confusing for some of the farm workers, especially those like Harry
who looked after the cattle because they were regulated by the sun, not the clocks. Then as now, the lost hour
came in very early on a Sunday morning and that same morning some villagers saw Harry going down to
church, but an hour late,
'Where you a goin'? Church is over,' they shouted, 'didn't yer set the clock for'ard?'
'No, I didn't,' said Harry, 'I heard tell it don't apply to agricultural workers'!
He was not the only one to get it wrong. Johnny Jordan, the hedger, set his clock the wrong way entirely
and on the following Monday morning was very bothered to find himself two hours late for work!
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It was around this time that The White Horse was closed. The earlier building had burnt down previously
and had been replaced with a modem structure, but it remained a pub. It seems that Evelyn Bernard took
exception to having to pass it on the way to and from church every Sunday, watched by the imbibing patrons.
With her husband away at the war she took the opportunity to have it closed. It is not quite clear how she
achieved it, but maybe she convinced her distant husband that it would make a much better tied cottage. So
within a short while it was owned by Col. Bernard with a new tenant, church sexton Stib Read, plus his
married daughter, son-in-law Alf Cox and two grandsons, Ted and Eric.

Home Guard
It may come as a surprise to learn that Britain had a Home
Guard in the Great War. Many men were exempt from the
forces because of essential war work and that, of course,
included most farmers and many agricultural workers. To
enlist their services as a civil guard and potential reserve, they
had to join the 'Volunteer Training Corps' (VTC). One of
those who found himself in the VTC was Tommy Smith. By
that time, Jonah Blincoe had retired from Lower Green Farm
and had gone to live in a cottage up near the school but, as
the saying goes, he would sometimes come down to 'kick the
cowpats'. Therefore, the coast was fairly clear for Tommy, and
he joined Louisa and the three girls down at the Farm.
Daughter Win recalled her father in the VTC:
He used to go across to Crendon for drill, but they didn't
have real guns, only wooden dummies. But we girls didn't
really know that. When he came home from his drill he
would pretend it was real and fool around. He used to
frighten the wits out of us!
The children also made their contribution to the war effort.
Win's elder sister, May, recalled:
... we went blackberrying in the autumn afternoons - all the
fields in Furze Farm; took them back to school and
weighed them. Paid twopence a pound for picking them/or
the forces. Miss Ballard used to organize concerts in aid 58 Tommy Smith in the uniform of the Volunteer
of parcels for all the men of the village who were away at Training Corps , at the front door of Lower Gr~en
(May Whzte)
the war, outside of school. Used to have to go to her house Farm.
at what is now Farthing Cottage ... in the evenings - practise four-part songs. I always remember 'Excelsior',

that was very hard.
The Grim Reaper
The Slater family seemed fated. Peter and Janet's two other lads, Jim and Joe, went into the army, Joe as a
gunner in the Royal Garrison Artillery. He was with a, siege battery on the western front in France, pounding
the enemy lines. In May 1917, Joe was badly wounded by German return fire and died in a field hospital. Jim,
or 'Jimmers' as he was known, was sent out to Egypt. On the way, his ship was torpedoed and everybody had
to take to the lifeboats. Jimmers was lucky to survive because they were adrift for days and were in a bad state
when rescued. Photos of the boat were shown on the front pages of the newspapers at home, no doubt giving
his parents quite a tum.
Almost exactly one year later, in the last year of the war, Dennis Walker was killed in action in France. It
must have been a terrible blow for his mother. We met her earlier as Ada Sophia Badrick, the Clerk's daughter
and the second pupil in the school. When she was only seventeen she had married her best friend's brother, Alf
Walker and, between 1886 and 1911 had eight children, four of whom died before the age of three. Dennis had
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been the eldest survivor up till then. Perhaps Chearsley was
lucky not to lose as many men as some other villages, but the
loss of the three was keenly felt in such a small community.
But, when the war ground to a halt at the end of 1918, the
suffering wasn't over. Two more lads died of their wounds the
following year: Jimmy 'Friday' Smith who was only twenty,
and Bill Blincoe, the brother of Flo Walker and Louisa Smith.

59 Dennis Walker , unlucky victim. This photo must have been taken about
1910, eight years before he was killed. His sister Hilda , who married Reg
Lane , named her son Dennis in his memory a few years after the war.
(Betty Lane)
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Chapter Fifteen

PEACE AND QUIET
I was 'appy enough on the farm and then I went on the
railway, that's why I stopped 'ere, only thing I know.
Ted Cox interviewed on BBC Radio Oxford, 1985.

People and Jobs
The end of the War brought the boys back home and women got the vote. What the suffragettes had fought
for before the War, was achieved without a struggle afterwards - at least for women aged thirty and over. Those
under thirty but twenty-one or over had to wait another ten years. In the first election in December, 1918, there
were ninety-six residents on the Chearsley electoral roll, of whom thirty-five were women. By 1931 it had risen
to one hundred and fifty-six, seventy-five of them women.
After a celebration party, the outbreak of peace did not bring much change to the village. As usual, a
recession and farming slump followed, but it brought no terrible hardships as in earlier centuries. The
population steadily declined, down to 240 in 1931. However, with the pensions and a generally higher standard
of living, no one really suffered. The twenty years in Chearsley after the Great War can probably be summed
up by one word: tranquility.
But there was a major difference from prewar: for the first time agriculture only provided about half of the
men with their work. There were as many men with jobs like bricklayer, chauffeur, railwayman, hospital porter
and electrician, as those who were farm workers. Most of the new jobs were outside the village and, with a
falling birthrate, it must have been much quieter than in the old days.
For getting to work, the bicycle and, later, the motor-bike was used rather than the new-fangled and
expensive motorcar. When Arthur Godfrey returned from the war, his inherited skills as a carpenter took him
to High Wycombe as a chair-maker. He cycled the seventeen gruelling miles there on Mondays, returning home
on Fridays. One of Harry White's boys, Len, left school in 1918 and went to work for the blacksmith, Billy
Hillsdon. After seven years he 'got fed up with that,' and found a job in a furniture shop in Princes Risborough,
cycling the round trip of sixteen miles every day.
That sort of travel was not open to the girls, so most of them continued to find jobs 'in service' where they
normally lived in. Jesse Gregory's eldest daughter, Doris, found work in Oxford; sisters Connie and Molly went
to Notley and Aylesbury respectively. The Royal Air Force then opened the apprentice training school over at
Halton and Molly later moved there to work in the NAAFI, the civilian-run canteen.
But, like a century earlier, there were still a few servant boys. By 1924, the Reynolds were no longer living
at Notley, and when young Percy Slatter (of the family that slept seven to the bed) left school, he went to work
there as a houseboy for Major Bingley. Two years later, he had worked his way up to be the Major's valet.
Tommy Clarke, who we last saw working after school at the vicarage and scrumping walnuts, stayed at
school until he was thirteen. Then, his final entry in the register reads: 'Left to go on a farm.' He started at five
shillings a week in Winchendon but, a few years later, came to work on Furze Farm for Col. Bernard.
I started at about twelve or thirteen shillings a week ... later on behind the plough I got thirty-eight shillings.
Three ploughmen ... the others were Alf Cox and Albert Read, each of us 'ad a three-horse team. Dick Walker
looked after the cattle, an' Brisco Walker was the shepherd.
The Colonel were very straightforward until he got angry or lost his temper, then you 'ad to watch out. But
if Mrs Bernard told you to do something and then the Colonel came along and told you to do something
else, all you had to say was, 'Mrs Bernard told me to do so-and-so,' and he would say, Whatever she told
you, do whatever she says'!
Evelyn Bernard was an impressive woman, with 'very striking eyes' as one woman remembers. She was
generous and impulsive. Gladys Walker, who was only eleven years old, developed TB. Evelyn insisted that
Gladys should be sent off to the sea at Littlehampton for a holiday, all expenses paid. In those days the only
known cure for the disease was lots of fresh bracing air. When poor Gladys died, Evelyn had a small cross
made for her grave and others like it for all the other children that died around that time.
Like many others of her generation, when she started to drive her own car she was hopeless. Also, the
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brakes on her car were virtually useless and, if she gave you a lift, you were invariably dropped off at your
destination with the car still on the move!
Tommy Clarke came in for some excitement when he was out working one day.
An aeroplane came and landed in The Park, down below the big house. The pilot stayed a day or two. He
were gain' to take Mrs Bernard up for a flight but did a solo first. I were ferreting for rats in a hayrick in
Big Field, opposite the house, when the plane came over and crashed quite near. I were first there a'fore
the others. The pilot were unconscious an' 'twas difficult to get him out.
I remember the last witchert cottages to be built, back o' Furze Farm (Fairview and The Close, built in
1923 ). Witchert were dug up in Cuddington, but some come from the wall that ran all 'round the Farm. Oh
ah, you could use witchert over again, break it up and mix it with water. Reg Lane and Ern Read used to
lay witchert. You 'ad to puddle it, mix it with straw an' a few stones, trample it over, then pick it up with
a fork and lay it down ... oh, 'bout a foot or two foot deep at one time, two or three yards along. Let it dry,
then come back and do some more. After it were finished you 'ad to wait a year for it to dry out, a'fore you
could move in.
Colonel Bernard made some land over as allotments for the servicemen returning from the war ... up Chapel
Road. He sold a piece of that to the Council for them to build their new houses ... he wouldn't 'ave none in
the village. Didn't agree with it.

60 Albert 'Froggy' Read with his niece Rene Baker on his lap
and nephew Eric Cox by his side. Froggy worked for the
Roadnights, but he is in his best suit here for the wedding of
one of his sisters in 1923. Like most young men, he does not
look too comfortable with a baby in close proximity! But Eric
looks happy. From his young days into adulthood, he was
always very fond of Rene, and this photo is somewhat battered
on account of being kept in his wallet for many years.
(Eric Cox)

The new council houses springing up all over the
county brought blessings to many. George Godfrey,
the carpenter, had the contract from the council to
build the doors and windows for the new houses.
Also, as the village milkman, he had a little paddock
at the back of the house and kept a cow or two
there. 'Dolphe Turner, then a young lad, was very
fond of George: 'He was a real gent,' and 'Dolphe
would sometimes help him with the milk. George's
wife, Lucy 'Lockit' looked after the cows. She was
a law unto herself. She would often take a cow with
her as she walked round the village collecting the
milk money. She would leave the cow to graze
contentedly upon the green, while she went in The
Bell to enjoy a drink or two ... usually finishing up by
spending all the milk money! It is amazing how
tolerant so many husbands were of their decidedly
extrovert wives! Harry White, another very even tempered man, didn't seem to get upset when his wife had
too much to drink on occasions and wound up in the ditch. And the children seemed to take it in their stride
if the Mums got tipsy from time to time, for nobody could ever say that the Godfrey or the White offspring
grew up to be anything other than decent, respectable citizens.
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Farm Work
However, when Eli left school
All the seven sons of George and Lucy turned out to be good with their hands.
in 1920 he began his career working for the Roadnights:
Manor Farm, all of us lined up
Started work at seven in the mornin'. Used to get our orders in the yard at
there. Richard Roadnig ht was
were
I
when
all,
in
against the wall at the back of the house. Twenty-two men
got your pay, lined up along
you
week
the
of
the boss, he give us our orders, very gruff he were. At the end
work half an hour early he
leave
to
the same wall. He never gave anything away, if you got permission
take it off next week. I
would
would take it off your pay. If he overpaid you by so much as a ha'penny he
didn't stay there too long ... went off to Crendon.
forty years. In 1880, the average
The acreage that could be farmed by one man had not really changed in
figure: the twenty- two men of the
had been twenty- one acres per man and, by 1920, it was still around that
twenty years it was to change to
Roadnig hts looked after more than four hundred acres. However, in the next
so even fewer village men found
about to twenty- eight acres per man, an increase in efficiency of one third,
work on the land - 'efficiency' has its penalties.
to work at Manor Farm. Years
Ted Cox, one of Stib Read's grandsons, left school in 1927 and also went
later, he recalled his early days in a radio interview:
the 'orses. They 'ad fourteen
... left school one day and started work the next and I wished to go with
in the fields. I used to be
working 'orses when I were there, besides mares and foals what was about
a time, they done away with
ploughb oy for a start ... with a carter. I used to drive the 'orses but then, after
pairs at ploughing when I was
the three- 'orse teams and they used to go in pairs; they used to 'ave four
you don't get man's money 'til
there. Oh yer, I was driving a pair of 'orses before I were twenty-one and
you were twenty-one.
not in with the cows. I decided
But they put me looking after the cattle in the winter and I didn't like that,
an' I went on the railway for
farm,
the
left
I
when
to go an' work on the railway ... thirty shillings a week
goin' in the police force ... if
was
I
thought
hts
two pound, so I thought I'd done a wonde, ful job! Roadnig
away.
me
they'd known I was goin' on to the railway they wouldn't 'a let

The wagon is
61 High summer and the harvest is being gathered in at Grove Farm.
at the rear,
pitchfork
with
is
ht
Roadnig
Frank
l'.
Waterhil
coming up the field known as
(Ted Cox)
load.
the
of
top
on
Cox
Ted
and
with Froggy Read
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At that time, Ada Walker's grandson, young Dennis Lane from Homely (Michaelmas Cottage), was old
enough to enjoy the village activities and later wrote about his memories of Grove Farm:
The large barns ... were always filled with corn and hay, and the arrival of the threshing machi~e was the
signal for all the village boys to make an attack on the hordes of mice and rats living there which were
disturbed. Straw and 'caveings' (husks of corn or weed seeds which were discarded) were all stored away
for further use and not burned. I well remember Saturday mornings as I used to help with mangold cutting,
and breaking up the cow cake which came in slabs about three foot long by one foot wide and one inch
thick. The week's supply was cut for the shires and cattle for fattening. This was done under the supervision
of Mr Frank Walker.
The village pond (by the side of the wall of The Old Farmhouse) was used as a watering place for the shire
horses ... and also for cattle being driven between market and local farms. It was kept filled by drainage
water from the roads but was eventually filled in and levelled out. Sliding on the ice across the frozen pond
was a favourite winter sport ...
Eventually, in 1933, Evelyn Bernard was to sell Grove Farm with its 197 acres to the Roadnights for £5,000.
Knowing the Bernards, it was probably a favourable price but, nevertheless, it shows how the price of farmland
had dropped - in 1870 that same farm, with only 25 additional acres, had been worth £12,000.
By the end of the Great War, Jesse Gregory had reached the age of seventy and retired, although he kept
the insurance business going. He gave up working Dennis Farm and that land was absorbed back into Furze
Farm. He kept the four acres down below Hopyard at Lower Green for hay and a cow or two but, otherwise,
it was chickens and a pig in Browns Orchard (named for an earlier family and now the site of Darobey)
opposite Centre Farm. Occasionally, when Jesse wanted a little extra labour, Tommy White, Aubrey Walker
or Jack Badrick would give him a hand after they finished work for the day on the railway and, sometimes,
Frank Walker would join in after his day working on Grove Farm.

62 Another who retired after the Great War was Joey
Kingsley, seen here in his later years. He was
father-in-law to Harry White. He had worked for the
Roadnights in his younger days, and was a real 'character'
and a great tease. Once, talking to one of the Roadnights'
nephews he came out with some startling information,
'Always 'ad good feet, Mr Roper,' he announced.
'Oh, why is that, Joey?'
'Ah,' says Joey, eyes twinkling, 'never washed 'emf'

(May White)

Life at Lower Green Farm
After the War, Lower Green Farm was the only
'proper' small farm left in the village. It was still
a little more than sixty acres in extent and owned
by Mr Jessop from Dorton, with Tommy Smith
fully in charge. He had David Tomes as
shepherd, plus two other farm workers - even by
1920 standards it was not very efficient at
sixteen acres per man, but Jessop was probably
not out to make a lot of money. Like his
father-in-law Jonah, before him, Tommy
cultivated the twenty-nine acres of 'The Big
Moor' on a crop-rotation of wheat, kale, swedes,
mangels and turnips (the latter two were for
cattle food - they had proper vegetarian food in
those days, not the modem diet of pulverised
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thatched.
sheep brains). 'Moor Meadow' provided good hay which was kept in a rick in the yard which Tommy
farm
every
nearly
'Captain'
and
'Jolly'
browns,
two
and
,
'Diamond'
and
He had four horses: two greys 'Daisy'
in those days had a horse called Captain!
a goat
There were cattle and sheep and Tommy also looked after some hens. He kept his black pony and
comer.
the
in
pond
black
deep,
a
was
there
where
in the close behind the farmhouse (now Elm Brook Close)
spring fed
All of the village children had strict instructions to keep out, for fear of falling in and drowning. A
grew.
watercress
where
the pond and that, in tum, fed a stream which ran down the side of the close
go in
Sometimes Tommy would walk a cow or some sheep to market at Thame, at other times he would
beer,
of
his cart. The pubs stayed open on market days, and he was noted for consuming considerable amounts
then
then falling into the cart to sleep it off. His pony, an accomplished and self-motivated navigator, would
ers:
take him home! If awake and not under the weather, he sometimes gave a lift to the three wild grandmoth
down
staggering
seen
be
to
often
were
They
Walker.
Ada
w,
Charlotte Baker, Lucy 'Lockit' and her sister-in-la
get fed up
the road together, coats bulging with bottles. Sometimes, after taking them aboard, Tommy would
times
hard
of
share
their
d
experience
had
three
All
road.
the
with their antics and tip them out into a heap on
have
to
d
determine
seemed
they
behind,
days
ng
and lost children, especially Ada. Having left their child-reari
a good time, and who could blame them?

Lucy . 'Lockit' Godfrey (nee Walker) with one of her
sons upon her lap, possibly Albert. This photo must have
been taken about 1913 when Lucy was in her forties . She
was a real 'character' and even if people were not related
to her, as many were, they knew all about Lucy!

63

64 Seated in the middle of this group is Ada Walker (nee

Badrick). From childhood, her best friend was Lucy 'Lockit'
and it was no surprise when Ada married her brother Alf
(Both photos: Betty Lane)
Walker (standing far left).

on, a
Of course there were very few cars about on the roads, although Mr Jessop bought one quite early
still
would
children
Model T Ford. As in earlier days, when he came over from Dorton in a cart, the village
the
for
penny
a
rush down Dark Lane to open the gate at the bottom and the first child there still received
again
gate
effort. When it came time for Jessop to leave, Tommy's girls would run up the field to open the
the farm.
on
help
to
him
with
Joe
called
boy
a
bring
would
he
s,
Sometime
and more pennies would appear.
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When he was ready to leave he would send Joe up to the top of the village to report back, '... when there are
no cars coming,' because he wanted to drive straight over the crossroads and didn't want to stop before! Since
it would have taken Joe all of two minutes to run down the hill, it shows the strange attitude to cars and driving
at that time. Jessop would sometimes offer Tommy a lift, but he always refused: he reckoned he could get there
faster by walking!
When going around the fields in the cart, Tommy always knew when he was going over 'the tunnel'. Such
tunnels were part of the folklore of many villages in those days: they were supposed to join adjacent churches
and priories - in this case between Lower Winchendon House, Chearsley Church and Notley Abbey. Tommy
reckoned you could hear a different rumbling sound as the cart went over the tunnel which lay between the
farmhouse and the river. His daughter Win s-aid when she worked for the Bemards later at Winchendon House,
they opened up part of the old tunnel from the cellar and cleared it out for a short distance.
Louisa Smith was indeed an industrious woman. She
often helped when the women were giving birth and she
nursed one of the Slater girls when dying of TB. Tommy's
mother, Betsy, often went down to the farm for her dinner.
While Louisa cooked, there would be a large crowd in the
kitchen: Betsy, Jonah Blincoe and his brother Mark, plus
Louisa's three daughters. They would be joined by the two
sisters, Aggie and Ria (the two lacemakers) from nearby
Elder Tree Cottage, who waited for the potato and apple
peelings to take back to their pig and hens. Aggie had a
lovely voice and used to sing as she walked across the
field, but Tommy always worried about the two of them
bringing fleas into the house from their rather dirty
cottage! Win remembers:
Sometimes I would go across to see Aggie and Ria to
write letters for them. Ria had gone into service in
London when she was young and married her boss, but
he died young. She was left with the children and had
to go into the workhouse until the children were old
enough to support her. She had a daughter in Canada
and I would write to her for Ria. One of Ria's sons was
in love with Millie Hillsdon, the infants' teacher at the
school, but Millie's mother wouldn't let her marry him.
May was the first of Tommy's daughters to leave school
in 1922 and she was very lucky. She loved the Bemards 65 Tommy Smith, his wife Louisa and their three lovely
and went to work as a lady's maid up the road at Hill daughters: May (left), Win (right) and Eva (seated). This

House. One of the last pieces she wrote at school evokes

photo would have been taken at Lower Green farm
(May White)
sometime around 1922-24.

other memories:
A great event took place here, a Cricket Match ... between Chearsley and Willesden ... We had a splendid
team, Willie Loosley made 29, and Arthur Godfrey 24 runs. The total was Chearsley 95 and Willesden 52
runs. They had tea at 5 o'clock and went home in a charabanc at 6.30.
Years later, a regular weekend visitor to Woodbine Cottage, Mabel Young, wrote about the cricket at Lower
Green Farm:
The cricket matches in the summer were a joy. These took place in the field between the house and the
river. The pitch was mown in the centre of the buttercups, and at 4.30 everybody rushed home for tea, while
the teams were having theirs at The Bell, and then back again when play was resumed.
'Bammy' Walker, one of Brisco's boys, used to keep pigeons up at their house, opposite the school, next
door to the Slatters. He recalls those same days:
Used to go down with one of my pigeons an' watch the cricket. When it come to tea-time I'd tie a message
on the bird with the score an' send it off home, let Mum know we'd soon be back for tea. My Dad could
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66 A cricket match on Lower Green, just in front of the farm of that name, c.1926 . The field was
an ordinary pasture, so the surface was pretty rough and cowpats were a normal hazard! Note the
huge elm trees in the background - the village was a very leafy place before the Dutch Elm Disease
(Michael Edmonds)
came along in the 1970s.

'it a cricket ball alright. Reckon he 'it one from Lower Green up to the top Green.
The cricket match against Willesden came about because a certain 'Roger' Miles worked there in the
brickworks and got a team together. He had married a Chearsley girl, Annie Badrick, who had gone down there
to work. They had four children, all girls. When Annie died, he remarried and his new wife presented him with
another four girls. He so desperately wanted a boy that he had already chosen the name George and, when his
eighth girl was born, she just had to be called Georgina! Now the wife of Bill Slatter, she explains:
After I was born, my dad became ill with the brick dust in his lungs. The doctor in London said to him, 'You
haven't got long to live, you must leave your job and get out in the country and rest.' That was when he was
forty-nine, so he came back out to Chearsley and lived until he was seventy-six!
Cricket was an important part of village life at that time. The Godfrey boys were all very good, as were
Tommy Clarke and Stan Brown. But Tommy had one failing: when he was given 'out', he always lost his
temper. He would throw down his bat and, stamping his feet, would refuse to budge until he had expended
every noi y argument he could think of for remaining at the crease!
A later enthusiast, Harry Gregory, had very pleasant memories of the Badricks and cricket:
Jack was captain and wicket-keeper during the 1920s, a real stalwart of the team. Percy, his son, was the
team's umpire and what afine,fair and firm umpire he was ... For the jubilee of King George V (in 1935)
there were afternoon sports in the cricket field at Lower Green Farm, when Percy and Stan Brown
challenged each other to a JOO-yard race for a gallon of beer - four shillings in those days. We all thought
there could only be one winner: Stan, a very athletic sportsman. How wrong we were! Percy stormed in
with a good ten yards to spare. His sister, Millie, also loved her sport - cricket again. She was a member
of Chearsley Ladies Cricket team. A memorable family indeed.

Property Ownership
By this time, Stan Brown was married and he and his wife Hilda had a young boy, Ken. The chicken farm had
become a success and, within a few years, Stan bought Chearsley House, the Lodge and the surrounding eight
acres of land for £1,100. That was a lot of money in those days and it certainly was one of the more expensive
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The cricket team, c.1926.
67
Prominent in the back row, second
and third from the left, are Jack
Badrick and Stan Brown . Notable
amongst those sitting in front are,
first, second and fourth from the
left: Arthur, George (junior) and
Tom Godfrey. Far right is the
young up-and-coming Bert Loosley
and, beside him, Tommy Clarke.
(May White)

properties, but the price of
many cottages was not yet
out of the reach of some
villagers. Prices for houses
like The Boot and
Needlemakers in 191 7 were
about £60 to £70, but those
were the depressed prices of
the war when many cottages
were vacant. With a wage of
about twenty to thirty
shillings a week, the price of a cottage was equivalent to twelve to eighteen months' wages. By the 1930s,
prices had increased and cottages like Regency and Farthing sold for £250-350, about four years' wages for a
farmworker. 'Sealey' Walker, the roadman, got a bargain when Col. Bernard sold him Havendale (Arden
Cottage) for £100.
More of the villagers could have owned their own cottages, they were certainly cheap enough but in 1925,
for example, only about five farm workers were home-owners. The reason was that, other than very small
weekly credits in the shops for a few, cash was the basis for all transactions - other than amongst the gentry
and tradesmen themselves. For most people there was simply nothing left over from the weekly wage, once
essential items had been paid for. Getting into debt was not an accepted way of life. Tommy White only bought
Needlemakers when his father left him the cash which he paid out in one lump sum. Obtaining a mortgage was
next to impossible for a labourer in those days and, besides, it meant reading and signing papers and they
weren't keen on such things. Many who had grown up with little or no schooling were deeply suspicious of
legal documents. Emily Turner once told her grand-daughter, Gabrielle:
Your grandfather always said the Todds (Emily's ancestors) were farmers and owned all the fields t'other
side of the blacksmith's shop and beyond. But 'cos they couldn't read and write they lost the lot. That's 'ow
old Roadnight got rich, come along with a piece of paper an' you put your X on it.

Although there is little or no foundation to this story, it illustrates the deep suspicion that some farm
worker's families had towards the landowners.
Besides, not many cottages came on to the market. Most were owned by tradesmen like the Hansons and
Gregorys or farmers like the Roadnights. When they died, they usually left their properties and lands to
relatives, or the eldest or most favoured son and they didn't often sell, except to other landowners.
Many villagers liked the freedom to move around. Because houses were cheap, rents were low and the
average villager preferred to have some choice as to where he wanted to live, according to his needs at the
time. Most families moved according to who the father was working for, from one tied cottage to another. For
example, after Harry and Eliza White were married they lived in the small cottage by the side of Turners' Yard.
Later they moved to the Lodge at Chearsley House when they worked for the family there, before the Browns.
Then, with a new employer, Col. Bernard, they moved to Regency Cottage followed by Crawley Farm. Their
family continued to increase in size and the Colonel suggested they move to the larger of the two cottages in
The Gardens (Christmas Cottage). Then, when Col. Bernard built new witchert houses at Furze Farm, they
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moved across there. Five moves in about twenty years!
When given the chance a few, like 'Sealey' Walker and Harry White, bought the cottages they rented. Others
turned down the opportunity and kicked themselves in later years, when house prices rose to levels that were
completely beyond their reach.
Therefore, whenever a cottage came up for sale, it was often bought by an outsider. The previous tenants
would move out, perhaps into one of the modem council houses, so they were happy. The new owners were
usually retired on good pensions, or professional people able to travel and sometimes with a car as well.
Dissatisfied with the primitive interiors and crumbling exteriors, they improved and modernized the cottages,
although usually keeping the thatched roofs, which were becoming increasingly expensive to maintain. The
value of the properties then began to rise at a faster rate than wages, and ownership eventually became
impossible for farm workers. As we have seen, the squeezing out of native villagers began in a small way
before the Great War, but it accelerated from about 1925 onwards when the first four council houses appeared.
Another group of eight (nicknamed 'White City') were built in Church Lane in 1937. While the council houses
brought many benefits, they were bound to accentuate the difference between many of the original village
families and the newcomers. In a way, the new council houses simply carried on the old tradition of the Lord
of The Manor: as long as the rent was reasonable, the tenants were content to leave the responsibility for
repairs and maintenance to The Council instead of the Lord of earlier days. If the rent went up too much, or
repairs were badly done They, the Council, were to blame. It was simply a continuation of the habits and
customs of many previous generations. In view of the economic disasters in the housing market in the early
1990s and the sale of council houses, there is much to be said for the old days of renting.

68 The good life. Not all the children look so happy in this photo taken
down at the river in the /are summer of 1927. Maybe it was because
school opening was only a few days away' The two girls in the
foreground were cousins. Doris Walker (le/I) and £\'G Smith (righl). The
boy sitting on the bridge at the left. grinning under a large cap, is
Harry 'Puma' Gregory. The girl standing by him is Gwen 'Chuckles'
(May White)
Slatter and the lad at the right is Doug Whiteley.

It is also amusing that the 'charming' cottages so beloved
of country visitors, with their trim well-kept thatches, white
walls, roses and hollyhocks around the front door mostly
came about after the newcomers spruced them up. What
casual visitors may not always have understood is that most
native villagers are much more interested in cheaper tiled
roofs, modern doors and windows and vegetable gardens.
Sometimes the visitor may not realise that natural beauty
and the good life was to be found elsewhere and in other
pleasures. Although Mabel Young was a weekend visitor,
she came to know the village very well and summed up her
feelings:
I can say in all sincerity that some of the happiest days
of my life were those spent in Chearsley ... cowslips and
primroses in the lanes and the buttercups in the fields;
idle hours by the river and in it sometimes, paddling,
with forget-me-nots and kingcups on the banks,
mushrooming over the fields in autumn, going to fetch
the milk on winter evenings with the candle-lantern to
light the way.
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Despite the quarrelling and the other problems that are a normal part of a small community, there was also
an underlying comradeship that was unique to village life. Maybe the labourer trudging home after a hard day's
work, or the harassed mother coping in the kitchen or washtub with umpteen kids around her feet would not
have been able to express their feelings very well. Nevertheless, in later years, when the village children were
not expected to work all hours from a very young age, they knew all about the good things. When the girls and
women went down to the river together to wash their hair, they knew, as did the men after work in the summer,
when they would often enjoy a swim and a splash in the river. However, like most things in life they would
not have publicly cared to admit their enjoyment at the time ...
One man, from an old village family, who grew up in the period after the Great War but who had to leave
in 1938, admitted to me years later:
Even though I was nineteen when I had to leave, I really cried that day.
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Chapter Sixteen

LIFE BETWEEN THE WARS
The years hum by
In a blurring
Of month into month
And a sliding of days.
R.A.H.

Shops
Peter and Janet Slater opened a shop soon after their one remaining son, Jimmers, returned from the War.
Perhaps, after losing her two other sons in that dreadful conflict, Janet felt the need to keep her mind occupied.
They all moved to Rose Cottage (where the butchers had been earlier; it is Mead House now) and started a
general shop. Jimmers also bought two horses and two carts and, with the help of George Read, started a
greengrocery business, travelling around the local villages.

69 Jimmers Starer, another lucky sun-ii-or from the war, with his horse Tish' on his l'egetahle round.

( Edna Tapping)

After the war, The Boot started up as a shop again. It was run by a Mrs Williams selling sweets and few
other things like butter and margarine (some said they were mixed together) and it left a great deal to be
desired. There was a Mr Williams, but he didn't appear until later and then, as someone said, '... the shop went
from bad to worse!' The Post Office kept going, run by Martha Gregory. Before she died in 1927, she was
joined by her niece Miss Lilian Stapleton, or 'Trilly' as she was sometimes known. These two ladies, us ually
dressed in black, made quite a pair. It is likely that Jesse Gregory had hoped to take over the Post Office after
his sister died, but Miss Stapleton stayed firmly in control.
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Newcomers and Old Hands
Jesse Gregory sold Hillview (now Mulberry Hill) later for £400, and moved across the road into Sunny Bank,
one of the cottages he owned behind The Bell. The new people at Hillview were the Nicolles. After moving
in, they administered the coup de grace to what had been Central Farm when they employed the Godfrey
brothers to convert the cowshed in the lower end of the house into more rooms. The son, Herbert Nicolle,
describes 'West End' at this period:
In 1929, the lanes of Chearsley were composed of large chips of loose granite and were exceedingly rough
to walk on. Leaving the bus stop and proceeding past The Bell Inn, which in those days had hitching rails
for horses under each window, one comes to a junction. Bearing left towards Central Farm and immediately
on one's left, was a row of three cottages built of witchert and roofed with red tiles. The first two cottages
were inhabited by two old ladies, hoth of whom could be seen busy with pillow and bobbins making the
traditional Bucks lace on many a warm sunny day.
The ladies were Aggie and Ria, who had moved up from Elder Tree Cottage and, in fact, the two sisters
lived together in the middle one of the three tenements behind The Bell. Aggie, the elder of the two, had her
own nickname of 'Aggie Dear'. It was very sad when her eyesight failed which meant she was unable to make
lace any more. Aggie died in 1930 and Ria followed soon after and, with their passing, lace-making came to
an end in Chearsley.
Herbert Nicolle again:
In the third cottage lived an 'old soldier', his wife, daughters and sons. The family's name was George and
he was not known for his enthusiasm for work. His wife was a large bulky woman and, having a loud voice,
clearly heard at a distance when she called one of her boys, 'Lesleeee, time you was in!' Not infrequently
one had to be on the alert as Mrs George would appear at the cottage door and the dregs of her tea kettle
would fly into the lane , covering the unwary in tea leaves. Opposite, on a piece of greensward, stood a
witchert barn, the roof being of hollow pantiles. I believe the structure, sometimes called the Town Hall',
became unsafe and was pulled down.
Ah ... the Georges. They came to the village right at the
end of the war in which father had participated. He was
very grubby and used to wander round the village with a
beggi ng bowl! Everybody thought he was a fraud. Mrs
George got larger as she got older until she was quite
enormous. They had six children: three rather wayward
girls and three boys, two of whom were later to make their
own special contributions to the village and the other was
to die in rather unfortunate circumstances. The 'Town Hall'
was used by the Gregorys and Martha had kept her
whee lchair there. She had bad legs and had to be pushed
up to chapel every Sunday.
The Post Office was run by Miss Stapleton, a short
rather bent little woman having a fussy nature. At that
time there was no telephone box, so if one wanted to
use the telephone one gave her the number, she would
direct you round to the front door which, after much
drawing of bolts and removing of chains, would be
opened. Once inside, you would be directed to an 70 Lilian Stapleton , sometimes known as Trilly' but
ancient instrument mounted on the wall which the dear mostly as Miss Stapleton, dressed unusually in white rather
lady, being short, had to stretch up to. Having obtained than her well-remembered black. Note the wrinkled
the number she would leave you to make the call with stockings around her ankles from wearing shoes that were
too small! Her bull terrier was called 'Jack', the
instructions to shut the hall door after you had finished,
predecessor of the dog of the same name that was to bark
before going round to the post office, there to pay for all one particular night some ten years later.
the call!
(Barbara Kingham)
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Like her aunt, Miss Stapleton later developed bad legs, undoubtedly aggravated by her pretence that she had
small feet. This little conceit showed itself in her determination to wear shoes that were much too small.
Naturally, it inevitably led to trouble in walking, but she refused to be trundled around in any chair on wheels!
Mabel Young, who earlier described the cricket, also had memories of that same phone:
We spent Christmas 1927 with Mr and Mrs Miles at West End Cottage. Snow began to fall in the early
afternoon of Christmas Day and continued all night. By morning it lay three feet deep everywhere and,
where the wind had caught it up into drifts, it was fifteen feet thick. The village was cut off. We had
intended to return to London shortly after the holiday. My father and I should have been going to work. We
went up to the old Post Office at night to try to telephone a neighbour. After some hanging on the door,
Miss Stapleton appeared, holding up a lamp to see what was wanted. it was a scene straight out of Dickens
- the woman in the doorway, the bitter night and the lamplight on the snow.

71 A 1•ery cheery group outside The
Bell in the 1930s. Standing second
from the right and looking \'ery spry is
Mr Barker. behind his right shoulder,
Tommy Smith, to his left the
unmistakable Jack Bodrick. Ted Cox is
fourth from the left with a cigarelle.
Seated third from the right is the
landlord Joey White ; he kept such a
miserable fire in winter that Tommy
reckoned he could put it out by spitting
on it from lower Green Farm.1 Joey's
wife is not in the picture and possibly
this was because, once when she was
ill in bed, the doctor called and told
her not to get up until he called again.
She did as she was told, he forgot to
call back and. it is said, she stayed in
bed for all of twenty years'
(Michael Edmonds)

Herbert Nicolle's great uncle, Herbert Barker, retired and came to live in the village around that time, down
in Priest's Cottage. He must have had to do some rather urgent repairs upon moving in, because the previous
tenants had been renowned for sawing bits off doors and legs of tables and chairs for firewood! Mr Barker,
as he was known to all, was to be the very last occupant. Living there for nearly thirty years, he became a well
known and well-loved figure, especially with the children. On his outings he always had a trilby hat upon his
head, sweets in his pockets and he greeted all and sundry with a cheerful 'Ahoy!'. He used to buy many of his
things in the Post Office and when Miss Stapleton measured out his cheese, he would gently and surreptitiously
place one finger upon the scale with the weights, to make sure he got a little extra!
He was a fascinating character having had a variety of jobs before he retired: a marine, then a sick-bay
attendant, a dispenser on some of the big ships of the Cunard Line including the 'Mauritania' and, it is believed,
the conductor of a horse-drawn tram at some stage in his long and varied career! An additional attraction for
those children who were permitted a peek, was a long scar upon his body - he told Win Smith that he got it
'from a native who attacked me with a knife.' In winter he kept the windows wide open in the little cottage but
always had a roaring fire. Tommy White would walk down to join him and they would play cribbage for hours.
In later years, when he was not so well, the village children were happy to do his shopping for him and return
the favour of the friendship and many sweets they received from him over the years.
It may appear idyllic, a lovely village with two pubs, three shops, a church and school. But the pubs were
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very basic, as were the shops. We have already seen the shambles that was Betsy Smith's shop in earlier days
and , by the 1920s and '30s, the others were not much better. Dennis Lane described the inside of the Post
Office:
The room used as the shop was very tiny and goods were hung on nails around the walls and everything
looked in utter confusion - but everything was to hand in time!
To help out in the shop, Miss Stapleton was eventually joined by her sister and her husband, the Kinghams.
Some twenty years later, Miss Stapleton died. It so happened on that day a very long telegram was dictated
over the phone, for delivery to someone in the village. Despite the sudden emergency, Mr Kingham laboriously
copied out the telegram in his exquisite copperplate handwriting as he always did. Having finished his task he
turned to someone and said with a sigh, 'Awkward day for her to die ... but then, she always was awkward.' One
feels that he summed up her character in those few words and perhaps Mr Barker felt he was getting his own
back with his little deception over the cheese!
A few children's clothes, as well as groceries and provisions, were sold at the Post Office. Added to what
was available from the other little shops, it was sufficient for most of the villagers' modest needs. Years later,
Beryl Toop (nee Swainsbury) remembered 'Lou' Badrick, Jack's wife:
For her morning break she would have a cup of hot water, some stale bread and a lump of old mouldy
cheese!
It is probably fair to say that the diet of the average labourer and his family had improved very little since
the late 1800s, except that those who were poor in the 1930s could probably afford a little more food than fifty
years earlier. Even families who were not so well off in the village could usually afford to keep a pig and ,
when the great day came for the killing and butchering of the animal, the family all knew they would eat well
for some time afterwards. If there wasn't much wealth in the village, one cannot say there was much real
poverty either. In contrast to many of the earl ier photos, those taken after the 1920s show some very happy
faces.
72 George White of Long Crendon
with his omnibus, The Crendonian'. It
had a locally-built body mounted on a
Chevrolet chassis and engine. He
provided the local 1•il/ages with their
link to Aylesbury in the 1930s and
took many school-children on their
annual outings in the summer.
(Doris Eggleton via Joyce Donald)

For many years there had
always been a carrier in the
village, taking parcels to and
from the local towns in his
horse and cart, as well as
providing a rudimentary bus
service. But when the last
carrier, Mr Lee of Walnut
Orchard, died in 1931 there was
no one in the village to replace
him. However, George White of
Long Crendon was more than a replacement with his fine new bus. As can be seen in the photograph, he ran
a service to Aylesbury and back. It called at Chearsley and the fare to town was sixpence per person.
Comparing the fare with wages then and now , the 1993 equivalent would be about £2 - so it wasn't cheap.

Housing
After the first four council houses, built along Chapel Road in 1925, a bungalow was built next door for a
retired farmer, and called The View. It certai nly had one, looking out over the Thame valley. The land on
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which it was built had earlier been known as Moberley's and, as in earlier days, it remained as a small-holding.
However, the economic slump that followed the war resulted in many of the old houses remaining empty and
falling into disrepair. First of the old cottages to go was Pigeon House, below Manor Farm, it became derelict
and was demolished in 1930. It was followed into oblivion by a very old low dark house below Central Farm
and by the cottage that had been the first Upper Farm, opposite Furze Farm.
George Godfrey, the carpenter, left his big house-cum-workshop opposite the school and moved down to
a cottage (Old Sawpit), the bigger of the two in Turners Yard, and the smaller cottage was demolished not long
afterwards. George employed most of his sons as house builders: George, Tom, Albert and Frank - or 'Chap',
'Brusher', 'Pudge' and 'Whiskers' as they were known. They were joined by their brother Eli a little later and
they built all of the bungalows in those difficult days of the early 1930s. In fact, it was due to the success of
the Godfreys that Chearsley added to its housing stock during the economic slump when, normally, little or
nothing would have been built.
They also renovated and extended Elder Tree Cottage, adding a new 'mock Tudor' front. This was the house
near Lower Green Farm where Aggie and Ria had once lived and, just before the rebuild, it had housed some
newcomers: Arthur Ellis and his family. A story which became embedded in village folklore was that the public
hangman once lived in the cottage. The truth was that Arthur's nickname was 'Hangman', partly based on the
fact that he shared the same surname as the public executioner of the day! In fact, Arthur was a very clever
engineer and inventor, although some remembered him as being a rough and slightly mysterious character
which also may have contributed to his nickname. His wife was a timid little woman, but they had two lovely
daughters who were still remembered by some villagers who were youngsters at the time. This was because
the two Ellis girls taught many of the children how to ride bikes and how to swim, down at the river.
By now it will be very obvious that almost all the men and many of the boys had nicknames. Some, like
Jesse Coggins, who delivered the milk after the Godfreys gave it up, had two nicknames, 'Mucket' and 'Jutter'.
Another with two was Alf Walker, Ada's long-suffering husband, whose nicknames were 'Fad' and a very
strange one of 'Dick Oxford'. Others were quite mysterious, like Frank Godfrey with his nickname of 'Whiskers'
when he didn't have a beard! One poor boy in later years found himself with the nickname of 'Hitler'. Some
are quite inexplicable - like 'Movy' for the other Albert Read, a hedger of some renown, but it served to
distinguished him from his namesake, Albert 'Froggy' Read.
Meanwhile, the Godfreys got on with their building. From time to time, they employed a couple of boys.
One was 'Dolphe Turner who only stayed a short while:
I joined the Godfreys straight after school in 1931, when I was fourteen. I helped build Chapel
Cottage ... quite extraordinmy, they put up no scaffolding at all for that place. Then, I nearly set Sunnydene
(Orchard Close) on fire! Well, they gave me a blow/amp to get rid of some old paint on the window frame
in the living room. Then somebody called me out and I forgot about the blow-lamp. Came back in the room
and the curtains were on fire ... dear oh dear!
Eric Cox also worked with the Godfreys for a time after leaving school:
I helped to build Gardeners Cottage in that hot summer of 1934, it was the year of a big test match series
between England and Australia and we 'ad arguments while we was workin' as to who was the better side.
The weather records tell of many hot summers in the 'thirties and, although the rantings of Adolf Hitler
could be-distantly heard from Germany, it was generally a happy time in rural England. The countryside looked
good with its beautiful patchwork of meadows, fields and hedgerows (resulting from the earlier inclosures), the
hayricks and stooks of corn at harvest time. And, with few tractors as yet, there was peace and quiet which
seemed to envelope everything. The countryside was becoming more accessible to more people but without the
clamour of road traffic yet to come. City-dwellers could get out into the countryside by train: hiking became
very popular and cycling clubs proliferated. At the big house called Sunrise (Long House) a new family, the
Popes, were very keen on cycling. Charles, a retired civil servant, was 'Consul' of the South Bucks Cyclists
Touring Club. He and his wife Doris often used to accommodate hoards of cyclists overnight in tents in their
garden.

Hill House
The reason for the Godfreys' industry up at Hill House was because of new owners, who wanted a cottage for
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a resident gardener. The Bernards had left earlier to live in the family residence at Lower Winchendon House,
after the Colonel's mother died. However, they initially kept all their farms and cottages in Chearsley and, since
they still came to church in the village, their presence was felt.
For a whi le, Hill House had been let out to various people, especially during the summer months. One
notable couple was Sir Robert Brooke-Popham* and his very young actress wife, Lady Opal. He had been a
famous pilot in the Great War and the two spent six weeks of their honeymoon at the house. It may have been
Sir Robert who, earlier, crashed the aircraft close to Tommy Clarke; if so, he recovered all right.
In 1927, the new owners of Hill House arrived: Sir James and Lady Jean Lochore, plus their three children,
John, Jane and James - better known by his nickname of Hamish.
They came from Ceylon on Sir James' retirement and chose Hill House for its forty acres of pasture and
extensive stabling for Lady Jean's horses. Owning some racers, as well as brood mares, she often used to go
to the races at Northolt. With money and horses, there was still employment to be found at the big house: stable
lads, groom, chauffeur, maids, gardener and governess. Some were newcomers to the village, including the
maids, Mr Busfield the chauffeur and Miss Simpson, the children's dreaded governess.
Lady Jean was a large, genial, no-nonsense woman without any false airs and graces. She once said, 'When
I answer the door to callers they look at me and think I'm the cook! But then, of course, I really am the cook!'
With children living in the house for the first time, there was a more lively atmosphere and Hamish,
particularly, was an energetic young lad. Sir James was a bluff Scotsman, who soon became a local Justice of
the Peace. Their later gardener, Fred White descri bed hi s employers:
Lady lochore was very nice, I liked her. He was very gruff and fierce looking; you always knew when he
was coming, a loud cough, 'Herumph' announced his appearance. He had a fund of dirty stories, and he
would add to them on his visits to committee meetings in Aylesbury. When he came back afte,wards he
would tell them to me.
But the vi llage boys did not care for Sir James. A few of them were hauled up in front of him at the Petty
Sessions when they fell foul of the local policeman. The boys reckoned he would only listen to the constable's
story and wasn't interested in what they had to say in their defence. But as one of those boys said many years
later, 'If there was any trouble in the village, the policeman would always come straight to me and my friend
- with good reason!' Justice and punishment for naughty boys was pretty rough in those days.

Swapping places
In a strange way, the Bernards move was to benefit Chearsley. They owned virtually all of Lower Winchendon
and would not allow a shop there nor, when phones and electricity appeared, would they allow such things to
be installed in their village. But an ex-Mancunian, Albert Walker, had already set up an electrical business there
because he could see that mains electricity was coming to all the villages. His wife had also become the
sc hoolmistress in Winchendon but, when Bernard said no to electricity, Albert decided it was time to leave.
In Chearsley, the Godfreys 'Old House' and workshop had been left vacant and had begun to deteriorate, like
so many others at the time. Albert bought it - but only for the land - he wanted the house demolished and a
new one built in its place. He hired a builder who, after taking a good look at the place, said it was worth
saving. Albert agreed and, as hi s son Eric said later:
It was a big Joh. When my father first looked at the house you could see daylight through the thatch. So that
had to come off, and it was all burnt - it took days to get rid of it, a big smouldering pile in the paddock
next door. Then the roof had to be tiled and lots more work had to be done inside. Since then I've had to
have the walls tied together, back to front, because they started to bulge outwards - you could see the road
through the walls of the fro nt bedrooms before.
The Old House, as it came to be named by the Walkers, is a very fine building (it has subsequently
appeared in at least one TV commercial) and its continued existence owes much to them and Mr Webb, the
bu ilder. There was a certain irony in the fact that, having caused the Walkers to leave and, just as they moved
in to the renovated house, Col. Bernard died. It was July, 1935 and, with his death, a notable era ended. Grove

*As an Air Chief Marshal he was unfortunate to find himself in charge of the RAF in Singapore when the laps invaded in 194 1.
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Farm was already in the hands of the Roadnights and , within a year or so, Evelyn sold the 'Dennis Farm'
portion of Furze Farm to Bert Mole of Chilton. He also rented the adjacent 154 acres from her. Evelyn stayed
on at Lower Winchendon House, selling off her remaining Chearsley hou ses over the years. Until she died in
1954, she still visited the village from time to time.
The break-up of one of the oldest farms of Chearsley (the original Tithe Farm) signalled the start of the
dispersal of the land to farmers outside the parish. It was true that in the prev ious thou sand years they had
usually been owned by outsiders, but at least the tenant yeomen and farmers who worked the land lived in the
village. With Bert Mole taking over almost two hundred acres of the land of Furze Farm, the Chearsley portion
of the farm was only left with fifty-five acres.
With the loss of some farmland, increasing
mechanization and the continuing depression ,
work was becoming scarce for some of the
young men. Two of 'Brisco' Walker's sons, Bill
and Jim went into the army, joined by 'Pudge'
Godfrey. Jesse's son, Bill 'Bucket' Gregory
joined the Royal Horse Artillery together with
Les George. In fact, most of them became
involved with horses, like the true country lads
they were.

I

Profit and Loss
The first houses in Chearsley to benefit from the
new electricity, installed by Albert 'Electric'
Walker, was The View in 1932, followed by
Arden Cottage. Mains water for some houses
followed and, in 1937, the lanes were paved for
the first time, but it led to tragedy. A lorry was
delivering surfacing material outside the school.
Jesse Coggins was standing nearby but, being
somewhat deaf, he did not hear the lorry
backing up. Poor Jesse was knocked over and
died soon after. His will was very short and
simple, written in his own hand - no solicitor
with educated spelling (note Jesse's version of
the word 'sign') and fancy language for him:

\

My last will that is made in 1935 May 30
Jesse Coggins Chearsley Buckinghamshire
my wish at my death that all i got i wish to
leave to my wife Susannah Pullen i sing with
my hand...
Old people dying was one thing, but when it 73 The man els of modern science! Mary and David Tomes listening
was youngsters it caused great distress. The to one of the first wireless sets in the ,•ii/age, c. 1935 . From their
most poignant story of that period concerned expressions it is impossible to know whether they were concentrating
on listening to a programme, or were completely bemused by the
Lance Hillsdon, the blacksmith's son, and Emma
sounds in their earphones.1 Dal'id had once been the shepherd at Lower
White, Tommy White's youngest daughter. They Green Farm , but
had been retired for some time ·vvhen this photo was
started school within a year of each other and, taken.
(Gladys Taylor)
in their 'teens, they fell in love. Lance was a
bright boy and much liked around the village. It
was tragedy enough when he developed TB, but the family built a little 'chalet' in their garden and he lived
there most of the time, getting plenty of fresh air. In 1932 he and Emma married but, within a year, he died
at the very young age of twenty. While it was a great shock to the village, more tragedy was to follow. Shortly
1
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after Lance's death, Emma gave birth to a baby girl who she named Joy and, within four months, the baby
died.
Emma went to Thame later and remarried. Her husband had to go into the Army during the war and,
while
travelling home on leave in the last week of the conflict, he was killed. Poor Emma ...life treated her
cruelly
indeed.
Another premature loss which shocked the village was
that of Bert Loosley. He died of a heart attack while
playing cricket, at the age of thirty-one. The Loosleys
lived in Furze Farm which, by that time, was often
known as 'Laundry Cottage' because Bert's mother,
Edith, ran the village laundry there with much activity
veiled in clouds of steam on wash days. Another family
associated with Furze Farm were the Blunts. They lived
in one half of the then-new witchert cottage, The Close,
just below the farmyard. Emily Blunt was renowned for
her home-made wine made from tangerines, '... oh,
terrible stuff it was .. .' according to one villager and the
same was true of another home-made brew which she
called her 'whisky'. She also made shirts at 6d each
(three pence in modem money) for the Roadnight
brothers. Since they were men who insisted on value
for money, it is safe to assume that Emily's shirts were
much better than her whisky! But the Blunts suffered
their own tragedy when son Harry, who had been in the
War and who chauffeured for the Bemards, died of
cancer some years earlier. He was only twenty-eight
years old.
The year of 1937 was pretty disastrous in the way
of deaths, for the village lost yet another character,
Jesse Gregory, when that prickly old stalwart died at
the grand old age of ninety-one. In his later years he
had taken to walking all the village footpaths at least
once a year, to make sure they were kept open. Ted
Cox had a particular memory of Jesse:
74 Outside 'Uncle Tom's Cahin ', once the Rev. Kipling's
I were standing with Dicky Roadnight once, near
vicarage - Needlemake rs as it became. This photo of 1930
shows, left to right: To mmy and Hannah White. son George
Crawley Farm , when Jesse come stridin' along
and the ill-fa ted pair: Emma Whit e and her fian ce Lance
towards us from Hill House direction. Without a
Hillsdon. At that rime the collage had an unpainted wooden
word, 'e carried on over Crawley Road, straight into
fra me and the brickwork was painted pink. Jn modern times it
the field of standin' corn (other side , and on
has been extended 10 become an executive-rype mansion with
towards
Chilton while we watched. Aren't you gonna
h/ack wooden fra me and white-painte d cement over the old
stop
'im
?
I says to old Roadnight, but 'e says, 'No,
hricks.
(Mabel Head)
can't do nothing, it's a right of way across there and
he knows it'. Ah ... determined man, was old Jesse.
It is certain that Jesse was the last to walk that right of way (Chilton Path) and, after 1937 it was
'lost'
through lack of use, although the Chearsley end of the path (Washman's Way) is still open as far as Crawley.
There seems little doubt that the village owes the continued existence of many of the footpaths to
Jesse.
However, it must also be said that he did not like others using the right of way down to the little bridge
over
the river, over his field below Hopyard!

-.
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Chapter Seventeen

HEARTS, SOULS AND MINDS
Sunday,far fro m being a day of rest ... was never torpid and it gave one
a lift, being a combination of both indulgence and discipline.
The narrow school was just a conveyor belt along which the short years
drew us. We entered the door marked 'Infants', moved gradually to the
other, and were then handed back to the world.
Laurie Lee, 'Cider With Rosie'

The Church
Our last look at the church was with the trade-unionism of the late 1800s, and the peace-keeping and
organizational efforts of Holy Joe, the Rev . Dr Harold Wilson. It is probably fair to say that, in the 1920s and
'30s, the church just about managed to hold its own with a good-sized congregation. despite the increasing
pressures of modem life. A few attended both church and chapel, amongst them Ginger Slatter and Annie
Walker, Brisco's wife. Perhaps they were hedging their bets for judgement day! Indeed, quite a few ardent
Baptists were laid to rest in the churchyard and , when Jesse Gregory joined them , he had been baptized by the
vicar only two weeks before.
Custom and tradition were still powerful, although beginning to decline. The footpath , which started out in
Court Close above Stockwell and led down to the churchyard, was still used for funeral processions and for
bridal parties approaching the church . The custom of the Chearsley Feast, which took place in the month of
May - an eventful month in the village, it seems - finally died out in the mid- l 920s, and the use of the church
path followed suit about five years later, although the path itself is still there.
The Feast must have been a left-over of the old 'Church Ales' which, probably, were held to celebrate the
second feast day of our patron saint: May 9th. The curious thing about Chearsley Feast was that it was held
at the same place every year upon what is now the front garden of Wheyside, next door to The Bell. Since the
Inclosure in 1805, a number of hou se-owners in the village have 'appropriated' what was once common land
into their front gardens and there were some people who used to get very angry about the whole matter. It
particularly applied to some cottages in Watts Green, as well as Wheyside and The Old Plough*. A 'folk
memory' even came into play at the latter cottage when new owners in 1982 decided to plant a hedge in what
they felt was their 'front garden'. Overnight it was ripped out by persons unknown!
An important matter in church was which pew you sat in and , apart from some at the front that were
undoubtedly rented , this was very much dictated by tradition. On the right-hand side at the front , below the
pulpit, sat Col. Bernard and his staff; behind were the Roadnights. Then came the traditional placings, pew by
pew: the Dancers from The Plough and the other familie s, Blunts, Coxs, Reads, Slatters, Smiths, numerous
branches of the Walkers, and Harry White's family. On at least one occasion, a certain vicar insisted on altering
the seating arrangements and thereby caused much distress and considerable anger.
Mrs Bernard always played the organ and it was pumped by Sam George. He was also a bell-ringer at one
time. His nickname was 'Sam-You' and he was a little simple but, as he grew up, he carved out a niche for
himself in the village and people treated him with care and affection throughout his life. A later vicar kindly
allowed him to wear a surplice as a mark of his work in the church. However, another vicar later took away
that privilege - an act which caused much upset because Sam did not understand and neither did some others.
During the week, Sam went around the village with 'Sealey' Walker, the roadman , who kept the roads clear and
the verges and footpaths cut back. Despite a large age-gap of well over thirty years between them, they were
very good companions. When, in later years, Sam was left with no family to care for him, he lived quite
happily in a tin hut, then a room in a barn. Hilda Gascoyne used to give him his main meal of the day and,
later, the Browns took on the responsibility of feeding and looking after him. He responded in hi s own way
* Starting in 1965, villages were given a chance to register common land. Chearsley registered the green and another small piece.
Many other useful pieces were 'lost' because f ew of the parish council at the time seemed to know where they were and , apparently,
did not ask some of the older inhabitants.
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and always had a cheery manner, having an especially good rapport with the young children of the village. It
was another example of real 'care in the community'; all very informal, and long before the idea became a
gleam in a politician's eye.
A church choir existed on a cyclical basis. That is to say, each one had a distinct birth, life and death. A
number of past choir members will say that they were '... in the first choir, started by ... ' They always think theirs
was the first! The average age, size and enthusiasm of each new choir has varied considerably, right up to the
present day. In the 1920s there were about nine singers, including May Smith and Albert White. Albert had
been courting Edith Slater, one of Janet's daughters. Sadly, like so many others in their early twenties, she died
of TB. Perhaps being in the choir together strengthened the friendship between May and Albert and they were
later married. Despite the family being Baptist, Bill Gregory joined the church choir as a mild revolt against
his father - one assumes that Jesse took a dim view of his son's action!
Externally, the church itself had not changed in appearance since the addition of a vestry around 1850 and,
internally, the bells were rehung and tenor bell recast in 1905. After Holy Joe left in 1916, there was a
succession of mostly non-resident vicars who did not seem to leave any lasting mark upon the church or
village, until the Rev. George Royle arrived in 1931.
When young Gabrielle Turner left school three years later she, initially, went into service at the vicarage:
The Reverend Royle was very rail, with a big nose. I arrived at the vicarage to live in , and the first day he
gave me an apron and then taught me all about how to cook.
A short while later he decided it was time for some restoration work in the church. The results of his
initiative remain to be seen to this day. The roof was retiled (a 'time capsule' containing the names of the
workers was found in a cigarette tin more than fifty years later during another renovation) and the walls were
cleaned. That led to the discovery of the wall paintings: the Royal Arms, originally placed there by the
Cottrell-Dormers and the earlier mediaeval paintings, although the head and hands of St. Christopher and those
of the baby Jesus were the only significant parts that could be rescued from under layers of old lime-wash. The
rest of Royle's restoration of the church caused some distress at the time and small wonder. In his own words
it involved, '... the clearance of cumbrous and unsightly choir stalls.' They were given to another church. He also
replaced all the old pews and, bad as they may have been, they must have been of superior wood to the new
ones which were so soft you could leave deep gouges in them with a single stroke of a fingernail! But worse
was the stained glass in all the windows. Everything went. It was extraordinary, some was thrown up the tower
stairs and the rest ended up in a comer of the churchyard. It may be that most of the stained glass was cheap
Victorian and unsuitable in his eyes, but many people in the village were very upset and much of excellence
was thrown away. Years later, pieces of very early mediaeval 'quarry glass' from some of the original windows
were found in a comer of the churchyard and restored to the pulpit window.
One cannot help but wonder at one or two vicars who seemed to show a quite startling lack of sensitivity
in some matters and thereby upset their congregations. There is no doubt that vandalism in its many forms is
a curse. Not always of the youthful variety, but often caused by a few passing adults. Some leave a trail of
upset and destruction behind: temporary house-owners, government officials, architects and developers. The
worst of them rush in from outside, without thought or consultation, to tidy-up, renovate, rationalize, develop
or 'improve' things that have been here for so many years.
A new vicar arrived in 1937. He is well described by Kathleen Nathan who came to live in The Boot with
her mother and sister the following year:
The Vicar was Elliot Wigg who lived with his parents at the Vicarage. His father, Hector, played the
harmonium with great vigour. Elliot romantically married a Church Army lady called Florence who had
been camping in a caravan with another Army lady, trying to convert Chearsley! They then produced a
large number of children. Elliot was a great bell ringer and musician and organised many concerts. We all
used to do country dancing on the Vicarage lawn .
Elliot was a kind-hearted man. Despite competing with him for the souls of the village, he let the girls of
the Church Army park their caravan in the garden of the vicarage; and it was he who elevated Sam George to
official helper and bell-ringer. He and Sam made quite a picture as they limped down to church together,
chatting away, every Sunday: Elliot with his club-foot, Sam with his limp - a permanent legacy from a football
injury in his childhood.
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Rene Baker, the quiet, pretty grand-daughter of the incorrigible Charlotte, left school as Elliot Wigg arrived
and went to work at the vicarage:
Oh yes, Mr Wigg was ever so nice. I !ol'ed it there. He started a youth club in the church hall and ran the
new choir. He played the violin ever so well and his sister was clever - I think she tutored at Oxford
University.
The spiritual affairs of the village were once again in good hands.

75 The Rev. Elliot Wigg, the young, talemed and kindly

vicar who ministered to the 1•il/age bern·een 1937 and
(Kathleen Nathan)
1948.

76 Millie Hillsdon (left) and Miss Underwood. c.1926.
Millie was not like her fearsome mother and was kind and
patient with the little children, but her nickname of
'Hammenvhack' suggests she suffered no nonsense from
(Roy Hillsdon)
unruly boys!

The School
Meanwhile, what of the school? Apart from the long-lasting patience of Millie Hillsdon with the little ones,
it cannot be said that the school thrived in the true sense of the word. A Miss Underwood came in 1924 and
stirred things up for a while, especially since she arrived on a motorbike every day! But she fell for Mr Watson,
the recently widowed headmaster at Cuddington and, with their marriage, she departed from the scene.
She was followed by Annie Pughe, who arrived in 1928 to take up residence in one of the council houses
along Chapel Road. She was well described in later years by Kathleen Nathan:
The school mistress for several generations was Miss Annie Pughe. The children at that time all left the
school hardly able to read or write. As her name suggests, she was of Welsh origin, and had a rather grand
sister, Jenny, who had been headmistress of a girls' school at Eastbourne. Poor Annie got tiresome as she
got older and would descend uninvited on Christmas day on to various families, the Whiteleys or the Lanes.
Another villager described her in a single word as a 'busybody' and it was not just at Christmas that she
imitated the habits of the cuckoo. A later vicar, the Rev. Bill Hugh Jones, was also Welsh and once, when
inflicted with an over-long teatime visit from Annie, was trying to explain the situation to a relative on the
phone in the hall. He reverted to the Welsh language to explain how the dreaded Annie would not leave. Upon
returning to the living room, he was treated to an abrupt and icy goodbye from Annie. He had completely
forgotten she was Welsh and she had heard every word!
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77 The school Ollting to Southsea. Allgllst. /929. Abour half the pupils are here, plus some parents with
babies taking advantage of a day ow on the charabanc. The schoolmisrress , Annie Pllghe, is left of centre
wirh her hands aroL111d rhe shoulders of a Ii/lie girl. Big caps were clearly still in fashion. However, a few
managed to escape: 'Dolphe Tllrner (front, second from left). while Hany Gregory has a smaller cap
(front centre, white sweater). Bill Mundy and Len Walker.from Lower Green Farm, are second and third
from rhe right in the front row.
(Ted Cox)

The Children
But others, who were children at the time, appreciated Annie. Stella Gascoyne (later Read) had pleasant
memones:
I loved school. We used to get there in the morning and then run up to meet Miss Pughe and Millie Hillsdon
as they came down the lane together. Ever so fond of them, I was.
Stella was the second child in an enormous family produced by Hilda Gascoyne. Her husband, Vincent, was
better known by hi s nickname of 'Pump'. They came from Long Crendon in 1928 with one daughter and, once
here, Hilda gave birth to fifteen more children over the next twenty-five years. It is almost certainly an all-time
record for any mother in the village. In 1993, Hilda was still looking as young as ever at the age of eighty-five
with forty-nine grandchildren and forty-five great-grandchildren to her credit! Although none, except Hilda, live
here any more it can fairly be said that, at one time, the Gascoyne family helped to sustain the village school!
'Pump' used to love a country walk on a Sunday morning and, as well as his own children, he would often take
others along with him. Somebody said he looked like the 'Pied Piper of Hamelin' when he set off with them
all. They loved him.
By the time Stella was at school, Tommy Clarke was in his thirties, still living with his mother at Hicks
Cottage, although hi s father, 'Punch', had died some time before. The cycle of village life continued as of old
and what Tommy had done to others in his childhood, he now had to endure, as Stella recalled:
Oh yes, we used to throw stones on to the roof of Tommy Clarke's tin shed and eat the grapes off the vine
growing on his cottage wall. He used to chase us off and shout at us!
The Gascoyne children were very fond of Tommy White at Needlemakers, known as 'Uncle Tom's Cabin'
in those days. By that time, his wife, Hannah had died and Stella had particularly good memories of him:
When we were children , we used to go round and see Tom - he had delicious suppers which he cooked/or
himself He would always give one of us part of his supper.just one each night. He always remembered who
had eaten the day before, 'you had yours last night,' he would say, so the rest of us had to sit around and
watch. Lovely dinners they were, oh yes.
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Of course, what was delicious and what wasn't largely depended upon what you did, or didn't know about
the habits of the cook. Kathieen Nathan, who lived opposite, recalled:
Old Tom had a suet pudding twice a week which he used to knead with incredibly dirty hands on a sort of
shelf on the wall by the front gate!
At about the same time as little Stella Gascoyne started school, others were leaving, amongst them being
Bill Mundy and Len Walker. They were two orphans who originally were Bamardo boys, but had been fostered
by Louisa Smith down at Lower Green Farm. With her own daughters grown up and leaving home, she felt
the need to look after some more children and took on the upbringing of Bill and Len. They, in tum, took on
the job of opening the gate for Mr Jessop, when he came down to the farm in his car. Once, only Len was
there. 'Where's your mate?' asked Jessop as he went by. Len misheard the last word and thought he said 'meat'.
To Jessop's surprise and amusement, Len shouted back: 'In the cupboard in the kitchen!'
Len Walker left school to go into farm work and was to become an expert hedger. Another lad leaving
school at about the same time was the last of the Gregorys, young Harry. Even as a small boy he found a
fascination with the hedger's art and, many years later, wrote about Albert 'Movy' Read, his idol:
Albert Read was a champion hedge layer - a complete master of the craft, and son Len was his able
assistant. They worked for the Roadnight brothers, and from October to March they were in their element
- indulging in their great love - hedge laying. They were not always alone, as a young lad 1 had just started
school, barely five years old, and 1 took a great interest in this country craft of which Albert was such a
master. When working near to the village 1 would be with them. even in my lunch break from school, also
Saturday mornings and school holidays. Albert and Len ne1•er tired of the questions asked of them by their
young admirer - they explained in great detail their noble art. It was a common sight to see them walking
home with large faggots: wood they had laid ahout ten years prel'iously, to be burned on their open fire.
Many years later I put theory into practice and laid my own paddock hedges, and for my farmer friends in
Haddenham. 1 attracted many admirers who could hardly believe it was my hobby. I'm sure Albert and Len
would have worn broad smiles if they had seen the results of their tuition. Also, I'm glad Albert doesn't see
the devastation inflicted upon present-day hedges by mechanical hedge-cutters, it would make him weep.

78 Outside the school, May 1931. Some of these children were to stay on in the village all their lives. Front row: I st from left, Fred
Read (who married Stella Gascoyne), 1st from right Cecil George (who came to a nasty end as a young man). 2nd righr Rene Baker
and next to her, Sylvia Walker (married Harry Hicks). Middle row: 3rd left Georgina Miles (married Bill Slatrer), 2nd right Vic
Walker (died 1993), 4th right Dennis Lane (died 1983). Back row: 2nd righr Ray Whireley . Fii·e children were ahsenr from school
that day, one of whom, Betty Lane , was lo work at the Brown's chicken farm u111il she rerired.
(May White)
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Charity
In Victorian times many villages benefited from
charities which had been started by philanthropic souls
in times past. One which applied to many local villages
was 'Hart's Charity' which has lasted right up to the
modem day. It is an investment fund which derives its
income from the rent of farm land, once owned by John
Hart, in Oxfordshire. It was endowed in 1665, intended
for 'apprenticing poor boys'. In common with many
charities, the funds were sometimes misused and some
of the fares of the families who went to America in
I835 were paid out of it. In 1915, the charity had one
of its periodic overhauls, brought about by Holy Joe
and Col. Bernard who stated: 'It was resolved that no
payment should be made otherwise than by payment of
bills for an outfit, or tools, or expenses for travelling .. .'
In those days employers did not usually provide special
clothing or the tools required for the job and it was
often hard for families to find the necessary cash for
sons and daughters just starting out in life. For some
years after 1915, the trustees (Bernard, Roadnight,
Claydon and Jesse Gregory) made payments every three 79 Olh>er Turner. better known as 'Bob' and his friend Philip
to five years to school leavers, a dozen at a time on Dancer (with basket) setting off for some shopping. They were
occasions. In 1934, young Harry Gregory wanted some walking up Dark Lane past the school and just ,•isible behind
financial assistance on leaving school and his them is part of the lower end of Godfrey's sawpit. This
delightful photo was taken about 1932.
(Glenda Dancer)
grandmother, Alice, wrote to the new head of the
trustees, Lady Lochore, on his behalf, '... he is helping Mr Clarke Junr on his poultry farm at Winchendon .. .'
and her grandson duly received the sum of£ 1-10-0.
Later, wanting better pay, Harry left to work in a hat factory in Aylesbury. However, after five days of a
disagreeable boss and suffering bleeding hands from the machine used for the stretching process, he quit! He
found other, more pleasing work, in various building jobs and, for a while, as a gardener.
In 1938, Harry Gregory left the village and soon afterwards joined the Royal Navy Submarine Service. If
he wanted excitement and travel, he was soon to find it. Within a year, war again descended upon the country.
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Chapter Eighteen

THE SECOND WORLD WAR
Parachutists, Fifth-Columnists , and enemy motor-cyclists
who may penetrate or appear in disguise in unexpected
places must he left to the Home Guard ...
Winston Churchill, June 1940.

In the late 1930s, various so-called experts warned city dwellers against the death and destruction that would
rain down from bomber aircraft in any future war: the aggressor was expected to launch a 'Knockout Blow'
which would kill and maim many tens of thousands of civilians at a stroke. One prime minister fuelled more
worries by declaring: 'The bomber will always get through'. On 3rd September, 1939, Britain declared war on
Germany, after Hitler's invasion of Poland. Through the newspapers and wireless, parents in the big cities had
been warned to send their children to the country. Civil servants had laid their plans for mass evacuation and
most of the remaining children were sent off in school groups to join the others. It was quite insane and, while
some children were lucky with their new 'foster parents', many were to be very unhappy indeed.
Chearsley's first experience of the expected 'Total War' came when large numbers of children descended
upon the village: twenty or more in the first few weeks, from such places as Lambeth, East Ham and Brixton.
Some of the evacuees were related to people in the village, or friends of relatives. Violet Carter arrived with
her sister June from London, and later wrote:
We came to Chearsley on the Sunday afternoon of 3rd September. We were pri1•ate e\'Gcuees, my mother
being a friend of Mrs Lane's cousin, so we stayed with the Lane family then lil'ing at The Lodge, Church
Lane. My sister and 1 attended the school for the year we /i,•ed in the 1•illage. I returned many times during
the war for weekends, and 'Auntie' Hilda and 'Uncle' Reg were by now like second parents to me. Betty
Lane and I went to many a RAF dance at Haddenham and in the 'Spread Eagle' in Thame.
But nothing happened in those early months ... not a single bomb fell on London or anywhere on the
mainland of the British Isles! A large contingent of British troops went over to France but nothing happened
there. By Christmas, nearly all the evacuees were back home. In the first seven months of hostilities the original
expectation of 'Total War' was replaced by the strange reality of 'The Phoney War'.

The Home Guard
However, in April 1940, the Germans invaded Norway and Denmark, which was followed by their 'Blitzkrieg'
(Lightning War) through Holland, Belgium and France, which were conquered in a few weeks. Suddenly,
England seemed in immediate danger of invasion and desperate measures were called for. The government
asked for able-bodied men to take up arms for the defence of the country as Local Defence Volunteers, soon
renamed as the Home Guard. This was made up of very young or older men outside the normal call-up age
group, as well as those in 'reserved occupations', many with previous military experience. In later years it was
to be called 'Dad's Army', but that title was never used in the dark days of the war.
Chearsley had a very active platoon of the Home Guard, being part of 'D' Company of the 3rd Bucks
Battalion. Charles Pope was in charge, the senior NCO was Sergeant George Johnson, head groom to the
Lochores at Hill House and, after he left, Jimmers Slater with experience of the first war took over.
Second-in-command was Corporal Cecil Dormer with Fred White, the Lochores' gardener, as Lance Corporal.
Parades were held at the Church Room.
Before the war, Jimmers' greengrocery business had prospered and he had replaced horse and cart with a
van - converted from the chassis and front end of what had once been the Lochores' car (Jimmers had taught
himself to drive it by careering all over 'Big Moor', amidst much revving and grinding of gears!). By 1940 the
van had seen the best of its life, so the front end was chopped off to help fill up the old, and now unwanted,
sawpit outside the school (to be dug up in a thousand years by puzzled archeologists?). The back end of the
van was taken to the Upper Winchendon Road and placed in a strategic position at the top of the hill as an
observation post for the Home Guard. There was much talk of a 'Fifth-Column' - spies and collaborators who
would assist the enemy in any invasion. Also, German airborne troops were judged to be a most serious threat
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and stories were rife about how their parachutists came down dressed in disguises, some as nuns and priests.
It was all absolute nonsense but, because no one knew it at the time, it gave everybody the jitters. During one
alert, the lads were out on a road-block up by the 'outpost' when the vicar of Waddesdon had the misfortune
to come pedalling along on his bicycle ... He was arrested and taken down to one of the barns at Grove Farm
for interrogation! Perhaps that is why the Rev. Elliot Wigg decided to become the 'Church Militant'. By joining
the Home Guard there was, perhaps, less chance of being mistaken for a German stormtrooper! It was quite
a sight on Sundays when Elliot marched down to church with the whole platoon. When they arrived they would
deposit all their weapons, various pikes and so on, in the porch. Then, Elliot would put on his cassock and walk
into church to conduct the service.

80 Chearsley Home Guard platoon, c.1941. From the left; back row: Billy Hi/lsdon (blacksmith), Rev. Elliot
Wigg, Percy Slaller (railway worker), George Johnson (Lochores' chauffeur), Eric Cox (later Royal Navy),
Cyril Turner. Bill Mundy (later 8th Army). Centre row: Len Walker (farm worker). Eli Godfrey (later army
gunner), 'Do/phe Turner (manager Manor Farm), Stan Brown (owner chicken farm), Ron Howse ' (later
paratrooper, killed 1944?), Cecil Dormer, Charlie Evans. Front row: Charles Pope (retired civil servant),
Jimmers Slater (greengrocer), Fred White (Lochores' gardener), Reg Lane (bricklayer) and his son Dennis
(later RAF) , Ken Brown (also RAF , and chicken farmer), Percy Bodrick (carter Grove Farm).
(Eli Godfrey)

Sometimes there were manoeuvres with regular army troops to keep the Home Guard on their toes. Fred
White described one such exercise:
It was on a Sunday morning. We were supposed to defend the village from attack, and we were at the
stables up on the Chilton Road, beyond Hill House overlooking the valley. Nothing happened and we got
bored with hanging about. Some of the blokes went out into the road and starting playing Pitch and Toss.
After a while we saw a tramp coming up the road towards us, picking up fag-ends as he shambled along.
We sort'a took an idle interest in him. When he got right up to us he pulled out a gun and shouted 'Hands
Up!' and, at that moment, other soldiers jumped out of the hedgerows around us. We were all marched
down into the village as prisoners!
Another time we had a big parade for an inspection by a regular officer. It was held at the brick-works at
Calvert. As part of the parade we had to load and unload live bullets in our rifles. There's a proper
procedure for unloading and clearing the rifle, by running the bolt backwards and forwards, then pulling
the trigger with the rifle pointing up in the air. But one of the blokes managed to leave one up the spout
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and, of course, when he pulled the trigger it went off 1,vith a hell of a bang! After that , the brick workers
would always run like hell when the Home Guard appeared!

More Evacuees
The threat of invasion and the start of the big air battles over southern England - The Battle of Britain - set
off another evacuation from the big cities. At least thirty children arrived in the village, some being 'repeats'
from the first batch. Amongst the new ones was a refugee from Europe, seven year-old Marietta Fruchter. She
had been born in Belgium of a Hungarian mother and a Romanian father. With the German invasion she had
become separated from her parents and fled with an uncle on the last ship leaving for Britain. Relations in
London sent her out into the country and, on arrival here, she was initially billeted with Mrs Johnston - mother
of Brian, the cricket commentator - who lived at Elder Tree Cottage. However, she was already looking after
two other girls and it was a bit too much. So Marietta went to live with the Wiggs. She loved it and recalled
those happy days many years later:
I adored Mrs Wigg. I thought she was so elegant and her house seemed so beautiful to me. I decided that
when I grew up I would have a house that looked just like hers, the furnishings and so on. I remember
hanging out of the window of my bedroom on the top floor on Thursday evenings watching the folk dancing
in the garden, with the vicar playing the violin. Of course, I went to church every Sunday and loved singing
in the choir and learned aff the hymns. When the bombing died down in London, I went to stay for a little
while with some relations there . I went around singing all the tunes and hymns I had learned. My relations
were horrified. There I was, supposed to be a good little Jewish girl, singing Gentile hymns! I didn't know
anything about all that, but I was not allowed to return to Chearsfey and was sent off to a Jewish
community in the country somewhere else. I was upset about that.
The Battle of Britain was followed by the incessant night attacks on the big cities. Known as 'The Blitz' ,
the glow of the fires from the bombing of London was clearly visible from Chearsley. When the attacks ended
in May, 1941, most of the evacuees returned to London, although later bombing attacks resulted in a few
children being sent out to the countryside. One or two appeared in 1943 and, between July and October 1944,
about ten came to the village from London during the attacks of V l flying bombs and V2 rockets. One
particular girl, June Le Masurier, went back and forth to Wimbledon three times during the war. On her first
visit she was aged five. She was ten years old when she last returned to the village in the autumn of 1944, to
stay until March the following year, when the V2 rockets and other nasties had ceased.

Air Raid Precautions
Few offensive weapons ever came near Chearsley during the five and a half years of war. One stray bomb
made a crater in 'Lower Furlong', a field near the old Dennis Farm, and a couple of land-mines fell near Lower
Winchendon. One of them made a big bang out in a field, the other landed on a pile of manure and, thankfully,
did not explode - imagine the mess! Those strays were either jettisoned by a German bomber in trouble, or may
have been aimed at the airfield at Westcott, a few miles away on the other side of Ashendon. Once, a V 1 flying
bomb, way off-course, flew over and Rosa Godfrey promptly fainted into a bed of stinging nettles. They did
her far more harm than the bomb, which buzzed off into the distance. But, as a niece of her's said, 'Aunt Rosa
would faint at anything!'
Following the motto of the Boy Scouts, Chearsley was prepared. Everywhere in the country Air Raid
Wardens exhorted people to keep their black-out curtains secure, so that no light shone out to give a clue to
the German pilots as to where they were. It was rather overdone, but it helped to make people feel they were
involved in the war effort. 'Put that light out!' was a well-known wartime phrase. Living at The Boot, Kathleen
Nathan, then a young teenager, explained:
The chief Air Raid Warden was Mr 'Electric' Walker, with my mother and Owen Blake as deputies. Mother
would patrol the village three times a week knocking up anyone who was showing a chink of light - and
there were persistent offenders who shall be nameless.
The nearest air raid siren was at Haddenham which could not be heard in Chearsley. When there was an
alert, the wardens would be telephoned from there. One summer afternoon in 1940 my mother answered
the 'phone to be told it was a 'Red Alert', and the wardens must go round the village blowing 'short sharp
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blasts' on their whistles. My mother unearthed her whistle, tried to ring Mr Walker who was out at work,
then rushed round to Furze Farm to find Mr Blake who was milking his cows. 'Mrs Nathan, I can't leave
the cows when I'm milking,' he said when my mother explained the situation, 'it's very dangerous to stop
in the middle, I'll do it when I've finished. Trouble is, I've lost my whistle.' So she went round the village
blowing her 'short sharp blasts' only to be told when passing The Boot that there had been another 'phone
call and the All Clear had gone! Two hours later, Mr Blake found his whistle and took a turn around the
village blowing his 'short sharp blasts' when it was all over!
There were two stirrup pump teams in the village, and they used to practise putting out imaginary fires in
the garden of The Boot, and up in what was left of the old cottages behind The Bell. We also used to have
general mock air raids, etc, on the village green, where we were all meant to wear gas masks, and I was
a bandaged casualty I remember.
During the bombing of the Midlands we had plenty of German bombers passing over, and I remember the
night they bombed Coventry. We could hear the constant drone overhead. Miss Stapleton at the Post Office
had a little terrier 'Jack' who, according to his owner, knew the difference between an English and a
German plane. That night, the dog went completely berserk with barking.

81 Mrs Nathan's stirrup-pump crew in action in the garden of The Boot. There were many such crews all around

the count,y. ready with hand-operated water pumps to extinguish German incendiary bombs. If you got to them
quickly after being dropped. the li11le pumps were quite effective. In the cities the crews did well. but few villages
ever saw a real bomb. Centre. with the no::::le, is Constance Nathan; standing on the right is lily Taylor (nee Tomes)
just behind her son Don. who looks to be enjoying the proceedings. Don was keen on Kathleen Nathan and used to
leave her notes hidden in the wall of The Boot 1 Will 'Squinty' White. the Nathans' gardener, is standing second from
left. He was always a most unwilling participant at stirrup-pump practice , but Mrs Nathan could be very
persuasive...
(Kathleen Nathan)

Everyday life
Of course, normal village life went on with few excitements. Although young Kathleen was a newcomer to the
village, her mother's voluntary war-work and natural friendliness ensured that Kathleen met many people. She
later wrote about some of the characters of those days in the early 'forties:

Will White was our gardener at The Boot from 1938 to 1944. He lived with his parents in what is now
Fairview Cottage. His sister Rosa was married to Arthur Godfrey who was one of the older sons of old
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Godfrey, the master carpenter with incredibly shaky hands. Will eventually married a nurse from Stone who
was six feet tall and, not unnaturally, known as The Beanpole' and she hurried him into an early grave .
In Roof Tree (now Farthing Cottage) lived a remarkable lady called Miss Maude Clark, a Londoner who
had been in business in the City. She would tell fortunes with Tarot Cards. Next door, but only lii•ing there
spasmodically, was Dr Tatiana Hardy, a voluble Russian lady who was a homeopathic doctor with a good
practice in London. She had, I believe, left Mr Hardy a week after their marriage and, at the end of the
war, disappeared to South Africa where she was never heard of again - even by Miss Clark who was a good
friend. In Homeley lived 'Granny' Walker (the indefatigable Ada, into her seventies by then). At the bottom
of our garden was a house where more Walkers lived. The old boy was known as Brisco or 'Shepherd'
Walker and was a great talker, but so Bucks as to be almost unintelligible. He always wore an old bowler
hat of Sir James Lochore that he had bought in a jumble sale. Brisco had a favourite word when his
vegetables were growing and the beans were rambling and twining up the beansticks: everything was
'gramping well' he would say.
We lived very well during the war. Mother did not perhaps get as many free cuts of bacon or home-made
butter as others ... but there was always lots offruit and veg. We hung marrows from the beams in the cellar,
runner beans were preserved in salt - and very nasty they were too - eggs preserved in isinglass, and
mushrooms and onions dried and hanging on strings. Apples were dried and hung in the same way.
It was a rarity during the war to hear a car in Chearsley - the vicar was allowed one because of hospital
visiting, Mrs Lane had one as she did a laundry round for an evacuated laundry, Lady Lochore and Mrs
Johnston each had one for their war work, and the Browns had one because of the chickens.

Farmers
The fortunes of the two big remaining farms suffered a blow
when Richard Roadnight died in November, 1940, at the age of
sixty-seven. It really was the end of a great farming tradition,
because his two brothers and remaining sister sold up soon
afterwards. Grove Farm was bought by Bert Parker and his son
Stanley for £8,000. The price indicates that the war had put up
agricultural land values by about 60%. The Parkers farmed from
Chilton and, it is said, Bert bought the farm under the mistaken
impression he was buying Manor Farm and was somewhat
annoyed when he discovered his mistake! The Parkers were fine
farmers, so Grove Farm remained in good hands, with Stanley
and his new wife Muriel in residence.
It was a bit different at Manor Farm which was bought by a
man who was a stranger to the village. One of the villagers who
was the farm manager when asked about the new owner, years
later, said:
A madman! A hopeless farmer! He would leave his brand-new
tractor out in the field in the pouring rain at night. Once, I
was coming back to the farm with him, when suddenly he 82 Kathleen Nathan in girl-guide uniform in /941.
went off on his own into one of the fields where there was a Most children liked to feel they were doing
hayrick. Next thing I could see was smoke coming up - the something for the war-effort. It was thanks to her
rick was on/ire, he'd set it himself! He got a new shotgun ... an involvement in so many of the village activities at
unusual type, a '4/10', and I heard a lot of shots. Went out on the time that we know so much about Chearsley
to the field above the church and it was covered with dead during wartime.
pigeons. It turned out they were racing pigeons and belonged to Eli Godfrey. The police were called and
found empty cartridge cases all over the field. They came to me and asked if I owned a gun, and I showed
them mine, but they said the cartridge cases showed they were looking for a 4110 gun ...
It was not long before the farm was up for sale again. The next owner was Frank White (not related to the
Chearsley Whites). He changed Manor Farm into a market garden, with crops like rhubarb and onions instead
of wheat. One of the features of wartime regulation were various officials from the Ministry of Agriculture who
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came visiting the farms. Some of them obviously didn't know what they were talking about because they
induced Mr White to plough and plant onions in Far West Meadow, beyond the railway viaduct. Of course,
the floods came along in the winter and washed everything away, onions and topsoil: they all went down the
river. The meadow has never been the same since.
Mr Jessop had died just before the war and ownership of Lower Green Fann was in the hands of the
executors. They rented it out to Frank Gibson of Cuddington and Tommy Smith worked for him.
Working the small remaining portion of Furze Fann was Owen Blake, who we already met as air-raid
warden. Kathleen Nathan again :
Owen Blake was a thoroughly loveable man, and together with his wife Min - who always did the teas for
the fetes - did a great dea l in the village. He was not a good farmer, and it was not until the BBC radio
series The Archers' started that he improved. Previously, Owen would be cutting his hay when everyone
else was getting their harvest in, but after The Archers' he would say, Well, Dan Archer is starting his hay
tomorrow , so I must start mine.'
With many of the men away in the services, and with increased arable fanning , there was a shortage of
labour on farm s all over the country. After 1940, Italian prisoners of war were brought in to help with various
jobs and, from 1943 onwards, there were German POWs as well. Kathleen Nathan told of a particular problem
which arose:
For years we had 'Ma'mselle' living with us . In our
younger days she had been nannie to my sister and me,
and she was our governess. She was an Italian lady
and much loved. Of course, during the war she had to
register as an enemy alien with the police in Brill. One
busybody in Chearsley saw her talking to the Italian
prisoners and reported her to the police. They were
very kind and took no notice, other than fulfilling their
duty and coming out to see her with, 'Now then, what's
all this about?'
For a while there were two German prisoners living at
Manor Farm in one of the out-buildings. Others used to be
brought out and returned to the camp at Sedrup by lorry
every day. One of them, Johnny Heinz, was a university
graduate and spoke six languages. He came on a visit after
the war with his wife and three children. Some time after
the war, Betty Timberlake married Helmut Pinkert, a
German who had stayed behind in this country.
Then there was the Women's Land Army. These were
girls who took up farm work during the war and they were
sent out all over the countryside. About five of them came
to live in the village in some caravans sited in the orchard,
just in front of what had been Central Fann. One of them,
Joyce Gardner, later married Len Walker from Lower
Green Farm .
But, apart from the girls who were 'imported', many of
the wives turned to farm work during the war: Hilda
Gascoyne, Violet Godfrey and Georgina Miles (now
Slatter) amongst them. Violet worked for Owen Blake:
83 Edna Shurrock at a gunsite near the Dutch-Belgian
border in the winter of 1944-45. Judging by the smile on
her fa ce she had been asked by the war photographer to
look as though she was about to really enjoy a cup of
NAAFI tea out in the freezing snow! Normally she was
engaged in the serious business of operating a 40mm
Bof ors gun , shooting down enemy aircraft that were
attackin g our for ces.
(Edna Tapping)

I remember when he got a tractor for the first time. He
was working in a field up towards 'Elbow' and there
was quite a slope. The tractor seemed to get away from
him and I could see him sitting on it with the tractor
going faster and faster , while he was shouting Woa!
Woa!' as he went down towards a ditch at the bottom
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which quickly brought him to a stop! He got me to drive the tractor then and I didn't really know what I
was doing - I'd never driven anything in my life before - I could hardly do anything from laughing so much.
Away at the War
Most of the men who went to war served in the army. Some, like Bill Gregory, were already serving when
hostilities broke out and, after the war with Japan began, Bill went out with the Royal Horse Artillery to the
Far East. Some of the younger men started off in the Home Guard until they reached their call-up age: Bill
Mundy from Lower Green Farm wound up in the famous 8th Army and Eli Godfrey was a gunner/driver. He
went into France not long after D-day - the invasion of France in June 1944 - and went with the guns up
through Belgium and Holland and saw a considerable amount of action. Edna Shurrock, Jimmers' niece, also
joined the army in the Auxiliary Territorial Service - the A TS as it was better known - and, like her uncle Joe
in the first war, became a gunner. She was on the anti-aircraft guns. Another pigeon fancier, like Eli, 'Bammy'
Walker had to leave his beloved birds, went in the army and found himself on the continent after D-day:
It was in the winter of 1944-45 and I was on the back of an lorry driving up through Belgium towards the
front. We were passing some fields where there were some ack-ack guns. I looked, and suddenly I saw Edna
Shurrock sitting on one of them!
Gladys Taylor, whose mother was Lily Tomes - daughter of David the shepherd - had decided she wanted
to be a nurse before the war and she served in the Queen Alexandra's Nursing Service throughout the hostilities.

The two illjated brothers :
84 Lieutenant Hamish Lochore, Royal Navy,

1940; killed in action the following year.

85 Major John Lochore who also lost his life in
action, in June 1944. (Both photos: Jane Glover)

Back in 1933, the younger of the two Lochore boys, Hamish, had become a naval cadet at Dartmouth and,
by the start of the war had graduated and had a promising career ahead of him. In 1941, he found himself on
the battleship HMS Barham in the Mediterranean. On the 25th November she was hunting the Italian fleet,
when a German U-boat hit her with three torpedoes. As she began to sink very quickly, there was a tremendous
explosion and 868 men died, Hamish amongst them. The elder Lochore boy, John, joined the Seaforth
Highlanders and rose to the rank of major. He was killed near Caen, in France, a few weeks after D-day. It was
indeed a double tragedy for the family, the second in Chearsley to suffer such a dreadful loss.
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After his stint in the Home Guard, Dennis Lane went in the Royal Air Force, eventually to
meet his
wife-to-be, Lilian, who was in the WAAF - the womens' air force. They came back together
to live in
Chearsley after the war. Eric Cox went into the Royal Navy and visited the USA on at least one
voyage. Vic
Walker joined the army very early in the war and served for six and a half years, some of the time
in Italy.
One of Vic's best childhood friends, Harry 'Puma' Gregory, the enthusiast ic young hedger who went
in the
navy in 1939, stayed on submarine s for the entire war. He really found himself in the thick of things
and, like
so many warriors from Chearsley , his adventures took place in the Mediterran ean area. In 1942
he was on
board HMS Clyde running supplies in to the beleagered island of Malta. Having survived that, he
was due for
leave in England and boarded a destroyer at Gibraltar, expecting to sail for home. He was dismayed
to find that
the ship, HMS Penn, was escorting a vital convoy of supply ships to Malta. Being a trained gunner,
he found
himself fully occupied shooting at German dive-bomb ers and Italian torpedo-bo mbers as they began
to sink the
ships in the convoy. In the end there were only a couple of freighters and one vital tanker left: the
'Ohio', full
of aviation fuel for the island's Spitfires. After taking numerous hits she began to sink, and HMS
Penn came
alongside and secured herself to the tanker. She virtually carried the tanker to the harbour in Malta,
while Harry
joined in with the Penn's gunners, firing away as the dive bombers desperatel y tried to sink both
ships. The
petrol from the 'Ohio' saved Malta, because the Spitfires would have run out of fuel without her
supplies.
Later, Harry went out to the Far East, and was on the submarine HMS Trenchant when she sank
a big
Japanese cruiser off the island of Sumatra in the Pacific. Harry had a very eventful war and, considerin
g the
fate of so many submarine rs, was very lucky to be alive at the end of it all.

86 Jane Lochore. Code-breaker at
Bletchley Park.
(Jane Glover)

87 Stoker 1st Class Harry Gregory
in 1942 , sub-mariner and part-rime
gunner, Royal Navy.
(Harry Gregory)

The Home Front
The Lochore's daughter, Jane, had now grown up and, almost as if in response to Hamish's death,
she found
herself - somewhat to her surprise - working at Bletchley Park. This was the very secret establishm
ent that was
set up to break the German signal codes: 'Enigma' as it was known to the British. It seems a kind
of justice
came about when Jane was put to work in the section that had the task of breaking the radio message
codes
used by the German U-boats which, ultimately, led to many of them being sunk.
Meanwhil e in 1940, at Thame airport on the outskirts of Haddenha m, the first glider pilot training
school
was started, with a mixed collection of old biplanes and requisitioned gliders. The Lochores at
Hill House
provided accommod ation for some of the instructor pilots who taught many of the glider pilots who
were later
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to help in bringing victories on the D-day landings, and the crossing of the River Rhine in the spring of 1945.
Lady Lochore was a great organizer of all sorts of voluntary efforts during the war. The government urged
everybody to collect scrap metal to help in making tanks and aircraft, and waste paper was always in demand,
so 'Salvage Stewards' were appointed in each community to round up all the material. Jn Chearsley, some
mammoth collections were made, the stewards being Lady Lochore, Mrs 'Electric' Walker, Mrs Blunt and Mrs
Johnston. Lady Lochore was also in the WVS - the Womens' Voluntary Service - and she organized the
manufacture of army camouflage nets up at Hill House. Amongst others, she was helped by Violet Godfrey
and, towards the end of the war, when the British prisoners of war started coming back, the two women were
often to be found at Westcott. RAF bombers flew the prisoners home from Germany, and many landed at the
airfield. The men arrived in old, tattered uniforms, tired and hungry. The women were kept busy looking after
the men and helping to fit them up with new, clean uniforms again. Violet said it was wonderful to see what
a difference a bath, a good meal and a new uniform with all the proper unit and rank insignia, could do for a
soldier just out of a prison camp.

88 Here is the team of sah-age s/el1'ards and helpers sorting out a 11'aste paper collection at
Hill House. Lady Jean Lochore is on the right and Mrs 'Electric' Walker is in the spotted
(Jane Glover)
dress.

Everybody made some contribution to the war effort. Rene Baker left the vicarage and went to work at
Thame airport making propellers for Spitfires. Norah Walker, one of Frank's daughters, worked at the Ecko
factory in Aylesbury where radio equipment was made for the services. She married Pudge Godfrey during the
war.
Great efforts made to raise money during special savings weeks - one of the first village fetes was held at
Hill House with proceeds going to a 'Wings for Victory' campaign. Also, concerts and plays were put on in
the church room from time to time.
Something that everybody could do at any time was to put money into war savings, as they were called.
You could put your money into an account or buy certificates, but many people bought 6d or 2s 6d savings
stamps which were kept in a book until you had enough to exchange for a fifteen shilling certificate. Whatever
method was chosen, you were lending money to the government for the war effort. Amongst other things, Mrs
Nathan organized the village war savings as Kathleen recalled:
1 used to go round with my Mother on her war savings and salvage rounds. She would often have to read
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letters from sons in the Services whose parents could not read - possibly due to Miss Pughe. The letters
would invariably start: 'Dear Our Mum'. In return for the readings, many would feel obliged to buy my
mother's national savings stamps which she sold. However, they couldn't always afford to buy them and
really needed the money for food and so on . My mother would often discover that the stamps she had sold
one day were redeemed the next day in the Post Office!
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Chapter Nineteen

GENTLE PURSUITS
If you want something done ask someone who is busy
Old proverb
Towards the end of the war, people began to think about having a 'proper' village hall to replace the church
room which had few amenities, and seemed to provide a permanent residence for mice and spiders! Without
a generous squire to bestow more benevolence upon the village, the replacement had to come about through
self-help. The old room was used to raise funds by Whist Drives, a Pie Club and Beetle Drives. By the end
of the war there was £ I 00 in the Fund, a goodly sum for the small population of those days when there wasn't
much spare cash around. At a party for the homecoming boys, Les George pledged his army gratuity towards
the fund - a noble gesture indeed.
By 1947, the organizing committee could afford the kit of parts for an army-surplus concrete hut but,
without land, building could not start. It would take time and yet more money. It might have appeared that,
after the initial enthusiasm, not much was happening and, over the years that followed, the changing fortunes
of the hall would certainly reflect the social health of the village.
While there was rationing, austerity and few relaxations of wartime controls on agriculture, some found a
certain zest to life after the war. A new Labour government, a free national health service, nationalization of
many industries and increased power for the trade unions seemed to promise much for the future. For others,
there was a minus side: the larger farms were getting bigger at the expense of the smaller ones and more
mechanization was coming in. It all meant that less manpower was required and very few boys coming out of
school would find work in agriculture. To make life more difficult, food rations were reduced, there was a
shortage of coal, constant power cuts and dreadful weather. They all combined to give a miserable time in the
winter of 1946-47, the snow being the worst for very many years. The weather also rang the death knell for
the old uninhabited cottages behind The Bell: the roofs fell in and the witchert walls crumbled. Somehow, it
was symbolic of the bad times.
The Lochores left in 1946, and Hill House was bought by Sir Henry Floyd and his wife, Lady Kathleen.
He was a keen horseman and also was to be Lord Lieutenant of the county for a time. He was a jovial and
energetic man but she was confined to a wheelchair and, perhaps, it was that which made her difficult. The
Lochore's gardener, Fred White, had stayed on but soon left and said of the Floyds: 'He was a nice man, but
I couldn't get on with her.' Fred was replaced at Gardener's Cottage by Jack Gadsby, fresh from service in the
RAF.

Farms and Farmers
1947 saw new owners at Manor Farm: Pat and Shirley Ross. Pat was a good farmer and eventually became
a churchwarden. The pair of them were sometimes referred to in the village as Mrs and Mr Ross - she was
Number One! The farm reverted to a more normal agricultural routine and Pat introduced a herd of Guernsey
cows, which was something new for Chearsley.
While the Parkers still owned Grove Farm, it was Stanley, the son, who was in charge. He was an excellent
farmer and a consistent prize-winner with his cattle and sheep at various shows. He won the Thame Gazette
Cup three years in a row, plus various other awards. At one time he was chairman of the Aylesbury branch of
the National Farmers Union and a committee member of the Thame Show. Clearly, he was a very energetic
man and the list of his non-farming activities was extensive: cricket, golf, hockey and bowls. Also, he
commanded considerable respect when he became an expert horseman in his forties and joined the Bicester
Hunt. But there was more, as his wife Muriel wrote:
He took an interest in all village and church activities, being a churchwarden for twenty years, and also
for some time a hell-ringer. For several years he represented Chearsley on the Aylesbury Rural District
Council. At that time Chearsley had an annual Parish Meeting only, and he helped start a Parish Council.
He served on this and was also a School Manager.
He drove his car very fast, was invariably late and so, when not in his car, was often to be seen running
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to catch up. Once, when rushing down
to church on a Sunday morning he was
hailed by a non-church-going villager:
'Late for church, then?'
'Aye, I am, but I'll be there before
you!' shouted Stanley as he ran past.
What was left of Furze Farm was in
the kindly but inexpert hands of Owen
Blake, sometimes known as 'The
Sheriff of Chearsley'. His farm was
right next door to Stanley Parker's, but
it could not have been more different:
Owen's yard was always knee-deep in
mud and muck. People took advantage
of his good nature and he always
attended to jobs requested of him by
others before seeing to his own. He
must have made very little money at
89 Farmer Owen Blake (right) with his friend - builder, developer and
farming his fifty or so acres, but one
entrepreneur extraordinaire, 'Snowy' Young, plus sheep and dogs.
suspects that he had no financial
(Rachael Sampson)
ambitions whatsoever. With his wife
Minnie (who, as a Loosley before marriage, had grown up at Furze Farm), they lived in one of the council
houses, next door to Annie Pughe on Chapel Road, so their housing costs were minimal. When he first took
on the farm , he paid his rent to Mrs Bernard and it is
doubtful if she would have pressured him for the money in
difficult times.
It was somehow typical of Owen and Minnie that, on
Sunday afternoons, they were often to be seen out on the
roads taking a quiet walk with their cows, who chomped
upon the grass verges as they ambled on their way.
Post-war austerity ensured there were very few cars
around, and the verges produced a fine grass which the
cows enjoyed. Others ultimately benefited, because Owen
supplied the village with milk from his contented cows!
Eventually, he did buy a car, but he always drove it with
the handbrake on, 'Don't want to go too fast,' he said.
Understandable, when you learn that some time earlier he
had caused the first traffic collision in the village. Driving
down Church Lane on a motorbike he was having trouble
changing gear and, while looking down to sort out the
problem, instead of watching where he was going, had
crashed into Stan Brown in his car!
In 1954, Owen's friend, 'Snowy' Young, bought the
remaining, southern portion of Furze Farm from Evelyn
Bernard. However, he was undoubtedly more interested in
the potential of its associated buildings and land, than in 90 Minnie Blake, wife of Owen. Although born a Loosley ,
she inherited the strong fa cial f eatures f rom her mother's
the annual rent.
family , the Turn ers. Like Owen. she worked hard at Furze
Down the hill, at Lower Green Farm , Tommy and
Farm and f or the church, and the 1•illage generally. Not
Louisa Smith still carried on, despite being well into their only was she to become vice-president of th e WI , but she
late sixties. Their children, both real and adopted, had always organi::ed the teas at the \'ii/age fe tes.
grown up and had started to produce grandchildren, so
(Rose Forster)
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many large family gatherings were enjoyed down on the farm at weekends. It was a happy place.
Next door at Chearsley House, the chicken farm was still very much in business. Stan Brown's son, Ken,
was in charge and was, by now, married with a new daughter, Lynn. It was not long before three new 'tied'
bungalows were built on Church Lane to accommodate some of the employees, the first new houses in the
village after the war.
A serious accident was to claim the life of the youngest of the George boys, when at Grove Farm, a wall
which was being demolished fell upon Cecil and seriously injured him. Unlike forty years earlier when little
or nothing was done for poor Joe Neary, Cecil was quickly taken to hospital by ambulance, but he died soon
afterwards at the age of twenty-two. The youngest lad at Grove Farm was now Roy 'Ghandi' Hillsdon, the
blacksmith's son. His mother had died when he was only ten, so his aunt Millie, the kindly teacher at the
school, had brought him up. He used to go and help Stanley Parker at weekends and holidays and, when he
left school, Stanley was happy to take him on full-time. He was the last boy to start farmwork in the village.
91 Stanley Parker and Roy Hillsdon at
Gro\'e Farm with rn'O pri:e-winning
hulls, Christmas, /952.
(Muriel Parker)

Personalities
Peter Slater had died before the
war and Janet soon after, but
their son Jimmers kept things
going, and so the village kept its
two remaining shops, with Miss
Stapleton still firmly in charge at
The Post Office.
In 1948, the Rev. Elliot Wigg
and family left, and Annie
Pughe retired as headmistress. A
new Education Act had already
raised the leaving age from fourteen to fifteen, then to sixteen. The little school was not equipped to cope with
the requirements of the older ones so, from the age of eleven, the children went on to secondary school in Long
Crendon or the Grammar School in Thame. It reduced the numbers, but left the school free to concentrate on
giving the children a good start to their educational life. Slowly, with new teachers over the succeeding years,
plus greater expectations from parents, standards began to improve.
Familiar faces in the village disappeared as age took its toll. The 'Three Wild Grandmothers' passed away:
Lucy 'Lockit' and Ada Walker within two months of each other, Charlotte Baker had died during the war.
Another to go was old Mrs Hillsdon - mother of Millie and blacksmith Billy - owner of the Smithy (' ... the
richest woman in Chearsley ... ' said one villager). Stib Read, Tommy White and Mary Ann Dancer at The
Plough, all died soon after the war. Two of Mary Ann's daughters ran the pub for a few years, but then it
closed and only The Bell remained.
The Church
It was the church that suffered most from the war. Scientific progress, a modem cynicism that arose from the
war itself, plus the rise of socialism, all changed the moral and social outlook. Attendance at church was no
longer a strong instinct. Compared with pre-war Sundays, the congregation began to diminish although Minnie
Blake, May Read, the Nathans, plus the Ross, Floyd and Parker families were amongst those who kept it going,
together with a trickle of newcomers.
For some time, the playing of the church harmonium had been shared between Mrs Johnston, Mrs 'Electric'
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Walker, Annie Pughe and, occasionally, Barbara Nathan Kathleen's sister. On one occasion, Annie popped into the
church when, unknown to her, there were two young girls
already there, one of whom was Elizabeth Pope:
Julia Godfrey and 1 were up in the gallery when we heard
the main door opening. We ducked down out of sight and
kept quiet. We could hear someone moving around and
mumbling to herself and soon realised it was Miss Pughe!
We managed to stifle our giggles. After a while we heard
a clatter of the bucket which was kept in the back of the
church. Then came a short silence followed by the sound
of water tinkling into the bucket. It went on for a while,
followed by a sigh and 'Ooooh, that's better!'
Perhaps it was just as well that one day in I 949, Kathleen
Nathan was asked to play the harmonium for 'one Sunday and
one Sunday only', and found herself doing the job for the next
forty-three years. As she once said later, with a twinkle in her
eye, 'I served under five vicars, you know.' She ran the choir
during that time, and it always gave her great pleasure to play
at the weddings of young men and women who had been
under her tutelage in earlier years. She smiled when
remembering one serious village lass who, when asked what
hymn she wanted for her wedding, replied 'Through the Night
of Doubt and Sorrow'!
Village Activities
February 1946 saw the formation of the Chearsley with Lower
Winchendon Women's Institute (WI). At an early meeting, the
Rev Elliot Wigg played his violin for their entertainment. New 92 Another 'character' of the village: 'Pump'
members were Hilda Slatter (who assisted Miss Stapleton in Gascoyne enjoying himself at the Thame fair!
(Rachael Sampson)
the Post Office) and Annie Timberlake. Annie was the only
surviving daughter of Thomas (the railway) Evans. She
married Harry Timberlake of Lower Winchendon and, ten
years later in 1936, they moved to Pleasant Cottage in Chearsley. They had six children, of whom Micky,
Yvonne and Betty were to remain in the village.
One of the founder members of the WI was a certain Miss Lily Clarke, a distant cousin of Tommy. She
bought Needlemakers (for £800) and lived there for nearly thirty years, although it was called Lynton Cottage
in her time. She was a strange little lady and, when she did emerge from the cottage, she scuttled round the
village like a shy mouse. She had few friends, but one was Doris Pope in Sunrise. Miss Clarke would call there
bringing scraps for the Popes' chickens but, if one of the children answered the door, she would run away.
Occasionally she would be seen scuttling up to Hill House but she complained that the village boys followed
and teased her. Charles Pope got her a police whistle which he told her to blow when the boys appeared. It is
not recorded if it was successful!
Years later it seemed that the ageing Miss Clarke had, somehow, got married. The members of the WI,
thoughtful and generous as ever, clubbed together for a present. To their astonishment, it was returned by a
somewhat indignant recipient, although it was unclear as to exactly why - shyness on her part, or an incorrect
assumption by the WI? Nobody dared to ask! From then on, she was always known as Ms Clarke!
Doris Pope had been a nurse in her younger days and, in a voluntary capacity, she took on the role of
village nurse. She was carrying on a very old tradition in the village, following in the footsteps of Louisa
Badrick, Louisa Smith and Mary Ann Tomes before her, although Doris was the first to have any paper
qualifications. She told a whimsical story against herself many years later. It concerned 'Sealey' Walker who
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had been the roadman and was getting on in age:
Old 'Roadman' Walker had to go into hospital. 1 visited him and he told me that if only he could have some
of my home-made wine it would make him better. I came home and found a little in the bottom of a bottle.
I took it to him next time, he drank it, and he died!
But if she had a devilish sense of humour she also had a kind heart. With a happy family of her own, she
took in many evacuees during the war, and Brian Johnston would often drop his children off for her to look
after. When Kathleen Nathan was older and working in London, her beloved Ma'mselle came to live in Prospect
Cottage for her final years and Doris nursed her there until she died. Even into his seventies, her husband
Charles remained, literally, 'in the saddle'. It was a shock to the village in I 951, when he was knocked off his
bicycle and killed by a car on the road near Hawks Bridge. He was the first road fatality and his death was
clear evidence that the roads were becoming busier and more dangerous.
93
A lorely quiet and
informal family portrait of
Doris Pope with her children
hy the rirer at 'Sam's Hole'.
a fa1 •011rire swimming place
in the 1-ii-er. one summer
ei•ening in the
1950s.
Michael is nexr to his
mother. with Eli:aheth and
Richard on rhe right.
(Richard Pope)

Having died out
before the war, the
cricket
team
was
resurrected, although the
games were no longer
played at Lower Green.
The new cricket and
sports field was on one
of Snowy
Young's
fields:
at Tunnell
Meadow
by
the
Aylesbury Road. It even
boasted
a small
'pavilion' of sorts, converted from an old hut of Owen Blake's. The captain was Stanley Parker, their best
bowler was one-eyed Ray Whiteley (his injury stemming from a schoolboy accident) and the umpire was Ted
Cox. The Rev. Bill Hugh Jones was also an enthusiastic player and remembered a particular match:
It was our annual Whit Monday match against Chilton. They were first in and finished their innings with
a very fine score. We went in to bat and half the team were out, with not many runs to show for it ... when
it was my turn ... the runs came slowly in ones and twos, not fast enough to suit some of our supporters and
I can remember to this day somebody shouting out, 'Come on vicar, you're not in the pulpit now!'
Occasionally a small fair would visit and set up on The Green outside The Bell. Once there was even a
visiting circus, complete with tiger. They set up on the small field called Maltmans Close.
New owners of the old priory at Notley were Laurence Olivier and his beautiful actress wife Vivien Leigh.
There was great excitement in the summer of 1949 when she agreed to open Chearsley's first post-war fete at
Hill House, to raise funds for the village hall. A highlight of the proceedings (although perhaps not for Vivien
Leigh?) was a short play, given by a cast which included Kathleen Nathan, Shirley Ross, Stan Parker and the
Rev. Hugh Jones and his wife. As Kathleen said later: 'It was quite something to act in front of Vivien Leigh! '
The fete raised over a hundred pounds and, the following year, a generous gift of £250 came from Lady
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Lochore in Scotland.
By that time the District Council owned the southern part of Big Field, the V-shaped piece of land between
the Chilton and Winchendon Roads, and were building council houses there. The bottom part of the land, which
had previously served as a rough football pitch, was sold to the Village Hall Trustees, planning permission was
obtained and construction of the hall began. One of the Trustees was Owen Blake. He played an important part
over the years, carrying building materials, storing supplies and so on. Everything came together with the Grand
Opening on the 22nd December, 1951. In the next few years, great use was made of the Hall, especially for
Saturday Dances which were very popular. No longer needed, the old church room was eventually broken up
and parts of it were built into a garage for one of the cottages. The car was becoming king!
Farming
Tommy Smith was getting old. In 1953, at the age of seventy-four, he decided it really was time to retire. He
and Louisa moved up the lane to a cottage which she named Treetops. By that time, Lower Green Farm was
owned by Frank Gibson of Dadbrook Farm in Cuddington and he absorbed it into his own. The farmhouse
simply became another tied cottage for one of Gibson's workers and his family.
That same year, Bert Mole finally bought the
northern part of Furze Farm from Evelyn Bernard. He
f'
had previously been renting it but, with the sale, it
became a permanent part of Wurtemburg Farm in
Chilton. As a farming community, Chearsley was
slowly being dismembered. Of the original seven farms,
only three remained: Manor, Grove and Furze - and, in
size, the latter was a shadow of its former self. Very
few of the old family names were to be found amongst
the diminishing number of farm workers in the village,
although Percy Badrick and Tommy Clarke were still
there. Percy worked at Grove Farm as a carter, but
Tommy had changed employers during the early part of
the war and worked for Bert Mole.
Tommy's mother had died but he had stayed on in
Hicks Cottage and, in his fifties, he finally got married.
Just as the wedding day approached, his intended bride
had a stroke. The wedding had to be postponed for a
year and the cake was carefully wrapped up and sealed
in a tin. It re-emerged a year later (none the worse for
wear, I believe) and they were married. His wife, May,
was paralysed down one side, but the two of them
looked after each other with loving care and affection.
94 Tommy and May Clarke, the happy pair at Hicks Cottage
Unfortunately, they did not have long together for she
- oh,•ious proof that true love is not exclusively for the young
died in 1958, at the age of sixty-one.
- although Tommy would never have said that to anyone. I did
Life could still be hard and, as if to remind
not see this photo when Tommy was alive, but his relatives
everybody of the old days of cattle plagues, the dreaded
(Tommy Clarke)
kindly gave it to me after he died.
foot-and-mouth disease found its way to a cow on
Grove Farm in 1956. As a result, poor Stanley had to have all of his animals shot: 185 cattle, 157 sheep and
14 pigs. They were all buried in a huge pit up near Crawley Farm. It was a terrible blow for everybody at the
farm, but Stanley was never a man to be defeated and he soon bounced back.
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Chapter Twenty

TROUBLE AND STRIFE
We must have progress, I have a lot of people
waiting for houses in this village.
Councillor Keen of Chearsley, 1964

The Deluge
More houses were needed for an expanding population after the war. While local government could take over
farmland for building, the building of private houses was confined to non-agricultural land, except for strictly
defined dwellings for agricultural workers. It partly explains the events that were to follow.
In 1950-53, seven semi-detached council houses were completed at the top of the village on part of 'Big
Field'. Although intended for farm workers, by the time they came to be occupied, there was little farmwork
left in the village and most of the tenants had other occupations. Quite a few of them moved out of the older
houses in the village and were replaced by new residents who came from outside the village.
Miss Stapleton died in 1956 and the Post Office came up for sale. By that time, Stanley Parker was master
of his own affairs, having bought out his father's share of Grove Farm. Stanley bought the Post Office to
convert it into a tied cottage and, on its surrounding land, he built three bungalows. Just around the corner and
overlooking the Green, he built a new Post Office/Shop for which the village would later be very grateful.
Also, a number of the older houses came up for sale and, as a result, more newcomers arrived. They
including Margaret Yorke, the famous novelist, who came to live at Walnut Orchard.
In the early 'sixties came the sudden appearance of seven new bungalows in the older part of the village.
The first one, Cedar Cottage, was for the now-famous composer Robert Simpson, built in American style with
brown shingles that blended in with the elms and hedgerow on a comer of pasture land at the bottom of Dark
Lane. The other bungalows appeared very rapidly and did not blend in with the scenery quite so well. They
swallowed up the remaining portion of Stan Brown's 'Farmyard Close', the walnut orchard where Tommy
Clarke had gone scrumping in his youth.
Then the developers appeared to go berserk. A dozen more homes appeared in quick succession. Some were
built around spur roads bulldozed into what had been small orchards that, previously, had given space and rural
greenery between the old cottages. The effect on the small village was brutal. In the earlier, gentle days of the
Godfreys and before, cottages had been built slowly, one by one, with materials brought in by horse and cart.
But now the narrow sunken lanes were full of strange workmen and lorries, while bulldozers crashed around,
accompanied by the constant sound of cement-mixers and hammering.
Trouble
Before the post-war council houses were built, the population had been about 250. They lived in 76 dwellings,
no more than a hundred years earlier at the height of the population explosion of 1830-70. Chearsley was used
to a steady turnover of people, with some leaving and others coming in to take their place. That process had
led to steady trickle of newcomers who were, in the main, readily absorbed into the village mix.
The spate of new houses changed everything and with it came a flood of newcomers. But that wasn't all.
In the period between 1953 and 1966, Chearsley lost three farms, the smithy, two of its shops, and the Baptist
Chapel was closed down. As already described, Lower Green Farm had been absorbed into one of the farms
in Cuddington. Then, Owen Blake gave up full-time farming and most of the remaining land of Furze Farm
was absorbed into the same distant fold: the farmhouse had already been a separate private residence for some
time. Meanwhile, Jimmers Slater shut up his little shop and Billy Hillsdon, the blacksmith, joined him in
retirement. However, Brown's chicken farm kept going and continued to provide employment for some
villagers.
With increasing traffic on the roads, Stanley Parker decided that moving livestock in and out of Grove Farm
was becoming dangerous. Also, he wanted to be able to overlook his farmland, so he moved his family up to
a brand-new house: Upper Farmhouse (reviving an old name) on the Chilton Road. Also, he intended to buy
land in the part of the parish of Long Crendon that he could now see from his new house, and to develop a
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complex of barns nearby. However in 1966, before his plans came to fruition, he died in a car crash. Within
a short while, the whole of Grove Farm was rented to a farmer in Chilton and only Manor Farm remained as
a fully working farm within the village.
Too much was happening in too short a timescale and Stanley's death not only shook the village to its core
but, to some, it must have seemed like the last straw. By that time Beryl Swainsbury had married Ron Toop,
one of the workers on Grove Farm. She said of Stanley later:
He was a real gentleman and did so much for the village. After he died, the village began to go downhill.
The ratio of farmworkers to land acreage had, by now, dropped to one man per fifty acres. Therefore, with
only the two hundred acres or so of Manor Farm remaining, there were very few farm workers left in the
village. However, there were still quite a large number of the older Chearsley families left, nearly all of them
living in the council houses. Within the context of the English class system (which, if dying, was far from
extinct) they were mostly 'working class', while the newcomers were 'middle class'. The village had never
experienced such a large influx before: few had links with the land, most had no family ties within the
community, nor did they provide services within the village. Coupled with the segregation of people into one
of two types of housing - Council Houses vs The Rest - it was a recipe for trouble. One of the village lads
of that period said later:
In the I950s a lot of people started moving into the village from Aylesbury. Some of'em got on to the parish
council, so they could get planning permission more easily for more houses. It caused a lot of resentment.
The old'uns in the pub would sit and stare at 'em when they came in, and the boys used to throw stones at
their windows.
Before moving out to Chearsley, a mother of one of the new families went to see the headmaster of her
daughter's school in Aylesbury: 'And where are you moving to?' he asked.
'Out to Chearsley.'
'Oh, that's a rough old place!' he exclaimed.
Of course, not all the newcomers vied for a seat on the parish council and most of those who did were
motivated by feelings of public-spiritedness. Also, despite what some thought, it was no recipe for 'getting
planning permission'. Besides, there were one or two of the old families who sold off bits of their gardens and
orchards to the bigger landowners and developers for new houses - and some of them then joined the chorus
of protest when they saw what was being built next door! People who had retired here earlier were incensed
by the noisy intrusion into what they had hoped would be a peaceful existence. Living in The Thatches was
one such person: Sandys George OBE, no relation of the earlier George family. He was a one-time member
of the Royal Flying Corps and retired ex-colonial policeman. He became Clerk to the Parish Council and was
to be embroiled in the events that followed.
Everything came to a head in 1964. Some extracts from an article in the Bucks Advertiser early that year,
reveal much - even accepting some journalistic licence:
WHEN NEW MEETS OLD AT CHEARSLEY
... ancient attractive cottages, high banks and ever-changing views ... Everything should be peaceful here ... but
many of the villagers .. fear that development on a large scale will destroy the atmosphere. In recent months
20 new homes have been built or started ... in the centre of the oldest part of the village. And 20 modern
houses can hardly be hidden when they represent 16 percent of all the houses.
And the development may mean the loss of one of the village's most attractive features, its narrow lanes.
For the housing means more traffic and the planners are insisting that School Lane and part of Dark Lane
should be widened into a 36-foot wide highway, destroying the banks and many trees.
The proposed destruction of the sunken lanes (which were only about 10 feet in width in places) was
deemed necessary by the highway planners to allow two new cul-de-sacs off School Lane and, presumably,
more to follow in Dark Lane. Although the Saxon origin of the lanes was not suspected at the time, they gave
the village much of its unique character, so the threat resulted in a strong reaction from some of the residents
- including a very high proportion of the newcomers who were prepared to take on the planners. After strong
protests, the widening of Dark Lane was never carried out. But it was too late to save the top of School Lane
which was ruined for ever, especially by a huge splay of tarmacadam at the entrance to what was to become
Bemards Close. Dennis Lane described it as it once had been:
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It was the best example of a sunken lane that we had. looking down to The Old House, on the right the
lane was bounded by a bank which was six or se,·en feet above the lel'el of the lane . Before the building
of Bernard Close there was a paddock with a large walnut tree in the corner. On the left, a raised footpath
(three to four feet high) ran the entire length and, abm·e this , the bank continued up another couple of feet
to the level of the field which is now Old Plough Close. The lane was flanked on the left by huge elm trees
at the top and a large ash tree at the lower end.
The article in the paper - quoting Mr George (who was later asked by some irate villagers if he was
speaking on behalf of the Parish Council or himself) - spoke of a new estate below Furze Farm, in what was
to become Bernard's Close:
... where bungalows that will sell at £4,900 are being built ... They stand identical. cheek by jowl on tiny
patch gardens, as completely out of keeping with an ancient village as anyone can imagine.
Emotive words! But Mr George had more when he came to the ultimate disaster:
... a frightful place ... a bungalow designed and built and now lived in by architect Paul Markrow. Flat-roofed
and blue-bricked, it emerges from the hillside , the epitome of 20th century design.
Lily Taylor in Cloverdale, next door, described it as, '.. .like an annexe to Dartmoor Prison,' and others had a
ruder name which persisted for many years after: 'The Public Toilets'! The architect defended himself:
Chearsley was a dying village . It was in need of rejuvenation of this kind. Of my own home, I thought this
kind of criticism was played out in the 1930s. It is a straightforward answer to design problems.
However, the architect was
being disingenuous in his
remarks and
rather
condescending towards
the
villagers and their reactions.
They were quite entitled to be
scathing, as it was the first time
they had ever set eyes on such a
structure in their midst. Also, it
has to be recorded that the
architect did not stay long in his
own house before departing the
village for ever. Like a few
others, he crashed upon the
village scene causing upset and
95 The ultra-modern bungalow designed by Mr Markrow that caused the uproar. This is
then departed as quickly as he
the view from lily Taylor's garden and shows why she called it 'an annexe to Dartmoor
came, leaving others to gaze at
Prison'. Beyond is the old Elder Tree Cottage. The contrast in archirectural styles benveen
his handiwork for years after. In
the two was somewhat startling, to say the least.
(Bucks Herald)
due course when trees and
shrubs grew all around, the large
square bungalow (eventually called Meadows End) did merge into its surroundings. However, twenty years
later, a huge double-pitched roof had to be planted on top because of problems with the original roof. The new
crown did not sit well on a structure not designed for it so, naturally, it then raised further objections from
neighbours who had grown quite used to the unobstructed views across the old flat roof!
Meanwhile, Mr George quite rightly complained about secrecy on the part of the planners in Aylesbury. 'Too
often,' he said, 'the Parish Council knew nothing of plans that affected the village until work was begun.'
However, Councillor Bert Keen, who had lived in Vine Cottage since the 1930s, defended the developments
saying that people needed more houses. But his defence was really not so surprising because he was benefiting
through the sale of land he owned in the village to those same developers!
Vandalism
All these events gave rise to even more tension between the different factions in the village. One of the ways
in which this manifested itself was in a marked increase in vandalism. Some felt it was becoming a serious
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problem with houses, war memorial, village hall and church all suffering damage. The Superintendent of
Aylesbury police was invited to a meeting to hear the complaints. The Bucks Advertiser again:
GNE US MORE POLICE PROTECTION SAY ANGRY VILLAGERS
Smashed windows, petty thefts, attacks on girls, young boys tearing up and down quiet country lanes on
motor-cycles ... these, say villagers, are incidents which regularly occur at Chearsley.
The Bucks Herald revealed that:
The clerk ... Mr George, said that on Guy Fawkes night hooligans broke windows in his house and he sat
on the floor with glass flying all around him.
A more level-headed response came from the chairman of the parish council, Don Wallis (himself a relative
newcomer) who said there had been some unfortunate incidents, but said of the youngsters of the village:
We must not treat high spirits as hooliganism and we must not condemn them/or small incidents.
Finally, the friction was put in a different light by a letter to The Bucks Advertiser from Brian Green
(heading twenty-eight other signatories), one of the first residents in the new council houses. He and his
neighbours had a different view. Obviously annoyed by the parish clerk, he said that 'George Town' used to
be known as Chearsley, and went on:
The misbehaviour has been greatly exaggerated and to talk of people being frightened to go on to the streets
is ridiculous. The parish has more urgent problems ... we have one street light only, no bus shelter, no street
names (even the postman gets lost) and other urgent things for which the village patiently waits.
Possibly even the Village Hall might be used. One function a year is hardly likely to drive youth into a
ji-enzy. 1 suggest we turn the Hall into a memorial for frustrated youth and bitter old age.
Finally, a passing thought. Could it be that those who are tormented by youth are the ones who antagonise
the younger element at every opportunity?

Cause and Effect
The true picture of what was happening in the village lay
between the extremes of opinions expressed at meetings
and those in the press. More housing was needed, the
village was being desecrated by the developers and
'planners' and there was vandalism, but it was exaggerated
by some.
A major part of the problem arose because the planners
in the Rural District Council (as it was then) were, in most
respects, only development administrators. The landowners,
developers and architects were responding to a demand for
new housing, but the 'planners' had no legal power or
statutory duty to judge the developments from the point of
view of the community. In Chearsley and many other
villages, single houses and small estates were squeezed
into pockets of spare land. Each was judged on its own
merits, with little or no reference as to what was next door,
or whether it suited an old village environment. If the 96 Micky Timberlake with motor-bike and dogs, c.1955.
(Betty Pinkert)
access was bad, then 'change the access' was the response,
rather than limit the development. Even when the local planning authority did tum down the original application
to build in Maltman's Close, the planners in Whitehall overruled them. There was a certain arrogance on the
part of many architects and planners in the 1960s. Their monuments live with us still: some tasteless house
designs and some monstrosities in the local towns - typified by the bus station in Aylesbury and the concrete
block of the County Offices.
Only a few years before, the Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan had said, 'You never had it so good,' and
for the teenagers in the big towns and cities it was 'The Swinging Sixties'. Perhaps the teenagers in Chearsley
felt left out of the swinging scene; many of the original viUagers, while not too bothered about the new houses
as such, resented the vast new numbers of 'foreigners', some of whom seemed cold and unfeeling; and the
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newcomers felt beleaguered and unwanted. For the old'uns it was all made so much worse by the other changes
in the village that happened at the same time, including the loss of familiar faces and the old farming way of
life.
The effect of the housing boom can be seen in the
electoral roll. In 1936, there had been 162 residents on the
roll and half of them, some 75-80, had lived in the village
for twenty-five years or more. In 1964, even before all the
new houses were built, there were still about the same
number of residents of twenty-five years standing.
However, out of a greater total of 230 voting residents (an
increase of 42%), the old'uns only made up one third of
the total.
The housing boom and the tensions of the 1960s have
been described in some detail to show the effect of
uncontrolled development in a small community. If we are
to learn from history, it is something that future
generations, especially planners, should take note of. But
will they ... ?

More changes
Old faces continued to fade away. Tommy Smith died in
1964, as did Owen Blake - the last two small farmers of
the village had gone. Their respective wives, Louisa and
Minnie followed them just a few years later. Millie
Hillsdon died in 1965 and, two years later, Pump
Gascoyne went, together with that expert hedge-layer,
97 An ordinary family 'snap' of the 1960s but a pe,fect
'Movy' Read. Even Bert Keen did not have long to enjoy illustration of new and old in Chearsley. The young lady
the money he made on his land sales, for he died in 1965. is Sandra Walker who then lived in one of the post-war
Meanwhile, the pressure of new developments was council houses. In clothes and hairstyle she is so typical of
relentless. The Gibsons of Cuddington and Snowy Young the girls of the 'swinging Sixties', while behind her is the
in Chearsley continued to sell and develop their land in the old Baptist Chapel, just closed down and awaiting
village. In I 967, Elm Brook Close (bulldozed out of the conversion into a house. On the right, behind the hedge, is
old paddock behind Lower Green Farm, and pond filled in) a car parked on the grass verge. It ne,•er occurred to the
planners and architects of 1950 that the inhabitants of the
sprouted three houses and two bungalows, and another
council houses would one day need garages and
three were added seven years later. Old Plough Close was car-parking facilities. By the way, apologies to Sandra - I
carved out of the former Maltmans Close - unfortunately believe she hates this picture of herself!
(Vic Walker)
the name had been lost by then - and nine bungalows were
built there. However, it could have been worse. Originally,
Snowy Young had plans to build a petrol service station alongside the Aylesbury Road in Maltmans Close. That
was one time when the planners did do Chearsley a bit of good by saying no!
Although Dark Lane was spared from being turned into a highway, six new houses were built there in quick
succession. Two were of chalet design in Tommy Clarke's old orchard. He retired in 1967 and the money from
the sale of the orchard provided him with a comfortable life as he grew older, all by himself in the little cottage
his father had built.
And still the houses came: some in Shupps Lane, the Chapel finally converted to a house and old people's
bungalows built by the council on part of church land they had bought. The name Shupps (Bucks dialect for
Shepherd's) was chosen by Mr George who was given the job of selecting postal names for the lanes. In this
case, the name was of somewhat doubtful authenticity but, for Tomes Lane, the name was already used by
many villagers. Mr George probably thought he was doing well when he confirmed it in honour of the old
shepherd, David Tomes. However, David's daughter, Daisy, was somehow incensed by the liberty and quickly
had the name changed within a day or two! It became Lower Green Lane.
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Summary
Up to the year 1860, it took a thousand years to reach 76 dwellings. In the following ninety years to 1950, the
number hovered between 69 and 78. However, in only twenty years, 1950-69, the number of dwellings doubled,
from 76 to 150: twenty-three in the first ten years and no less than fifty-one in the second decade! In that
twenty years, the population went from about 250 to just over 400: an increase of about sixty percent.
Some years later an exasperated villager, when asked for his opinion on housing policy, exclaimed: 'No
more bloody bungalows! ' Also, if it was true that the village was 'dying' before, it must have been panting for
breath at the end of that building spree!
School Children
The result was to provide the school with a rich mixture of children in adequate numbers to keep it going.
Between 1946 and 1951, the annual intake had varied between five and nine. In the following decade and a
half, with children from both the new families in the council houses and from those who had come to live in
the older houses, the intake rose to between six and seventeen per year. In 1960 there had been twenty-seven
children on the school roll and throughout the following decade the number began to rise slowly. The result
was that a new prefabricated classroom was built on part of the grass playground, to allow for a better
segregation of the different age groups. Later, the numbers of children coming from the council houses fell
sharply, but this was compensated by those from the many new houses built in the 'sixties. In fact, the largest
intake peak was reached in 1970-71 with nineteen. The school roll went up to fifty-three children: the greatest
number since the first decade of the century. So at least one part of the village had benefited.
Village Hall
However, as divisions widened between the different groups in the village, and with fewer people having a
strong commitment to social activities (the increasing popularity of television did not help), the Village Hall
foundered. The Saturday dances died away. As Brian Green had said in his letter, one function a year was not
much of an encouragement to anyone. Also, there were problems with the floor, and a small car park with a
paved access was needed. It meant that a lot of money had to be found.
Then came a grand gesture arising from a tragedy. Sir Henry Floyd was killed in a riding accident in
November, 1968. He had gone riding alone and was later found by the side of the road up the hill, near 'Elbow'.
It was not clear how he had been thrown from his horse, possibly a passing car had frightened the animal. In
his memory, Shirley Ross of Manor Farm generously paid off the mortgage on the hall. With that burden lifted,
the required improvements became eligible for a government grant. Added to more money raised in the village,
it meant that the work could be completed in 1970.
These changes at the Hall coincided with the formation of a Playgroup for the children under five. It was
instigated in 1968 by the vicar, the Rev. Julian Harford, and has involved a number of people over the years.
At first, it was a Chearsley effort only, but has since expanded to include staff and children from neighbouring
villages.

Finale
The old village and its ways had gone forever and the most moving epitaph on its death came years later, from
an unexpected quarter. One of Charlotte Baker's great-grandchildren was Paula Baker. Born after Charlotte had
died, she lived here until she was fourteen years old, but then she was taken with her family who emigrated
to Australia in 1965. Some twenty-five years later and married with her own family, Paula Wilson, as she now
was, took a writing course. Drawing on her distant childhood memories, she wrote a piece entitled 'Mr
Godfrey's Lane' describing Arthur, the old soldier from the First War and skilled furniture-maker, who had lived
at No.9 School Lane:
The row of single-fronted houses were attached to one another. Worn slate roofs, whitewashed walls with
identical green doors. Each led to steps, descending to a footpath which abutted a narrow lane declining
at an impossible angle. The houses faced a red brick, two-roamed school, also sporting slate tiles on its
strangely angled roof with points and peaks. A small playground was surrounded by a wall of red bricks,
and topped with more peaked slate. At one end it was possible to climb over the wall but as the lane
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descended, it grew to the height of three men.
Doors were never left open in these ten houses. All were closed except for one, near the middle. This one
remained open most of the time, the way being blocked by a wheelchair, containing a man near his sixties.
He sat with his empty trouser legs tugged up under his body, watching the business of the small lane,
talking to those who passed by. Always happy, not one to bemoan his misfortune, a popular figure with
many of the village children. The regular children would listen in awe as he related many stories to them.
Many hours were spent in laughter, hanging round the bottom of his steps. Across the lane small bodies
would scramble on the brick wall. balancing on its peaked top, and sliding down sloped supports. This
caused some concern to their old friend. Try as he might he could not dissuade them from their scrambling
antics. Never was it mentioned whether his concern was to do with loosing his own legs. The children never
knew, but they always returned for his merry company.
The children arrived one day to a closed door. Patiently they waited, but it did not open. Next day they
returned, nobody spoke to them, nobody explained. That door never sat open again. Their good friend
never appeared again, to regale them with stories and warnings. After a while the wall lost its climbers.
The lane lost the laughter and play. Lost its soul. The old man had gone and so had the children.

98 Arthur Godfrey in his wheelchair outside his cottage at No.9 School Lane with his wife Rosa. This photo was taken in his last
few years and is just as Paula Wilson would have remembered him.
(Mabel Head)
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Chapter Twenty-One

WIN SOME, LOSE SOME
The village will survive; it will evolve as it has always evolved;
and, for the first time in a thousand years, it has a population
which is ready and able to stand up for itself
Richard Muir The English Village'
In 1968-69, it was all change. Mr George, the parish clerk resigned and left the village. Mrs and Mr Ross sold
up at Manor Farm; the new owner was a young man, Michael Heybrook, taking on his first farm with wife
Susanne.
The post office/shop that Stanley Parker had built had not really been a great success. Luckily, new owners
arrived at just the right time: Cecil and Elsie Webb. He was from a well-known local family and had worked
for a butcher in Crendon before the war. During that war he had fought at Dunkirk, but spent most of the rest
of the war as a prisoner of war.
Some years later he recalled his early days in the village:
The shop was in a terrible state when I bought it, the stock was hardly worth five pounds, and there was
a bad atmosphere in the village. There were some unruly boys with bad.feeling amongst them, and between
them and Mr George, and they got no rest from the police. I had to stop some of the trouble between the
boys and tried to make the shop a more friendly place, so that people would come and meet there. It was
difficult at first; I do remember one old'un in the shop who turned to someone and said, When are you new
people going to partake in our village?'
The first year my takings were not good, and it took about three to four years before we really began to
make a living from it. Never made much, but I enjoyed the village all the time I was there, we treated the
shop as a friendly arrangement and it seemed to be all right.

99 Cecil and Elsie Webb in the shop in 1980.
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Under Cecil, the shop became a happy social centre for the whole vi llage. One of hi s sons, sitting in the
kitchen behind the shop, once heard a memorable conversation between his fat her and Harry Buggins, an
ex-railwayman with a penetrating Bucks accent. The boy couldn' t really hear what his father was say ing as he
was always soft-spoken, just the murmur of his Dad's voice, fo llowed by Harry's distinctive comment: 'Ooh
arh.' More followed from Dad. but with a more positive response from Harry , 'Oooh aarh!' Finally, came the
murmured end of the story, to which Harry exclaimed with considerable exc itement, 'Ooooh bugger me ,
aaarrh! !'

More Building
The 1970s brought a pause in the house-building program and a 'V illage Conservation Document' appeared.
It was produced by the new Aylesbury Yale District Council and it designated the more picturesque part of the
village as a Conservation Area. It also laid down some principles for conserving other parts of the village, like
some of the old witchert walls and sheds. After the damage of the previous years it was rather like shutting
the stable door after the horse had bolted.
Onl y nine new houses were built in the
'seventies, together with e ight 'barn conver ions',
the first two being at the old Furze Farm . There
should have been three, but the largest barn
caught fire and was totally destroyed long before
conversion
began.
The
two
remaining
conversions were quite modest and, visually, they
at least kept something from the old days, to
compensate for the destruction of the rest of the
holloway of School Lane alongside.
The other conversions were of buildings
originally part of Grove Farm. Three were so
large as to justify the term 'Executive Homes',
but the work was done very well, in one case the
100
One of the cowsheds at Grol'e Farm. shortlv before all
agricultural actil·ities ceased around 1970.
new owner did much of it himself.
There was a piece of land near The Bell once
known as Moss' Close. Used for allotments, it
later came into the possession of the Roadnights
but, in the 1950s, the first house, Martins, was
built there. Twenty years later, a road spur was
added and it was given the name the little field
had fifty years earlier: Turnip Close - somewhat
to the dismay of the occupant of Martins! Two
more houses then appeared, one was a
do-it-yourse lf project of a young couple. People
in the village watched their building efforts with
great interest, but it ended in tragedy. When the
bungalow was almost complete, the young man
was killed in a car crash one foggy morning. His
JOI The same structure in 1992. some time after it had been
conl'erted by the present owner. Brian Cooper, into a splendid house
young widow finished off the work and lived
with the name of Hideaway.
there for a short while, but then moved away.
About the same time, M s Clarke sold Lynton Cottage which was then renovated and extended. With its
jungle of a garden tidied up, it was turned into another executive mansion and was almost unrecognizable on
completion. A later occupant, who did not stay long, changed the name to Needlemakers.
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Fun and Games
As the village began to settle down, the rejuvenated Hall began to be used more and the village social life
improved. A youth club appeared in the early 1970s, then died away but was resurrected for a couple of years
in the late '80s. With many young couples moving in and starting families, the Playgroup thrived, together with
a new Toddlers' Group. Various forms of social clubs followed. They all needed to raise funds which led to
numerous dances, discos and wine and cheese parties being held at the Hall. For a while, 'Folk Nights' were
popular and amateur singers, musicians and raconteurs were given the chance to inflict their varied skills upon
the rest of the population! Other village jollifications arose out of the Silver Jubilee of the Queen in 1977, and
the marriage of Prince Charles and Diana in 1982. Each culminated in a huge street party outside The Bell.
While the Cricket Club had
died away, its place was taken
by two Tug-of-War teams which
became very successful and
popular. Foremost in their
organisation
was
Michael
Gascoyne and, besides regular
pulls against other teams all over
the country in which Chearsley
amassed a grand collection of
cups, an annual event was the
pull against Cuddington. This
was performed with each team
on opposite banks of the River
Thame, and Cuddington never
won during the nine years of the
competition, becoming very wet
in the process! However, after
the sudden and shocking death
of Michael at a very young age,
and the dispersal of the young
102 The party celebrating the royal Jubilee in 1977, outside The Bell. About a quarter
men as they grew older, the
to a third of the ,•ii/age inhabitants are ,•isihle in this photograph.
(Stan Green)
Tug-of-War teams petered out.
In the late 1980s, a junior football team was started and the cricket club staged a vigorous comeback. A new
cricket field was made in part of 'Big Field' above the council houses and, besides the adult team, two junior
cricket teams came into being.
Nature
In the mid- l 970s came a disaster which devastated the English countryside: Dutch Elm Disease. It killed all
the elm trees off within a year or so. Since they made up between a third and one half of all the trees in the
parish, the appearance of the village and surrounding countryside was almost ruined. A few reappeared and,
by I 993, some were about fifteen years old, but hedge-cutting machines were not conducive to their restoration
in the numbers of old. Some saplings of other species have been placed in the hedgerows and Michael
Heybrook planted a mixed-species spinney where the old Gratsome and Church Meadows used to be. A
tree-planting group in the village also planted a number of new walnut trees to replace natural wastage and the
many that were removed during the housing boom.
In the 1920-40 period the Roadnights filled in at least two large ponds in the parish, but one of them was
restored in 1980 and many new small ones were subsequently built in gardens around the village. As a result,
it appeared that the previous decline in the number of frogs and toads was halted. At the same time, a reduction
in crop spraying seemed to lead to an increase in the numbers of dragonflies and butterflies. By 1993 the
bird-life of the river, fields, hedgerows and gardens seemed to be thriving, the sparrowhawks being especially
appreciated, plus the occasional glimpse of a kingfisher. The forty acres of railway cutting and embankments
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have been permanent havens for wild life and flowers for some years. However, at the time of writing there
had been an unwelcome increase in the numbers of rabbits, magpies and the newly-returned grey squirrels.
There is no doubt that villagers of old would have been appalled by the modem habits of many villagers in
feeding the birds - especially the sparrows!

Profit and Loss
Meanwhile in the early 1970s, Lower Green Farm saw a partial revival when the house, one last cowshed and
a small piece of land were bought by Michael Edmonds, grandson of Tommy Smith. He was very proud to own
the farm where his mother, grandparents and great-grandfather had lived. For a time, Michael was a District
and Parish Councillor and, with his wife Yvonne, kept one or two cows, some sheep and a couple of donkeys.
However, the cows had to go when remaining portion of the cowshed was converted into a house in the late
1980s. The same sort of thing happened up at The View, where Betty Pinkert lost one of her small fields to
new houses, although her brother Micky Timberlake continued to run a small livestock transportation business
next door.
The Brown's Chicken Farm continued through the 1970s but in the last part of the decade, some of the
chicken sheds were replaced by houses (Bottom Orchard) and a few years later, the whole farm closed down.
More homes were then built in the remaining portion where the last sheds had been sited, and Ken Brown and
his wife sat back to enjoy their retirement years.
Mad-House Disease
The 1980s were the years when economic 'market forces' were given full rein and gave rise to 'Yuppies' (a
nickname for young, upwardly-mobile business people), an insatiable greed for money and an uncaring social
outlook. In one way and another they all left their marks upon the village.
It began with a new owner at The Boot. He wanted to park his car upon a new hard-standing. He needed
access to the garden and Jack Wood's old cobbler's shed was in the way. It only took a few minutes to
demolish and a little piece of history was destroyed forever. However, some came to believe that justice was
done. Not long after that act of vandalism, pieces of the walls began to fall out of the upstairs part of The Boot
which required frantic repair work by the owner.
More 'Executive Homes' continued to appear, some on the north-western side, completely changing the rural
scene as one approached the village from Cuddington. Some were built in the so-called 'Conservation Area'.
Then another was to be built upon the site of the old filled-in pond behind Lower Green Farm in Elm Brook
Close. The builder bulldozed into the site damaging a 'protected' hedge and a public footpath. Then he hit the
spring that fed the old pond. In a few minutes, the bulldozer was marooned in a scene that could only be
described as the birth of 'Chearsley Marina', with a huge over-flowing lake!
Up at Hill House, the old stables and a grain-store were converted into more large homes. Evelyn Bernard's
'motor-house', was demolished in the process. It was not of any great architectural merit, but it was where she
had kept her old car and, every Christmas, had entertained the school children and handed out oranges.
By 1986, it was estimated that about twenty percent of the village houses were in the 'Executive Class' and,
in the language of the local estate agents, Chearsley had become, 'a much sought-after village.' Prices rocketed.
At auction, a developer bid for a paddock where Betty Pinkert had once kept her cows. Only three-qua1ters of
an acre, it sold for a third of a million! Prices of the old houses went sky-high: the old Long House was
advertised at £220,000 in 1986 and sold for just over £300,000 only two years later.
But it could not continue, recession was on the way. Companies began to go out of business at an alarming
rate and unemployment soared. Public confidence evaporated. Naturally, it affected the housing market and the
bubble burst in early 1989. Prices began to fall and developers went bankrupt. Arden Cottage which had cost
£100 in 1935, £53,000 in 1983, reached £190,000 in August, 1989, but then dropped to £165,000 in two
months. The following year it sold for much less.
About thirty houses and barn conversions were built in the 1980s, plus some huge extensions on existing
houses: the old cottage called The Rosary was renovated and doubled in size for an asking price of £332,000
in early 1989 - but within five months the price had dropped by almost a quarter. The size of the new and
renovated houses of that decade made them much more obtrusive than the smaller bungalows of the 1960s.
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Villagers were worried that people who could afford to buy such large luxury homes might not be interested
in sustaining the shop or the school. Also, they would not be newly-married couples, but people with fewer
and older children. This proved to be the case: the average number of persons per dwelling which was 3.1 in
1961, dropped by sixteen percent to 2.6 in 1991.
The money-mad 'Thatcher Years' which led to inflated land and house prices, were coupled with some
opposition to large numbers of houses on any one site. This eliminated any possibility of building cheaper
starter-homes in the village. At the same time, the government policy of allowing tenants to buy their own
council houses, meant that very little cheap rented accommodation remained and council houses were only
allocated from the waiting list for the Aylesbury Vale area. While this was fair, it shut the door to young people
born or bred in the village who wished to stay and start their own families.
On a more basic level, there was a reminder of what the weather could do to an old house if it was not
looked after. An old country saying is that witchert needs, 'a good pair of boots and a good hat' referring to
the foundations and the roof. Woodbine Cottage, of 1845 vintage, was witchert and its 'hat' had been neglected
in later years. However, in late 1985, the cottage was bought by a young couple who intended to rebuild. One
morning a big sto1m blew up, there was a crash and Woodbine collapsed into a heap of rubble and timber.
They had to build a completely new house which, externally at least, was a faithful copy of the original, plus
an extension.
The home of Bemards, Lochores and Floyds, Hill House had also been neglected. In its exposed position
and, being a large rambling house, it needed looking after. After Lady Floyd died in 1976, little more was done
to it. However, in the late 1980s a new family moved in. After some expensive renovation, plus a new drive
and entrance-way and much needed tree-manageme nt, both house and grounds looked beautiful again. In 1991,
for the first time in very many years, the village fete was held in the grounds.
Tommy Clark died in 1989 and distant relatives sold Hicks Cottage, having obtained planning permission
for a house in the garden. The builder who bought it modernized the cottage and added a moderately-sized
extension. For the new house, it was sad to see Tommy's garden disappear under the bulldozer blades - his
vegetable garden had been truly magnificent with neither chemical sprays nor inorganic fertilisers ever used.
Nevertheless, he would probably not have been too dismayed by what happened. He always seemed to have
a fatalistic attitude to progress, although he never openly expressed such a view. Tommy was of a generation
that accepted whatever happened with a minimum of fuss. Protest meetings, signing of petitions, letters to the
papers; those things were foreign to him and his contemporaries . But in modem times they were very necessary,
as events were to prove.

The School
In 1973, the pupil numbers at the school were halved at a stroke when the leaving age was changed from
eleven to eight. That year the County Education Department threatened the school with closure but, after strong
arguments by the school managers, the idea was dropped. Three years later, there were only fifteen children
on the register and another closure threat emerged, but then receded. By this time, the school had developed
very well under the headmistress, Miss Damaris Biffen. She had some good helpers including Mrs Alva Martin
who was highly regarded, and many parents gave their time to various projects. There was ample evidence that
the children did well at their next schools. Pupil numbers began to climb and, by 1979, reached a high of
twenty-seven. Despite this, the County made yet another attempt at closure. The third battle to save the school
was very vigorous and there was great relief when a reprieve was granted. To celebrate the victory, the old
school bell was repaired and rehung, and it rang out over the village once more.
The victory was short-lived because in 1986, while pupil numbers had risen to nearly forty, yet another
closure threatened. Despite being in the front line for the fourth time in thirteen years and somewhat
battle-fatigued, governors, parents and many others fought long and hard. A comprehensive and detailed report
was made to rebut the County's arguments for closure and the help of the local MP, plus press and radio, were
enlisted.
But the the County authorities were implacable and impervious to all reasoned argument. They were
obviously determined to see the closure of the school, which came in 1988 .. .it was organized, bureaucratic
vandalism of the very worst kind.
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The loss was keenly felt by everybody, both young and old. Moreover, exactly as had been feared, it was
not long before there were fewer families with young children in the village: five years later, the Playgroup
only had five Chearsley children out of a total of fifty-five.
The County had to sell the old school and wanted planning permission for an extra house in the old
playground. They proposed a large and ugly dwelling which, in the middle of the Conservation Area, would
have towered over the old cottages nearby. The inhabitants had to gird their loins for yet another fight and, after
more battles, came victory. The extra house was denied and, after conversion, the old school became a fine
dwelling.

Village Services
Meanwhile, in 1982, Cecil Webb retired and sold the Post Office and Shop. The newcomers who took over
were hardly in before they lost heart. Christmas came and people naturally took their parcels to the shop for
posting. There they found the new owner behind the counter with a fearful expression on his face, saying, 'I
don't want 'em, go to Long Crendon'! Sales fell dramatically and the Aylesbury Postmaster announced that the
Post Office would close. By that time small shop economics had become very fragile and no PO meant no
Shop. Another battle! Many villagers responded with a stream of letters giving their arguments against closure.
It was saved and the Postmaster afterwards publicly commended the village on the quality of the arguments
put forward. Following that near-disaster, three other owners came and went. After a brief spell of excellence,
the shop went downhill again and seemed finally doomed. However, in 1991, one of the villagers, Margaret
Morbey, took over the lease and it was soon doing very well again.
The one remaining pub, The Bell, had not been a raging success during the same period, although there was
a small core of regular patrons. However, a village family of two-years standing - Peter and Sue Grimsdell took over the tenancy in late 1992 and the pub became a very popular social meeting place once more.
The Church
In 1977 the village lost its own resident vicar and, from then on, shared the vicar of Long Crendon with Lower
Winchendon, Canon Stanley Young. He was to stay in charge until 1994 and, during that time, Chearsley
church went from strength to strength. By the 1980s, family services often produced a congregation of forty
to fifty - quite an achievement for modem times. At the same time, the structure of the church itself was
secured by a tremendous effort of the villagers who raised enough money to rebuild the roof. Unfortunately,
Kathleen Nathan, the long-time organist, choir-mistress, fete treasurer and village benefactor, died in 1992. It
was a blow to both church and village.
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EPILOGUE
Chearsley is the one village that God did finish
Tommy Smith
So we come to the end of more than a thousand years of village history which, except for the last three
decades, have revolved around the parish as a farming community. As we have seen, the decade of the 1960s
really was a watershed, a time in which the village changed forever. By 1993 the population had grown to over
five hundred, and the 'long-time' residents (living here for 25 years or more) only constituted a sixth of the
electorate, compared with a third only thirty years earlier. Most of the modern population is more mobile and
transitory than it ever was before.
Recently, a 'Village Appraisal' sought, by means of a questionnaire, to find out what people thought about
the village, its services and their views on its future. One question was rather basic: 'What do you like about
the village?' This evoked some interesting comments on the shape and character of the village. A thousand
years after our Saxon ancestors had planned the settlement and laid down the interlinked and winding lanes,
some modern inhabitants seemed instinctively to know what was right about it with descriptions like:
... wholeness, compact, safe feeling, self-contained, no through-road.
The opening quotation to this chapter, about being the only village that God finished, was a remark that
Tommy Smith once made to his grandson, Michael Edmonds, before the housing boom of the 1960s. When
young Michael asked him what he meant, Tommy explained that you had to look at the village from the
Aylesbury to Thame road, near the railway bridge. From there you could see that the whole village was
perfectly formed on the side of the hill, the farms and cottages lying within an enclosing circle of lanes and
trees: it looked whole and complete. It seems that what Tommy knew has also been sensed by others who have
since come to live here.
Also, despite the transient nature of the population, the loss of farming as the main way of life and some
persistent rumblings of 'Them and Us', there is something about the village and its inhabitants that continues
to generate great affection. Until they died recently, Molly and Connie - two of Jesse Gregory's daughters used to make an annual pilgrimage from Oxford by bus, just to sit by the river, enjoy a simple picnic and
saunter around the lanes they knew from their childhood. Their nephew, Harry Gregory, dearly loved the village
and sometimes wrote nostalgic articles for the Chearsley News. An Australian couple, who have spent some
holidays here, named their house back home 'Chearsley'. As mentioned earlier, many past vicars and their wives
return here for burial when their time finally comes, and a surprising number of ex-residents of all ages keep
up con-espondence and often revisit. Some wish they had never left.
It is not just the older ones who warm to the village. Pia Knight, who was twelve years old in 1993, wrote
about her own personal feelings for a school project:
Chearsley is very special to me as I 1-m s born here, in my own home. It is where I have grown up. It is a
very very friendly village and is so small everyone knows each other even better.
But without a doubt, the greatest loss of modern times is of village 'characters'. There are now few
outstanding personalities to entertain or scandalize us in the course of normal, everyday life. The Tommy
Smiths and Lucy Lockits have gone, no 'wild grandmothers' come staggering down the road, there is no Mr
Barker to intrigue the children or Uncle Tom White to give them a supper, no Sam George to look after, to
ring the bells or keep the roadman company. The roadman has been replaced by a road-sweeping vehicle with
an anonymous driver. There is no risk of being showered with tea leaves when passing any house, no generous
farmer to give pennies (20p today!) to the children for opening a gate. The last of the village 'characters' was
undoubtedly Sid 'Tuffen' Cliff, renowned cricketer, a great tease, with an increasingly large waistline and the
desire to engage anyone in conversation for hours on end - he made life difficult for newcomers who had
difficulty understanding his strong Bucks accent! As the saying goes, he was a 'good ol' boy'. Another era
ended when he died in 1992.
Although only one villager now works fulltime in agriculture, outside the village itself, the parish is still
farmland. As in years past, cattle and sheep graze the meadows and pasture, and cereal crops are still grown
on the arable. Indirectly now, the products of those same fields still sustain us, though processed and packaged
in shops and supermarkets. And the patchwork of fields, hedgerows and trees is easy on the eye ... but what will
it be like in a thousand years from now? It's probably better that we cannot imagine ...
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VILLAGE LOCATIONS, INCLUDrNG HOUSES, FARMS, COTTAGES, INNS, etc.
A
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72
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17, 19,25,29,40,43,52
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Cedar Cottage
Centre/Central Farm
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17,29.32,50-52,58 ,63,68,75,83,85, I03, 111
114, 129
59,6 1,62,68,97, 111,l 18, 140,144
Chapel (Bapti st)
Chapel (of ease)
15, 16
Chapel Cottage
114
Chearsley Cover (see Cover)
Chearsley Furze (see Cover)
Chearsley Hill House/Hi ll House
80,84,85,88,93, 114, 115,117
124, 125, 13 1, 132, 134, 137
138, 150,15 1, 154
Chearsley House (Lw r Green Fm < I 860) 20,29,63,74,85,86,89
106, 107, 136, 154
Chicken Farm
86,89, I 06, 122, 125, 136, 140, 150
Christmas Cottage
61 ,107
church
11 , 15, 16, l 8,20-24,26-29.32,33,36,37 ,39.43,45-47
51,62.64,65,68,74-76,92,97,98, 105,11 2, 115, 118
I 19, 125, 126, 134- 137, 143, 144, 152
churchyard
37,38,45.57, 11 8, 11 9
90, 120, 124,132, 134,139
Church Room
Close, The
101,11 7
Cloverdale
5 1,65,78, 142
Columbars (see Bucktofts)
Cottage, The
5 1,60,64,94.96
Cover
55,80
Crawley Farm
61.76,84,88, I 07 , 117, I 39

D
Darobey
Dennis Farm
Duck Farm

103
68,85,103,116,126
85,89

G
gallows (supposed)
32
Gardeners Cottage
114,134
Gardens, The
61,62, 107
Green, The
29,59,62, 138
29,70,80,82,83,85, 102,103,116, 125, 128,134, 136
Grove Farm
139- 141 ,148, 154

H
Havendale (see Arden Cottage)
Hawks/Hawkes/Haukes Bridge
Hicks Cottage
Hicks Orchard
Hideaway
Hillview (see Mulberry Hill)
Homely (see Michaelmas Cottage)
Hopyard

36,39, 138
77,86, 12 1, 139, 151
75
148

103, 117

Ivy Cottage (see Wheyside)

L
Lammas Cottage
59,60,62,72
Laundry Collage (see Furze Farm House)
Lodge, The
I06, I07, 124
Long House, The (Church Lane)
32,59,90, 114, 137, 150
Lower Farm
17 ,25,29,30,32,41 ,51-53,58,63
Lower Green
49,83, 103, 106,130,138
Lower Green Farm(< 1860)
19,29,32.39,4 1,43,51,52,57,58,63
Lower Green Farm (after 1860)
63,67,74,83,85-87,98,103,105
106,11 2, 114, 116,12 1, 122,129
130, 135, I 39, 140,144, 150, 154
Lynton Cottage (see Needlemakers)
M
Maltmans Close
Manor Farm

I 38, 143, 144
15, 18-20,22,23,29,30,32,43.45,46,5 1,53 ,55,57
63,69,70,78,79,82,83,85,94, 102, 114
125, 128, 129, 134. 139, 141,145,147
Manor Villas
32,80
Mansion, The
56,65,75
Martins
148
Mead House
60,62,89, 110
Meadows End
142
Merrivale
56
Michaelmas Cottage
65,66,87, 103,128
Middle Farm
29,43,45,47,5 1-53,58,63
moat
18-20
Moss' Close (see Turnip Close)
Motor House
88, 150
Mulberry Hill
29,32,11 1

E
Ebenezer Cottage
Elder Tree Cottage
Elm Brook Close
Exors Farm (see Manor Farm)

62
60,92,105 , 111 , 114,126, 142
104, 144, 150

F
Fairview Cottage
101 , 127
Farthing Cottage
45,51,60, 74,80,81,98, I07, 128
Forge, The
59,60
Furze Farm (see also Tithe Farm) 22,63,67 ,75,80,82,85,98, I00
101,103, 107,114,I 16,117,127
129, 135, 139, 140, 142, 148
Furze Farm House
22, 11 7
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N
Needlemakers
9 School Lane
North Farm (see Tithe Fam1)
0
Old Bakery, The
Old Farmhouse, The
Old House, The
Old Plough, The
Old Sawpit Cottage
Orchard Close

44,6 I .97, 107, 117,121 , 137, 148
60,145,146

47
11 ,29,43,45 ,60, I03
9,30,33,40,60,68, 72, I I5,142
118
59,62,90, I 14
64,74,90, 114

p
Physicks
Pig and Whistle
Pigeon House
Pleasant Cottage
Plough, The
Poorhouse
Post Office
Priest's Cottage
Prospect Cottage

26,84
56,60,72
114
89,90,137
62,89-91 , 118,136
32
62,68 , 110-1 13, 127, 133,136, 137, 140, 147,152
27,30,60,87, 112
59,67 , 138

R

Regency Cottage
Rose Cottage (see Mead House)
Roseries/Rosary, The
Red Lion, The
Roof Tree (see Farthing Cottage)

74, 107
56,80, 150
30

s
Sam's Hole (sw imming place)
84, 138
School
52,62,64-69,73,75,78-80,86,88,89,9 1,94,98 , 100, I 02
105 , 108, 11 2, 11 4, 120- 123, 134, 136, 145 ,1 5 1, 152
30.42,5 1,59,6 1,74,89,90, 136, 140
Sm ithy
19,27.28,47, 118
Stockwell
111
Sun ny Bank
Sun nydene (see Orc hard Close)
Sunrise (see Long House)

T
Thatches, The
Tithe Farm
tower (church)
Town Hall'
Treetops
T urners Yard
Turn ip Close

60, 14 1
22,29,32,39,4 1,46,5 1-53,55,57,63, 11 6
2 1,72, 119
111

139
90, 107 ,114
148

u
Upper Farm
Upper Farmhouse
Upper Green

29,32,44,46,52,58 ,60,6 1,63-65 ,80, 11 4
140
42,49,5 1,52,59

V

viad uct (rail way)
Vicarage
View, The
Vine Cottage

72, 129
39,62,86,90, I00, 11 7, 11 9, 120, 132
11 3,11 6, 150
60, 142

w
29,30,43-45,60, 7 1,77 ,89 ,92, I 13, 140
Walnut Orchard
Watts Green
44,66,74,75,8 1,87, 11 8
West End Cottage
32,59, 11 2
Wheyside
89, 11 8
White City
I08
White Horse, The
27,37,45,47,57,60,72,87 ,97 ,98
White House, The (see Old Bakery)
60
White Lion, The
18,3 1
windmi ll
105, 15 1
Woodbine Cottage
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